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1 Helios at The Manor 

Helios - the premier Europeans custom 
console builder designed and built The 
Manor console. After over a yearif opera- 
tion since the rebuild, The Manor is one of 
Englands most successful and profitable 
studios. Helios is distributed exclusively 
in the U.S. by Everything Audio. 

p TECHNICAL: 
32 input channels 

with specially 
designed 4- region 

parametric equalisers. 
24 output groups. Quad 

panning of all channels 
and all groups to final Quad 

outputs. All faders VCA 
operated, controllable overall 

by selected "grouper" faders. 
ALLISON automation system for 

memory control of faders in 
mixdown. Stereo headphone foldback 

systems from channels and tracks. Four 
echo systems with quad panning of 

returns to monitoring. Recorder remotes, 
Van-speed, and large range of ancillaries 
console mounted for easy access. 

1wL WllEIT2 
Accept our invitation to contact us and discuss your studio needs 

7037 Laurel Canyon Blvd., North Hollywood, California 91605 / 982 -6200 
Fur add, (1011.11 infonnatUOn circle No, 1 
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BRINGING THE TECHNOLOGY 
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The technology is all ground us. It applies to everything. 
It is the aim of Sound Workshop to utilize the technology 
to its' limit and produce products with state of the art 
performance without state of the art prices. But how are 
we able to do this while other manufacturers have been 
unable to? 
Its simple...experience and expertise. 

Sound Workshop is made up of professional audio people 
who have designed some of the most sophisticated audio 
consoles in use throughöut the world. We have also had 
the pleasure of recording most of today's top contempo- 
rary recording artists. 
Experience and expertise. It shows: 

Our 242A Stereo Reverberation System has become the 
industry standard for low cost reverb; 

The Express Sound Co. 
1833 Newport Blvd. 
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92627 
(714) 645-8501 

Audio Concepts, Inc. 
7138 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Los Angeles, Ca. 90046 
(213) 851 -7172 

Everything Audio 
7037 Laurel Canyon Blvd. 
North Hollywood, Ca. 91605 
(213) 982-6200 

Accurate Sound Co. 
114 5th Ave. 
Redwood City, Ca. 94063 
(415) 365 -2843 

Fred Locke Professional Audio 
62 Woodlawn Road. 
Berlin, Conn. 06037 
(203) 828 -1124 

The Harris Co. 
633 Shenandoah 
Miami, Fla. 33145 
(305) 854 -2003 

Milam Audio Corp. 
1504 North 8th Street 
Pekin. III. 61554 
(309) 346 -3161 

K& L Sound Services 
75 North Beacon Street 
Watertown. Mass. 02172 
(617) 787 -4072 

Our 220 Doubler /Limiter combines an electronic delay 
system with a state of the art audio peak limiter in one low 

1 cost package; 

And our 1280 8-Track Recording Console will revolutionize 
budget multi -track studio packages. 

Bringing these products to you is our small but competent 
network of professional audio dealers that possess the 
experience and expertise necessary to meet your present 
and future audio needs. If you're interested in Sound 
Workshop products, or even someone elses gear, contact 
one of the dealers listed below. They make up The 
Sound Workshop Creative Dealer Group. Along with 
Sound Workshop they're bringing the technology within 
everyone's reach. 

Systems & Technology In Music 
2025 Factory St. 
Kalamazoo. Mich. 49001 
(616) 382 -6300 

AVC Systems, Inc. 
321 University Ave. SE 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55414 
(612) 338-4341 

Martin Audio/Video Corp. 
320 West 46th Street 
New York, New York 10036 
(212) 541 -5900 

Audio By Zimet, Inc. 
1040 Northern Blvd. 
Roslyn, New York 11576 
(516) 621 -0138 

The Sound Workshop Creative Dealler Group. 

Custom Audio Services 
Rear 1356 East College Ave. 
State College, Pa. 16801 
(814) 237-1351 

Nashville Studio Systems 
16 Music Circle South 
Nashville, Tenn. 37203 
(615) 256 -1650 

Mission Sound Systems 
1506 Dunlap 
Mission, Texas78572 
(512) 585 -6305 

Sound Workshop 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1338 Northern Blvd.. Roslyn, New York 11576 
l516ì 621 -710 R -e /p 3 
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OTARI MX -5050 the original 
(and still the best) 

compact professional recorder 
Just over two years ago, Otari 
introduced a unique new product 
-the first truly professional 
recorder in a compact package - 
the MX -5050. Since then, the 
performance and reliability of this 
innovative new machine have been 
tested and proven in over a 
thousand critical professional 
applications -by broadcasters, 
recording studios, A/V departments, 
musicians, and semipro recordists 
worldwide. Universal acceptance 
and repeat orders by these 
satisfied customers tell this 
remarkable recorder's success 
story better than we can. 

Bias can be re- optimized in seconds. 

As you compare the MX -5050 
with other recorders, keep this in 
mind. The MX -5050 is not a hi -fi 
machine with a few professional 
features added later as an 
afterthought. It was designed from 
the ground up based on Otari's 
10 year experience as Japan's 
leading manufacturer of profes- 
sional recorders and high speed 
duplicators. It is a full professional 
machine with the performance, 
features, and field proven reliability 
that you expèct to find only in 

the larger professional recorders. 
Here are some of the key 

reasons why the MX -5050 is the 
best compact recorder available 
today. 

EMEND 

Production Features: Creative 
production is simplified with: 
Front panel edit to spill tape. 
Lift-up head cover to mark splices 
and clean heads. Built -in splicing 
block on head cover. Adjustable 
cue to defeat head lifters. Selec- 
tive reproduce to add new tracks 
in perfect time synchronization. 
Two speed operation, 15 and 71/2 

or 71/2 and 33/4 ips (field change- 
able in dc servo versions). 

Performance Features: Headroom 
is 19 dBm, a full 15 dBm over the 
switch selectable fixed output 
of +4 dBm. This standard reference 
level output can be rear panel 
switched to 10 dBm to drive a PA 

system or power amplifier. 
S/N ratio is NAB weighted 69 dB 
full track, 68 dB half track, 
and 65 dB quarter track. Crosstalk 
is greater than 60 dB half track. 
Outputs are 600 ohm balanced 
(standard on half track) or 
unbalanced. Line input and output 
connectors are XLR. 

Otari Corporation 
981 Industrial Road 
San Carlos, Calif. 94070 
(415) 593 -1648 TWX: 910 -376 -4890 

Operating Features: Bias is 
front -panel continuously adjustable 
(not limited to fixed positions). 
With built -in test oscillator (not 
available on other compact 
professional recorders) bias can 
be optimized in seconds when 
changing tape. Record EQ and 
standard reference level are also 
front adjustable. Straight -line tape 
path simplifies threading. Capstan 
is located on back side of tape 
for improved tape life. An extra 
reproduce head is standard on 
all versions to allow playback 
of tapes in different formats. 
For pitch control and freedom from 
power line variations, an optional 
dc capstan servo is available 
with ±10% correction range. 

Easy threading; capstan on back side. 

Versatility: Available in full -track 
(with half -track reproduce capability 
standard), two- track, and quarter - 
track versions. Walnut case 
(standard), rugged portable road 
case, rack mounting adaptor, 
or floor console. Universal power 
supply standard. Low impedance 
input and output transformers and 
remote control also optional 
accessories. 

See your nearest Otari dealer 
for the full story or contact Otari. 
And, if it's multichannel you need, 
ask about the standard -setting 
four and eight channel versions 
of the MX -5050. 

Otari Electric Co., Ltd. 
4 -29 -18 Minami Ogikubo 
Suginami -ku, Tokyo 167, Japan 
(03) 333-9631 Telex: J26604 

For additional information circle No. 3 
R-e/p 4 
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If listening is your profession .. . 

we've got some pro 
If you spend long, strenuous hours listening to 
high -level sound, you can't afford to be 
fatigued by distortion or distracted by poor 
quality audio. You've got to have the best 
low- distortion monitors with top power 
capacity and extended bandwidth that money 
can buy. 

The answer - the professionals from Altec. 

Recording studios worldwide rely on Altec 
studio monitors to deliver tight, crisp, accurate 
playback in the most crucial of professional 
audio environments. 

As standards in the recording industry for over 

1515 So Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803. 714/774-2900 
Al TEC CORPORA IION 

slifigu should meet. 
a quarter century, Altec monitors offer high 
efficiency, wide dynamic range and the 
distortion -free power required to help you- - 
make the right listening judgments. 

For further information on Altec's line of studio 
monitors, Including the Models 620604 -8G` 
and 9849 shown above, please write to: 
Altec Sound Products Division, 
Commercial Sales Department, 

For andMu nal informat.oa ci:cf:r!1 o. 4 

"Ow-found of expeìmacR. 

R-eíp 5 
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The Incomparable SPECTRA SONICS 
Model 1024 -24 Audio Control Console 

Quality: SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles show the 
care and attention to detail that are the mark of the skilled 
American craftsman. The internal wiring, module construction, 
console housing, and the control display reflect the precision and 
distinctive craftsmanship that is characteristic of SPECTRA 
SONICS. 

Capability: SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles provide 
an immediate initial capability that may be increased to 32 inputs 
and 32 outputs, at minimum cost. The flexibility of the system will 
provide line /microphone selection, attenuation, equalization and, 
through assignment controls, various other combinations for 
the most sophisticated signal processing now required in 
today's studio. 

Reliability: SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles have an 
established reputation of superior reliability. Through creative 
design, the circuitry is developed to function well below operating 

770 Wall Avenue 
Ogden, Utah 84404 

(801) 392 -7531 

I'[CTDhI ONIC 5 

limits to enhance an extended life for the components. Throu 
empirical data on SPECTRA SONICS audio amplifiers, a reliabilit 
rate of 99.9% has been derived. These amplifiers are used ' 

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles and material! 
contribute to system reliability. 

Performance: SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles ar 
guaranteed to outperform any other console in the world in noise 
frequency response, distortion, and peak overload. All console 
are provided with documented data acquired in tests of t 

complete system. Guaranteed performance specifications ar 

Frequency Response, ± 1/4dB 20HZ- 20kHZ; Signal /Noise Rati 
(microphone input), not less than 82.5dB below + 4dBM, outp 
for a -50 input (50 ohms source); Signal /Noise Ratio (line input) 
not less than 87dB below + 4dBM output for + 4dBM inpu 
Harmonic Distortion, less than .01% at + 18dBM (1kHz); Inter 
modulation Distortion, less than .02% at +4dBM; Crosstalk, no 

less than 60dB at 20kHZ (typically 80dB). 

6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 11l 
Hollywood, California 9002 

(213) 461 -432 

E A D E R L I N A D V A N C E D T E C H N O L O G Y 
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acoustics. Robert Schulein of Shure Bro- 
thers will discuss Microphone Use, and 
Juergen Wahl of U.R.E.I. will review 
Sound System Electronics, Don Keele, Jr., 
of Klipsch Associates will end the morn- 
ing session with an Overview of Loud- 
speaker Systems. 

Sound Reinforcement System Applic- 
ations is the subject of the afternoon 
sessions. Presentations will be made by 
Stan Miller of Stanai Sound, who will 
speak on Sound Systems for the Perform- 
ing Artist; Mahlon Burkhard of Industrial 
Research Products, Inc., whose subject 
will be Creating the Concert Hall Outdoors 
With Sound Delay; and David Klepper of 
Klepper, Marshall, King who will speak 
on Sound Reinforcement in the Theater. 

Don Davis of Synergetic Audio Con- 
cepts will discuss the relationships among 
various industry service segments that 
work to create quality sound reinforce- 
ment and what they can learn to improve 
the satisfaction of the system user. After 
his presentation, Davis will moderate an 
audience participation panel discussion 
on Future Aspects of Sound System Des- 
ign. Featured speakers at the conference 
will serve as panel members. 

Further information on attendance at 
the conference or participation as an ex- 
hibitor may be obtained from Harry O. 
Saunders, 225 West Randolf 24A, Chic- 
ago, IL 60606 - (312) 727 -4331. 

CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA RECORDS 
FIRST SYMPHONIC DIRECT -TO -DISC 
RECODING OF MODERN TIMES 

Kenneth Haas, General Manager of the 
Cleveland Orchestra, and Jack Renner of 
Cleveland's Advent Recording Corpora- 
tion (not related to the Advent of Mass- 
achusetts), have announced that The 
Cleveland Orchestra, Lorin Maazel con- 
ducting, has made a phonograph record 
using the direct -to -disc recording tech- 
nique during sessions on January 16 and 
17 in Cleveland's Masonic Auditorium. 
Robert Woods produced the recording 
for Advent, which will release the record 
on its TELARC label. The repertoire in- 
cludes works by Berlioz, Bizet, Falla and 
Tchaikovsky. 

This is the first commercial recording 
made by a symphony orchestra using dir- 

ductor Maazel in the foreground, with pro - 
er Jack Renner at the Auditronics console. 

e operator Dave Ellsworth in the rear. 

Our "Little Dipper" 

The Sound 
Pollution 
Solution 
The Universal Audio Model 565 "Little Dipper" Filter Set cleans up problem 
tracks made under adverse conditions such as remote pickup or location film- 
ing. Whistles, heterodynes, hum, and other coherent sound can be filtered 
out, with no audible effect on the quality of the music or voice. Semi -coherent 
noise - motion picture camera noise, fluorescent fixture buzz, can be greatly 
reduced, as can the incoherent noise of jet aircraft, noisy amplifiers, and gen- 
eral background noise. Also, the versatile 565 can be used for many other 
tasks and effects: 

"Phasing" and other unique effects Sharp enhancement of any audio 

Harmonic distortion filtering 
frequency 

Simultaneous elimination of any 
Wave analysis two audio frequencies 

FEATURES 

Two variable width notch /pass 
filters, to -pass and high -pass filters 
All continuously tunable 

Available through your UREI dealer. 

Zero insertion loss or 20 dB gain 

Extremely low noise and distortion 
UREI quality, of course 

UIIi ü "Instrumental in Audio" 

11922 Valerio Street, No. Hollywood, California 91605 (213) 764 -1500 
Exclusive export agent: Gotham Export Corooration, New York 

For additional information circle No. 7 
R-e/p 11 
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In session at the Masonic Auditorium .. . 

ect -to -disc techniques since the develop- 
ment of the long- playing record. Producer 
Woods commented: "The Cleveland Orch- 
estra and Lorin Maazel were invited to be- 
come involved in this monumentally dif- 
ficult project of recording unedited per- 
formances of complete recorded sides, 
recorded without pause and cut directly 
onto the lacquer disc without the inter- 
mediate use of a tape generation, because 
of their proven ability to perform effic- 
iently and effectively under the extreme 
pressures involved in this kind of re- 
cording. This method of recording is much 
the same as that used in the early days 
(before tape), and greatly increases the 
risk factors and requires optimum condi- 
tions during every facet of the project." 

REPORT ON "NEW CREATIVE AUDIO 
EFFECTS FOR THE LIVING 

THEATRE" SYMPOSIUM 
On January 22nd and 29th, Califor- 

nia State University at Northridge (CSUN) 
and Cetec Audio conducted a two day 
symposium on "New Creative Audio Ef- 
fects for the Living Theatre." The event 
was hosted by Dr. William Bellman of 
CSUN, and Mr. Bob Slutsky of Cetec. 

The symposium was conceived to de- 
velop a framework for sound in the thea- 
tre, and then on that basis, present an 
example: a scene from Ionesco's Rhin- 
oceros (which will be presented in full 
starting February 25th, 1977 at CSUN). 

In addition to the high quality of 
the presentations, the symposium was ex- 
ceptional for at least two reasons. First, 
while the idea of theatre sound immed- 
iately suggests theatre sound reinforce- 
ment, this symposium primarily concern- 
ed theatre sound effects and the impli- 
cations of new electronics technology on 
effects systems. Second, instead of pre- 
senting a theatre sound "clinic" with a 
few speakers and an audience, CSUN and 
Cetec held a true symposium, where 
everyone participated. There were a large 
number of creative suggestions from the 
"audience" concerning possible ways to 
overcome the challenges of producing the 
sound effects called for by Ionesco in his 
Rhinoceros script. 

The play Rhinoceros takes place in a 

small town in France. The plot concerns 
the sudden appearance of several rhin- 
ocers' (rhinoceri ?) in the town, and the 
eventual (literal) transformation of every- 
one in the town into a rhinoceros with 
the sole exception of one man. While in 
the play, the transformation is literal, the 
rhinoceros' are supposed to represent 
Nazi -like conformity. Part of Ionesco's 
purpose in writing the play was to dem- 
onstrate that the potential for this rhin- 
oceros -like conformity exists in each 
member of the audience as well as the 
cast. 

In order to help build the mood for 
the play, Ionesco wrote liberal sound ef- 

fects cues into the script, calling for 
"tramplings ", "snufflings" "trumpet - 
ings" and even "musical trumpetings" 
from the rhinoceros'. Significantly, there 
is no mention in the script of methods for 
producing these effects, and few guide- 
lines as to the extent that the effects 
should be used. The symposium then, be- 
came a search for effects that an audience 
would accept, and that could be pro- 
duced with the avilable equipment. 

This last limitation turned out to be 
less a limitation than a matter of "over - 
choice". A Cetec Series 20A console with 
their "Pre -set Distribution System" con- 
trolled the system. There were eight out- 
put channels each with a separate power 
amplifier and speaker system, and the 
speakers were set up in all corners of the 

MCI'S NEW HELPING HANDS 
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Fat Albert Productions' Ron Albert, as everyone 
knows, is a great mixer -but MCI's new JH -50 
Series automation system has made him even 
greater, by giving total recall of his previous 
mixes. MCI can give you creative helping hands, 
too, with its easy -to -use, low -cost automation 
for all MCI consoles of the JH-400 and JH -500 
Series. 
MCI JH -500 Series consoles require no modi- 
fication to accept the new automation, which 
can be added in a few hours. The JH -400 Series 
consoles also can be automated, including 
grouping, by the JH -50 system. 
In the tradition of MCI, a retrofit kit is available 
to provide all required circuitry (including 
faders) for automating existing consoles in 
the field. 
Call your local dealer today and ask about automating 
your console. Ask for: 

MCI JH -50 -416 for JH -416 Consoles 
MCI JH -50 -428 for JH -428 Consoles 
MCI JH -50 -528 for JH -528 Consoles 
MCI JH -50 -542 for JH -542 Consoles 

AVENUE / FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 33308 / (305) 566 -2853 /TELEX 51 -4362 
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theatre, as well as back stage and in the 
orchestra pit, to perform multi -channel 
effects. A Vega wireless microphone sys- 
tem was used on the stage, and some of 
the effects were recorded on a Scully 
280B -2 two -track recorder with variable 
speed electronics. In addition, there were 
a whole array of special effects devices 
including a MICMIX Time Warp, two 
model 102 Lexicon and one 9430A Altec 
digital time delays, a Lexicon Varispeech 
27 (able to vary either the pitch or the 
speed of a program independently), a 
Putney VCS3 analog synthesizer, a 527A 
and a 529A UREI equalizer, and an 
Orban /Parasound parametric equalizer. 

Not all of the equipment will be 
available for the final presentation of the 
play. At the symposium, however the 
equipment provided the means for a num- 
ber of startling distortions of an actor's 
voice (as the actor turned into a rhin- 
oceros on stage), as well as excellent 
"background" effects that were entirely 
electronic, and some interesting demon- 
strations of the ability of digital delay to 
"expand" the apparent size of a room, or 
to `localize" certain sounds without the 
need for panning techniques. 

While this was probably not the first 
time that some of the new electronic 
technology has been applied to theatre 
sound effects generation, it was certainly 
an eye -opening experience, and the impli- 
cations to the world of theatre and to 

the sound world are significant. 
Sound effects have a long history in 

films, where they can be recorded and re- 
recorded in the studio with alterations 
and timing changes as needed. In live 
theatre, however, sound effects have been 
traditionally produced by as simple 
means as possible (often mechanical me- 
thods) for two main reasons. First, sound 
systems, for effects (or for reinforce- 
ment) have traditionally not been as re- 
liable as they might have been, and are 
considered "untrustworthy" by many 
theatre personnel. Second, until the re- 
cent development of digital audio devices 
and synthesizers, most sound system ef- 
fects were produced mechanically and re- 
corded on a tape machine for playback 
at the appropriate cue. This works fine 
for simple, short -timed effects, but for 
effects that occur over several minutes or 
more, a tape machine forces an actor to 
conform to its time schedule, a very un- 
desirable limitation in the flexible world 
of theatre. 

Now however, new equipment and 
techniques can overcome these problems, 
making the sound effects system a viable 
addition to live theatre. Sound effects can 
be used to create illusions, to enhance the 
emotional effect of a scene, or to mani- 
pulate audience attention. In some cases, 
the sound may even be an actor unto 
itself. The power this can give to a dir- 
ector is obvious. 

The implications for the sound con- 
tractor or engineering consultant should 
also be obvious. Potentially, a sound ef- 
fects system can be as important to a 
theatre as a stage lighting system, even in 
a theatre too small to require a traditional 
sound reinforcement system. And be- 
cause the potential exists, it's only a mat- 
ter of time before such systems may be- 
come commonplace. The CSUN /Cetec 
symposium was worthwhile because it 
not only was a good introduction (or 
review) to theatre sound in general, but 
that it also helped create an awareness of 
this "other side" of theatre sound, and its 
probable future development. 

market comment: 
The Resurrection of 
BOP and BRAHMS 

by Kim McKenzie and 
Carl Plumgarden 

Once upon a time there were two tre- 
mendously popular forms of music in 
America: Classical and Jazz. Although the 
two forms never really met eye -to -eye 
with the audience, they met eye -to -eye 
on the sales reports. During the late 40's 
and early 50's when the LP was in its in- 
fancy the number of small labels spring- 
ing up to service this need was something 
short of an epidemic. 

But then something happened. The 
audience became fickle, the prices went 

I additional information circle No. 8 
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"BOP and BRAHMS" 
continued - 
up, the artists were being lured away by 
fatter contracts from the larger labels, 
and for a period of time from the late 
60's until just recently the two forms 
seemed to have all but vanished from the 
American music spectrum. The American 
music spectrum, but not so everywhere 
else. In Europe the tradition is still alive 
and flourishing. 

Although the cause for the two med- 
iums to succumb to such passive oblivion 
is relatively different for different reasons, 
the fact that they are beginning to get 
back some of their notoriety after neglect 
for many years is important. Although a 
handful of people are doing something 
about it, the audience is slowly coming 
back to what was always there. 

For the classical market, the dismal 
periods came when such former giants as 
RCA and London, trying to tune in to a 
progressive rock audience created ludi- 
crous packages serving only to scare peo- 
ple away with their poor packaging, poor 
pressing, and poor concept. 

The Jazz market, on the other hand, 
became so bad here in the U.S. that it 
literally forced many musicians to take 
sanctuary in Europe, where their craft 
was appreciated and preserved. 

Of course, one must realize that the 
Jazz scene does still flourish here in the 
U.S., but is somehow subdued when com- 
pared with the goings -on in Europe. 

With the new emphasis on the disco 
market, however, many jazz musicians 
have found an easy escape hatch from re- 
lative obscurity and found acceptance in 
the new form. Whether or not this is valid 
is highly disputed amongst record comp- 
any execs and musicians alike. 

One of the healthier aspects to the 
whole thing has been the appearance of 
various labels deeply concerned with 
quality product and quality acts. Since its 
inception in the late 60's, ECM Records, 
in Germany, has shown that consistent 
quality has many benefits. Its stateside 
appearance, through Polydor, has substan- 
tiated it. But meanwhile, there appears to 
be a trend beginning in America towards 
this same concept; giving the selective, 
quality conscious music buyer what they 
want. Pablo Records, begun in the early 

Miller listening to a play -back 
with Jazz All -Star ROY ELDRIDGE 

70's by Norman Granz with Eric Miller, 
have had stellar careers in the past in the 
Jazz field, and their contribution to 
music and the selective buyer has been far 
reaching. With beginning releases of Jazz 
greats of the 50's, many of which were 
previously unissued, Pablo made an im- 
mediate impact on what was once a sag- 
ging industry. During a recent interview 
Miller reflected on the success of Pablo: 
"Timing is everything. We came about at 
a time when it was sorely needed. We 
gave and are continuing to give the aud- 
ience something they really want. It's as 
simple as that. And it really is a simple 
thing; but for some reason maintaining 
simplicity on the large -scale corporate le- 
vel has always been difficult." 

An interesting sidelight: Pablo, like 
ECM, is distributed throughout Europe 
via Polydor; but distributed in the U.S. 
by RCA, making for a rather interesting 
set of bedfellows. 

It is important to point out that with 
the resurgence of the independent label, 
taking on the responsibilities of issuing 
quality product and nurturing acts, a 
sense of freedom for the artist is estab- 
lished. Knowing there is an audience who 
will accept and enjoy what a particular 
musician is doing, he can explore many 
more varied fields, sometimes at the ex- 
pense of the exec's nervous system. "I 
was over at RCA's studios a while back 
with Dizzy Gillespie ", Miller points out, 
"and he was doing a disco session. I 

couldn't believe it. Here is this guy with 
all this history behind him, one of the 
true greats of jazz, and he's in there doing 
this disco session! I was horrified at first, 
but that's what he wanted to do, so I got 
out of there and just sat in a bar down 
the street for the rest of the day." 

The need for creative freedom on the 
part of the musician has been a struggle 
for as long as anyone can remember. And 
achieving that has opened up a whole 
new burgeoning scene for the musician, 
the record company, and the audience to 
work from. 

On the classical side, the success of 
labels such as Pablo are based on entirely 
different circumstances. Most production 
is still being undertaken in Europe, simply 
because there are more halls in which to 
record, musicians are considerably cheap- 
er to hire, and one very touchy, but impor- 
tant point, the unions are easier to get 
along with. Although I have not been 
able to substantiate this rumor, I have 
heard that if a certain number of Ameri- 
can musicians play as soloists, or in a 
chamber capacity for a recording, and 
should their orchestra or union know 
this is going on, the company responsi- 
ble for the recording must pay for the 
use of the entire orchestra although bare- 
ly any of them are used. As I said before, 
this has only been a rumor circulated 
through a number of sources. So with 
those problems besetting the classical 
label, what is the solution? A number of 

... listening to a take with the 
incomparable Dizzy Gilespi 

smaller labels, such as Nonesuch, which 
is referred to as the biggest -smallest 
label in the U.S., simply issues a large 
quantity of small works, electronic works, 
or pieces leased through larger European 
labels which have not found release over 
here. Other labels have taken on the re- 
sponsibility of issuing historic recordings, 
previously issued on either 78's or through 
radio transcriptions of the 30's and 40's, 
and most have met with a certain degree 
of praise, raised eyebrows or, as in the 
case of a certain release by Turnabout/ 
Vox, a court injunction by RCA. 

So it is still left up to the larger 
labels, with larger budgets, to bring out 
new items for the classical market. One 
recent revelation was the go -ahead for 
Westminster /ABC to begin domestic pro- 
duction of classical recordings. The other 
was the debut of Erato, through RCA, 
and Seon, through ABC, as well as the 
bolstering of lesser -priced lines such as 
Angel /Seraphim and CBS /Odyssey. These 
trends have made it possible for the neo- 
phite classical listener to purchase and 
experiment in his purchases, while build- 
ing up a quality library. And this in turn 
has created, at last report, a real market. 

But back to Jazz and Pablo and Eric 
Miller. What is the level of success an 
independent label such as Pablo is having? 
A consistent number of Grammy Award 
nominations and awards, a stepped up 
endeavor to bring the music to the aud- 
ience who wants to hear it, and some 
nuances as well. Recently, Pablo, through 
RCA, issued a first -anywhere recording of 
Gershwin's Porgy & Bess, exquisitely 
done by Cleo Laine, Ray Charles, and 
conducted by Frank DeVol. A lot of 
avant -garde Jazz affecianados will un- 
doubtedly scoff at this as not being real 
Jazz, but the real point to be made of all 
this is: it was done, it was an idea that 
needed care and patience, it was master- 
fully executed; and above all, it worked. 

And because it works nobody jokes 
about independent labels anymore, and 
nobody jokes about Jazz or Classical 
music being dead. 

The music industry is looking twice 
and seeing what they've missed all along. 

Late News continues on .. . 

Page 82 .. . 
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ALTEC MASTERING 
LAB USERS 

A & M Recording 
American Recording 
Applewood Studios 
A & R Recording 
Artists Recording Studio 
Asterik Recording 
Atlantic Recording Studio 
Audio Arts 
Autumn Sound 
Randy Bachman 
Bearsville Records 
Blood, Sweat & Tears 
Blue Rock Studios 
Burbank Studios 
Caribou Ranch 
CBS, N.Y.C. 
CBS, San Francisco 
Chapel) Music 
Chariot Studio 
Chelsea Sound 
Cherokee Recording 
Chicago Recording 
Conway Recording 
Dallasonic Recording 
Davlen Sound 
Dawnbreaker Studio 
Disney World 
Dynamic Sounds 
Earth Audio 
Falcon Records 
Frankford -Wayne 
4 Star 
Good Times Studio 
Great Lakes Audio 
Hallmark Studios 
Wally Heider, Los Angeles 
Hit Factory 
House of Music 
Hugo & Luigi Records 
John Kay 
Kendun Recorders 
David Kershenbaum 
Mama Jo's 
Manta Sound 
Mediasound, N.Y.C. 
Minot Sound 
MZH Studios 
Graham Nash 
Nimbus Nine Productions 
Ochoa Recording Studio 
ODO Recording 
Original Sound 
Paramount Recording 
P & P Recording 
Richard Perry 
Pinellas Music 
Producer's Workshop 
RCA, N.Y.C. 
RCA, Los Angeles 
RCA, Toronto 
Record Plant, N.Y.C. 
Record Specialists, Trinadad 
Roade West Recording 
Rockland Recording 
Salty Dog Studio 
Sigma Sound, Phila. 
Sigma Sound, N.Y.C. 
Sound Exchange 
Sound Factory 
Sound Ideas 
Sound Labs 
Soundmixers, N.Y.C. 
Springfield Sound 
Sundance Recording 
Sunset Sound 
Sunswept Studio 
Howard Schwartz Recording 
The Guess Who 
Toronto Sound 
United Artists Studios 
Valentine Recording 
Vantone Studios 
Venture Sound 
Village Recorder 
Western Recording 
Whitney Recording 

...from audiotechniques 

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 

1. ALTEC 604E MONITOR SPEAKERS 
The all -time studio monitoring 
favorite is still available .. . 

brand new and factory fresh 
from Audiotech niques. 

$340 each, prepaid, 
quantity discounts . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

2. THE BIG RED MONITOR SYSTEM 
We've put a 604E and a Mastering Lab Network into a six cubic foot bass reflex 
enclosure and that's our Big Red, the most popular monitoring system for the small to 
medium sized control room. $695 each. 

3. TEST MODEL 
Not for sale. 

4. THE MASTERING LAB FREQUENCY DIVIDING NETWORK 
Add the famous M/L Network with its improved mid -range, distortion -free crossover 
plus extended bass to the 604E and you're in tune with the studios listed. $175 each. 

5. THE SUPER RED MONITOR SYSTEM 
For larger control rooms, we offer a twelve cubic foot infinite baffle cabinet enclosing 
the 604E with M/L Network and an extended range woofer. They give increased 
sound pressure level capability and reduced intermodulation distortion. $995 each. 

t - technìques,inc 
142 Hamilton Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902 Telephone: 203 359 2312 
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Stones' Rolling Studio 

A complete recording studio in a van? For Mick Jagger, it is almost a neces- 
sity. Mick and the Stones can be inspired to produce their next hit anytime, 
but when they're on tour or on vacation, the best recording studios aren't 
always around the corner. The Stones rely on their Shure -equipped mobile 
studio for the unmatched recording perfection they insist upon for these 
moments of midnight inspiration. Whether in a recording session or on stage, 
the Stones' SM7, SM58, SM82, SM53 and SM56 microphones are their 
assurance of consistent quality and natural sound. 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204 
In Canada: A. C. Simmords & Sons Limited 

Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry. 
For additional information circle No. 10 
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Só1e people will do just 
about anything for 

the right sound. 

At MXR we realize that every 
place you perform will not have 
the ideal acoustical environment. _- 
The sounds you have been search- 
ing for in tape echoes and spring (MXR 

reverb units have not been possi- 
ble until now. At last there is a 
reliable, professional quality delay, 
designed for the live performance 
musician who wants the "right sound ". 
The MXR Analog Delay is the first, completely 
electronic means of simulating echo and reverber- 
ation in severe environments where durability and 
immediate control by the performer is important. 
The MXR Analog Delay provides continuously 
variable delay times, from 25 to 500 milliseconds. 
A mix control provides adjustment of the ratio 
between original and delayed signals. A regener- 
ation control allows the user to return a selected 

amount of the delayed signal back 
to the input to be delayed again, 
thus providing multiple echoes 
with varying decay times. Special 
circuitry within the Analog Delay 
allows the optimum delay -band- 
width to be selected. When a delay 
time is increased and the bandwidth 
reduced, an audible effect closely 

simulating the natural reverberation character- 
istics of a range of room sizes is created. 
The MXR Analog Delay represents another addi- 
tion to the growing line of signal processing equip- 
ment for the professional musician. If you're still 
sea -ching for the right sound, see your MXR dealer 
MXR Innovations Inc., 277 N. Goodman Street, 
Rochester, New York 14607 (716) 442 -5320. 

For additional information circle No. 11 
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less of 
a handful... 

more of a mike! 

One of the family 
The D054 joins a distinguished 

family of E -V dynamic microphones. 
Including the very popular 635A, the 
extended -range RE55, and the low - 
noise RE50. The new D054 shares 
many characteristics with our other 
omnidirectional mikes, but its 
differences can provide a very useful 
alternative. 

The runt 
First, the D054 is slightly shorter 

and slimmer than a 635A. The first 
mike designed with the cable connec- 
tor in mind. It's not tacked on. Looks 
great for handheld use, and it's easier 
to tuck away in odd corners. 

Truly full -range 
Despite the miniaturization, the 

D054 boasts a response of 50 to 
18,000 Hz ± 3 dB. Which rivals some 
very expensive competition and makes 
it ideal for demanding close -in 
instrumental pickups. 

R-e/p 18 

Full output 
And the D054 puts out. With 

level that matches the RE55, and a 
dynamic element that won't be over- 
driven by enthusiastic horns, drums, 
or close -up vocals. 

Quietly reliable 
Our internal shock protection 

stops handling and cable noise with 
the best of them. And our Acoustalloy® 
diaphragm is almost indestructible. 
The D054 easily earns the same 
unconditional protection against 
malfunction as all our other Profess- 
ional Microphones. 
So its got to be 
tough.* 

D054 
Omnidirectional 

Dynamic, non -reflecting 
fawn beige. 

D054W, satin white. 
$82.50 suggested 
professional net. 

Slightly higher 
in Western states. 

For additional 'n ormation circle No. 12 

Add -on Flexibility 
Of'course the D054 fits our 3/4" 

microphone options, like the security 
clamp (when you can't control access 
to the mike), a very neat stud mount 
adapter with switch, a most effective 
shock mount, and super Acoustifoam® 
windscreen. 

In short (no pun intended) the 
D054 is aversatile new omnidirectional 
dynamic in the best tradition of E -V. 
Dependably delivering great sound 
from a most modest package. 

Get your toughest microphone 
problems in hand...with this new 
Electro -Voice D054. Available now 
from your helpful E -V professional 
sound specialist. 
*If your D054 fails to function for any reason (cable, connec- 
tors, and finish excepted) within 2 years of purchase, send it 
back. We'll fix it free. And fast. And there's no time limit to 

replacement or repair of faults in workmanship and materials. 
That's our limited Professional Warranty in a nutshell. 

Electrolkice® 
a gUIÌQ l company 
Dept. 561RP, 674 Cecil Street 
Buchanan, Michigan 49107 
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Today's touring concert reinforce- 
ment companies probably wouldn't exist 
if it weren't for the fact that few perman- 
ent systems, whether they are in auditor- 
iums, theaters, clubs or elsewhere, are ill 
equipped to reinforce popular music. 
Many permanent (house) systems were 
designed for speech reinforcement, not 
for music, and may be underpowered, 
lack headroom, and have a restricted fre- 
quency response typical of paging /back- 
ground music systems. Often, their cov- 
erage is poor, and, sad to say, many 
house systems are in a state of disrepair. 

On the other hand, there are a few 
house systems, designed by farsighted en- 
gineers, and purchased by equally far- 
sighted organizations, that are well plan- 
ned and versatile enough that a touring 
sound company may be able to use them 
exclusive of any portable equipment. 
More important to the concert sound re- 
inforcement company, however, is the 
fact that there are a large number of 
house systems that are capable of comple- 
menting the portable system, if they are 
utilized properly. 'Phis article explores 
some of the techniques for making the 
interface between these systems and the 
portable system, and in addition, details 
some ideas for anyone who may be de- 
signing or upgrading a permanent system 
for popular music. 

The Portable /Permanent Combination Is 
Useful: 

A. When there are seating areas that the 
portable system can't easily cover such as 
the areas under low balconies, the rear of 
long, low buildings, outdoor areas or any 
area where the acoustic situation indi- 
cates that the additional system could 
help. An example of this last situation 
would be an indoor arena or auditorium 
where the location of the portable system 
might aggrevate an already bad echo pro- 
blem. In this case, the portable system 
might cover the near stage areas, and the 
house system could then cover the outer 
areas. 

B. When the system is restricted by a 
failure, or by size, weight, financial or 
political factors. 

One good way to avoid failures and 
to foil Murphey's Law is to plan ahead 
for the possibility of catastrophic fail- 
ures. (i.e., if you want to avoid accidents, 
pay your insurance premiums). Part of 
such a plan for the sound company 
should be the ability to supplement what - 
ever's left of the portable system with the 
house system. 

Other limitations come more often 
than failures. The height of the portable 
system's speaker stacks may be limited to 
avoid blocking seats, or the sound com- 
pany may have to air freight a small sys- 
tem to a show to meet a deadline. Some- 

interfccing 

the 

i))) 
637) 

with 

the 

by 

Chris Foreman 

times, the "powers that be" may require 
removal of some of those "ugly" portable 
speakers to avoid an esthetic conflict with 
the stage set. 

Incidentally, one very good way to 
solve a lot of these problems is to have a 
system that can be "flown" (a portable 
hanging system). Unfortunately, there are 
many places where even this solution 
won't work, because of weight restrict- 
ions on the building support girders, or 
because something else is already hanging 
in the only usable spot (a scoreboard, or 
the house speaker cluster!). In these 
cases, the house system may be able to 
provide that extra, needed reinforcement. 

C. There may be times when the house 
system is good enough that the portable/ 
permanent combination is desireable even 
though it's not needed (in a strict sense), 
to reinforce the existing portable setup. 

Systems like this do exist, and the 
touring company should be ready to take 
advantage of them. For example, the 
Indianapolis Convention Center has a 
unique distributed system* using 192 
Altec Voice of the Theatre speaker sys- 
tems which can be arranged electronically 
using a specially designed time delay sys- 
tem for any stage location. This system is 
used for many different types of shows. 
For some shows, a pair of small stage 
speaker stacks are added for psychoacous- 
tic effect (as discussed later). 

Another example of an excellent per- 
manent system is the system at the New 
Grand Old Opry in Nashville (Re /p Oc- 
tober, 1974). It was conceived, designed 
and built for popular music. 

It's useful to point out that few, if 
any, of even these high quality permanent 
systems are capable of reinforcing "hard 
core" or "acid" rock and roll music. 
Since most rock sound companies will 
not be interested in using a house system, 
and few houses will permit it, these com- 
binations are not considered in this ar- 
ticle. 

Not all good systems are located in 
large auditoriums or theaters, however. 
Many of the systems in resort area clubs 
have been continually upgraded, and are 
quite usable. Many of the artists that play 
these clubs carry only their musical 
instruments, and a minimum amount of 
portable equipment. 

There are probably enough other sys- 
tems worthy of mention to fill several 
pages. 'l'he point is, that the sound corn- 

* A "distributed" system is characterized 
by a large number of full -range speaker 
systems located in the ceiling, which 
point down towards the seating area. A 
"cluster" system is characterized by a 
group of high frequency horns and low 
frequency woofers all in the same place 
(or in discrete groups), aimed towards the 
various portions of the seating area. 
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pany, should be ready to use a good 
house system, and the house can benefit 
from the realization that the house sys- 
tem may be constructively used to im- 
prove the sound quality of a performance. 

The Electronic Interface 
In order to make efficient use of a 

house system, in conjunction with a por- 
table system, there must be a fast, work- 
able interface between the two. Usually 
the portable system is used as the "main" 
system, and the house system receives a 
single input directly from the portable 
system mix. When there is a choice of 
inputs to the house system, bypass as 
music of the system as possible. In other 
words, if there is a choice between a mic 
and line level input, choose the line input 
(to bypass the mic preamps). By bypass- 
ing as much as possible of the house sys- 
tem, noise and distortion are reduced. 

Both the sound company and the 
house technician need a good assortment 
of audio adapters and patch cables, in- 
line pads, and transformers. It's a good 
idea to have a couple of "ground lift 
adapters" and "phase inverter adapters" 
made from a Switchcraft S3FM as shown 
in Figure 1, A &B. Another handy device 
is a Shure M63 Audio Master coupled 

Note: Do not connect any wires to the 
ring" (case ground) connection. 

Optional shield inside S3FM (connect at one end only) 

-7171 

ot to 
o 
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FIGURE IA 
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GROUND LIFT ADAPTER MADE FROM SWITCHCRAFT S3FM 

Note: Doa not connect y s 

ring" (case ground ) connanecwiretion. 

to the 

Shield 

MINI% 
FIGURE 18 

PHASE INVERTER ADAPTER MADE FROM SWITCHCRAFT S3FM 

with a Shure A68M "side car" 
amp. This combination will accept almost 
any kind of input and convert it to al- 
most any kind of output while including 
an ample amount of gain, a VU meter, 
tone controls and variable high and low 
pass filters. 

Making connections between two 
systems will often result in noticable 
grounding noises -- hums, buzzes, and so 

mic pre 

View from the real world: HOW IT WORKS at the TEXAS A &M 
THEATRE COMPLEX 

According to Steve Hodge, Manager of 
the Theatre Complex at Texas A &M Univer- 
sity, "When a touring system is used, we 
suggest that at least part of the house system 

be used with it. The shows that have followed 
this suggestion have been quite successful." 

The system in the Texas A &M Auditor - 
ium is actually two systems, a sound reinfor- 
cement system and a reverberation system. 
The reinforcement system has three bi- ampli- 
fied channels consisting of a bass box with 
four 15" speakers and three horns hung in 

clusters above the stage. The reverberation 
system consists of a reverb chamber, digital 
delay and twelve 200 -watt power amplifiers 
driving 74 speaker systems in the ceiling. 
While the reinforcement system provides dir- 
ect sound to the audience, the reverberation 
system enables the sound technician to arti- 
ficially extend the reverb time of the hall. 
The reverberation system is also used to lend 
a "surround" feeling to a performance. 

All the equipment is Altec, including 
two custom -built mixing consoles using Altec 
components. There is a stage monitor system 
and the required cue systems.. There are 

1 /3rd octave equalizers on all principal sys- 

tems. These equalizers are set for the desired 
system response rather than for maximum 
gain before feedback, and they remain in the 
circuit even when the house system is used to 
complement a portable system. The only 
system limiter is built -in to the digital delay, 
but Steve Hodge reports that to date, por- 
table system operators have been realistic 
in their expectations from the house system 
so that limiters haven't been necessary. 

A house sound technician is present for 

every use of the hall, whether or not a touring 
system is being used. The technician monitors 
the signals coming from the portable system 
as well as the house system output. 

As shown, the system has versatile input 
capabilities. It can accept a mike level, line 
level or speaker level signal from a portable 
system. Each of these inputs is transformer - 

isolated and includes an attenuator. One sig- 
nal from the portable system feeds the house 
reinforcement system. This signal allows the 
house system to provide better coverage in 
the rear of the balcony (unusued portions of 
the house clusters can be shut off). If poss- 
ible, another signal (from the portable mixing 
console's echo buss) feeds the house rever- 
beration system. 

Most recently the Texas A &M Auditor- 
ium system has been used in conjunction with 
a portable system for two touring shows: Ser- 
gio Mendez and The Captain and Tenille. On 
one show a signal was fed to the reverb sys- 
tem to provide the "surround" effect. For the 
other show, one signal from the portable sys- 
tem fed the house system speakers covering 
the rear balcony, while another signal fed the 
house reverberation system. The portable sys- 
tem operator had a good "feel" for the re- 
verberation system from past experience with 
spring reverberation units, and the results of 
using the house system was impressive. Both 
shows were considered highly successful. 

Steve Hodge notes: "lt is our feeling that 
our job and the job of the touring sound com- 
pany is to provide the best possible sound. If 
this is best done by using parts of both sys- 
tems (theirs and ours) then every effort 
should be made to make this possible." 
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on. Sometimes the "ground lift adapter" 
shown in Figure 1 -A will break the of- 
fending ground loop on a balanced line. 
Other times, the capacitive coupling be- 
tween the two grounds will cause some 
noise even when the ground is interrup- 
ted. In this case, an isolation transformer 
with a faraday shield should help solve 
the problem (Figure 2). 

Input ground 

_ Faraday shields - 
Transformer core / 

I 

I 
I 

I 

Output ground 

optional 
"Ground Switch" 

NOTES: 
Mount the transformer in a metal 

box, connected to the output ground. 

Use a 1 HI ratio transformer of 
the appropriate impedance. 

Avoid contact between the box 
and other system grounds (such as 

amplifier chassis, conduits, etc.). 

FIGURE 2 
ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 

Equalization 
Bypassing the house equalizer can re- 

sult in a very noticable improvement in 
many permanent systems when they must 
be used to reinforce music. Many of these 
systems are equalized for speech rein- 
forcement (and many of them have been 
Beverly over -equalized), and this one 
action can improve frequency response 
and headroom, while lowering noise and 
distortion. In addition, the combination 
of the portable system with the house 
system may change feedback frequencies, 
so using the portable system's equalizer 
allows different equalizer settings, if nec- 
essary, without changing the control set- 
tings on the house equalizer. 

To help protect the house system, 
avoid excessive boost on the portable 
equalizer, and use both a high pass and 
a low pass filter, such as the Shure M63 
mentioned earlier, or some other type. 
Many house systems cannot handle either 
low bass or high treble frequencies. The 
high and low pass filter frequencies can 
usually be set by noticing the settings on 
the house equalizer (or the house high 
and low pass filters, if there are any), and 
by applying good engineering judgement. 
If the house system is primarily speech 
oriented yet does have low frequency 
speakers, use a high pass filter at between 
150 and 200 Hz, and a low pass filter at 
around 12 kHz, both at 12 or 18 dB /oc- 
tave. If the system does not have any low 
frequency speakers, it probably should 
not be used to reinforce the portable sys- 
tem except in an emergency. Even if the 
system is planned for musical performan- 
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after more than 100 installations 

Why "SON of 36 GRAND" is today's best 
consolevalue ...both of these ads appeared a few short years ago...when we were 

delivering serial numbers 18 and 38. Now, we are delivering numbers 105 and 106...and the claims 
made in these ads have cer . inly borne the test of time! But, we would like to have you think of it this 

way: These deliveries are additional 
units of improvement, update, experi- 
ence, refinement, and change. Yes, a 
lot of this is the result of updated 
component technology. (When we 
find a better way to make "SON" 
we immediately make those 
changes.) More important 
though, "SON OF 36 GRAND" 
is still very much the product 
of perpetual progress talked 
about in those early ads 

tV e ,g) e ...mostly because of the 
great wealth of feedback `` ; from so many of the in- e . °'x ", stallations in the U.S. 

and abroad where - 

"SONS" are con- 
° tinuing to pay 

the rent, day 
after day, night after night, 

after night. .. in recording studios.. . remote 
vehicles...sound reinforcement systems...radio and television 

studios...theaters... 

When you consider 
"SON OF 36 GRAND;' as we 

sincerely hope you will, 
either for a new project, or 
when you are considering 

upgrading, you will be capitalizing on the reliability, as well as the 
operating experience of, perhaps, the largest club of owners of any single line of 
recording console equipment. There can't be anything iffy about your choice. We will 
be more than delighted to put you in contact with others whose requirements, similar 

to yours, have been satisfied by "SON OF 36 GRAND:' 

...and, amazingly, prices still start at less than 23 thou for 16 in, 16/24 out. .. for a 
real pro -console... 

we would be delighted to tell you more...please call- 

0 ouditronics,inc. 
P.O. Box 12637 Memphis, Tenn. 38104.901 /276 -6338 
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ces, it's still a good idea to use a 40 Hz 
or 80 Hz high pass and a 16 kHz or 20 
kHz low pass, again at 12 or 18 dB /octave. 
If the high pass and low pass filters have 
6 dB /octave slopes, (such as the M63), 
raise the high pass frequency and lower 
the low pass frequency somewhat. 

Limiting 
If possible, the portable system 

should include an extra limiter, to use as 
the final device in the chain feeding the 
house system. If there is a house limiter, 
either use it, or adjust the portable limiter 
to provide the house system with the 
same degree of protection. As a rule of 
thumb, determine the signal level necess- 
ary to just clip (overdrive) the house sys- 
tem, set its input signal (from the port- 
able system) for an average (nominal) 
level that is at least 10 dB below the 
house clip level, and adjust the limiter to 
prevent the feed signal from reaching the 
house clip level. 

House cluster centrally located 
covers outer seating areas 

Soundman and mix booth 

Turn off house speakers 
facing the stage 

stage speaker stacks 

floor seating 

FIGURE 3 

STAGE 

The combination of high and low 
pass filters, careful level setting, and the 
use of a limter should provide reasonable 
protection to the house system, while 

TEXAS A &M Theatre 
Complex Auditorium. 

Equipment room and 
mixing console .. . 

Effects and Mixing 
positions, looking 

toward the stage .. . 

View from the stage. 
Mixing position barely 

visible to the left of 
center, under the 

balcony .. . 
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allowing it to perform up to its peak 
capabilities. 

Time Delay 
To make effective use of many house 

systems, the sound company should carry 
a high quality audio time delay device. 
For example, the house cluster in a large 
sports arena may be in the center of the 
hall, yet the stage may be set at one end. 
Assuming that the house speakers facing 
the stage can be turned off (Figure 3), 
this system may be able to provide val- 
uable extra reinforcement for the por- 
table system, when fed a time delayed 
signal. Without the time delay, however, 
the acoustical time delay between the 
portable stacks and the house cluster will 
cause an irritating artificial echo. 

A similar situation exists when the 
house system feeds speakers under a low 
hanging balcony (Figure --). The chances 
are that there will already be a time delay 
device incorporated into such a house sys- 
tem, but if not, the sound company can 
be prepared by carrying their own. 

Time delay is useful for psychoacous- 
tic effect as well. For example, if the por- 
table system feeds a house proscenium 
cluster, sending it a signal delayed by a 
few milliseconds will help create the illus- 
ion that the sound is eminating entirely 
from the portable system's stage stacks, 
while there is still the advantage of the 
added coverage provided by the house 
cluster (Figure 4). On the other hand, 
delaying the stage stacks a few millisec- 
onds, creates the illusion that the sound 
is coming directly from the center of the 
stage.* Delaying the signal feeding a 
house distributed system takes advantage 
of the increased coverage while retaining 

* Our ears can easily tell whether a sound 
comes from the right or the left, however, 
they cannot as easily discriminate be- 
tween sounds coming from above or be- 
low our line of sight. Therefore, a central 
cluster system (proscenium cluster) can 
produce sound that seems to come dir- 
ectly from the center of the stage, even 
though the speakers are above. 
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the SAE 
Revolutkm 

Suggested Price :1800 - S300.00 (Top Left). 2800 - $550.00 (Bottom Left), 2900 - $450.00 (Top Righ-), 2100 - $900.00 (Bo tom Right). 
Cabinets shown optional at additional cost. 

SAE has lone been nvolved in the field of tone 
equalization. From our pioneering efforts in Jariable 
turnover tone controls to our more -ecent advance- 
ments n graphic egLalizers, we have continually 
searched for and developed more flexible and re- 
sponsive tone networks. From these efforts comes 
a revolution in `one equalization - the Parametric 
Equalizer. 

Parametric Equalization, long a mainstay in the 
recordi-g indus-ry, is now availaL le in SAE pre - 
ampl fiers (2100, 2900) and as separate components 
(2800, 1300). 

With the parametric, wou can control not only cut 
and cocst, as in the graphic, but also bandwidth and 
center- frequercy. Witi this extra control flexibility, 
you can control precisely any problem or create any 
sonic effect you wish. Whether you need a .3 octave 

notch filter because of -o. m resonance, or a tail- 
ored bandwidth boost to bring cut a hidden vocal- 
ist, the control flexibility of tie parametric can fit 
these needs and many more. All of the products 
shcwn here offer the sonic Derformance and quality 
of construction that is typically SAE. 

SCIENTIFIC AUDIO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
P.O. Box 60271, Terminal Annex 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90060 

Please send more information or the SAE Revolt tion 

Name 

Address 

City 

For additional information c,:cle No. 14 

State Zip 
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the illusion of sound eminating directly 
from the stage area (Figure 5). 

The Program Signal To The House System 
One of the most critical decisions to 

make when using a house system to rein- 
force a portable system is what program 
signals to feed the house system. The dec- 
ision must be based on a number of fac- 
tors. First, if the house system is being 
used to provide extra coverage (for ex- 
ample to the back of a long hall), it 
should receive the signals which will not 
carry to those areas by themselves. Nor- 
mally, bass frequencies will travel to the 
back of a long hall readily because of 
their longer wavelength (which allows 
them to diffuse around barriers), and be- 
cause there is less likelihood that they 
will be absorbed by acoustic materials 
(and people) in the house. Therefore, the 
house system may be primarily used to 
reinforce mid and high frequency mater- 
ial. This can be accomplished by the ju- 
dicious use of a high pass filter, or by 
feeding the house system with a mix that 
includes only mid and high frequencies 
(vocals and higher range instruments). 
Besides avoiding over- reinforcement of 
bass frequencies, this provides the house 
system with an extra measure of protec- 

tion against too much low frequency 
energy. In addition, many house systems, 
which are not designed for those low bass 
notes, will benefit in terms of lower dis- 
tortion and increased headroom when the 
low frequencies are reduced. 

On the other end of the frequency 
spectrum, unless the house system has 
exceptionally good high frequency re- 
sponse, there won't be much gain in 
coverage or quality by feeding it large 
doses of super high frequency material 
(cymbals, vocal sibilants or synthesizers 
with a high harmonic content). If the 
house cluster cannot reproduce these 
highs, they will become heat energy in 
the voice coils of the speakers, causing 
increased possibility of distortion or fail- 
ure. Since it is hard to cut the instru- 
ments producing these high frequencies 
out of the mix feeding the house system, 
a low pass filter, as recommended before, 
will do the job. 

One very effective method of dividing 
the signals between the portable stage 
stacks and a proscenium cluster, a distrib- 
uted system or a delayed central cluster, 
is to feed a mix of instruments and vocals 
to the house system, letting the instru- 
ments (those with their own stage ampli- 
fiers) predominate slightly over the vocals. 

House proscenium cluster covers outer areas 

Soundman and mix booth 

stage speaker stacks - 
floor seating 

FIGURE 4 

STAGE 

. - Direction of greater delay 

House distributed (ceiling) speakers 

Signal to distributed speakers must be progressively delayed 
to retain illusion of sound originating from stage. 

Soundman and mix booth 

stag speaker stacks 

floor seating 

FIGURE 5 

STAGE 
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Use the opposite blend in the stage stacks. 
Since the instrument amplifiers themselves 
will cover the seating area immediately in 
front of the stage, the stage stacks do not 
need to reinforce them to any great degree 
in that area. Since the instrument ampli- 
fiers don't carry farther back in the house, 
the house cluster reinforces them. This 
mix method provides an even blend of 
instruments and vocals throughout the 
entire seating area. 

In addition to these uses, if the mix is 
multi -channel, the house system may be 
able to provide some good effects cap- 
abilities. Use the house under - balcony 
speakers in conjunction with a rear chan- 
nel mix, or the house proscenium cluster 
for a center channel mix. 

Using The Better Systems 
Many resort -area clubs, such as those 

in Las Vegas and Lake Tahoe, and some 
music halls and theaters have brand new 
systems, or systems that have been con- 
tinuously upgraded. These systems can 
often be used exclusive of any portable 
equipment. On a small stage, or in an area 
where large stage stacks would block seats, 
this is a distinct advantage. In some cases, 
house rules may even require use of the 
house system. Performers who regularly 
play the club circuits in these resort areas 
know which clubs have good systems, 
and often they will carry a minimal 
amount of their own equipment (instru- 
ments, mikes, a monitor system and pos- 
sibly a mixing console). 

High quality systems are sometimes 
found at seasonal outdoor theaters or 
music halls. For example, the New Greek 
Theater and the Universal Amphitheater, 
both in the Los Angeles area, rent large, 
complete portable systems from a concert 
sound company for their operating season. 
And, as mentioned before, a few large 
halls and indoor theaters have well de- 
signed systems oriented towards musical 
performances. 

To the sound company the most imp- 
ortant things about using one of these 
systems is to know beforehand what its 
capabilities are, and what the house rules 
are concerning its use with portable 
equipment. 

FROM THE OTHER SIDE 

The operator, or owner of an existing 
permanent house system, may understand 
that it could be used to augment the port- 
able systems that the sound companies 
bring in, yet still be somewhat concerned 
for its safety. 

The best thing to do to clear up any dif- 
ficulty is to notify the system designer that 
there is an interest in allowing the house 
system to be used in conjunction with a 
portable system. If the designer feels that 
the system is capable of being used, at 
least partially, to reinforce a portable 
sound system, he or she will probably re- 
commend a number of safety precautions 
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Soundcraft Series 2 Mixers. 

Unbeatable versatility. Immaculate 
specifications. 

Six standard consoles: 12/4; 12/8; 16/4; 16/8; 
24/4; 24/8. 

Dual track switching, so you can hook up an 
8 -group console to a 16 -track recorder without 
repatching. Direct line outputs from each input 
channel, pre- and post -fade. 

Four independent auxiliary mixes, pre- or 
post -fade. 

Options include VU or Peak Programme 
metering, sweep frequency equalisation, 
Penny & Giles conductive plastic faders and 
special modifications for 16 and 24 track 
operation. 

THD ,ii> 1KHz and +4dBm less than 0.02 %. 

Max mic gain 90dB. Relative input noise 
- 128dBm (200 a ).Max output +22dBm into 600o. 

And if you need studio quality on the road, 
well sell you an aluminium flight case as well. 
Soundcraft Electronics Limited 
5 -8 Great Sutton Street London EC1V 0BX 
England Telephone 01- 2513631 Telex 21198 
Telegrams Soundcraft LDN EC1 

P.O. Box 883 JFK Station Jamaica 
NewYork 11430 USA 
Telephone (212) 528 8158 Telex 01 -2203 
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Have you heard 
the latest 
from these 
crown 
amplifiers? 

All three of these dual channel power ampli- 
fiers now include a rear panel mono /stereo switch. 
No internal wiring changes are needed. 

You now have a choice of 70 volt (DC- 300A), 
50 volt (D -150A) or 25 volt (D -60) balanced line out- 
put in mono. 

The D -150A now includes dual channel atten- 
uation controls on the front panel. 

The DC -300A is now rated at 155 watts per 
channel min. RMS into 8 ohms, 1Hz to 20kHz with 
total harmonic distortion of .05% at rated output. 
The D -150A is now rated at 80 watts per channel 
(same conditions) and the D -60 at 32 watts per 
channel into 8 ohms, 20 to 20kHz, THD .05 %. 

Some things don't change.The ability of Crown 
amps to deliver full rated power continuously with 
distortion almost eliminated. Rugged construction. 
Conservative design. A full three -year warranty 
covering parts, labor and round -trip shipping. 

Good news. Good listening. Write or call to- 
day for your copy of the latest spec sheets on these 
amps. Crown International, 1718 Mishawaka Road, 
Box 1000, Elkhart, IN 46514. Phone 219/294 -5571. 

When listening 
becomes an art, crown 

Box 1000, Elkhart IN 46514 
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(which may be similar to those mentioned earlier in this article). 
In addition to adequate protection schemes, try to provide 

a variety of inputs for the signal from the portable system. One 
ideal input would feed the signal from the portable system 
through a set of high and low pass filters tailored specifically 
for the house system, and a limiter set to severely limit in- 
coming signals that exceed a predetermined point (to prevent 
possible overdriving of the house system). Especially if the 
house system uses any unconventional connectors, keep a sup- 
ply of adapters on hand (carefully labeled as to their rightful 
owner). 

If possible (and appropriate), provide a means to switch dif- 
ferent segments of the house speaker system so that it can re- 
inforce coverage in selected seating areas, no matter where the 
stage is located. 

The best way to protect the house interests, yet provide 
this service, is to keep a qualified technician with the house 
system before, during and after the show. The technician can 
aid in the electronic interface, and operate the house system as 
well as answer any questions the sound company may have. 

Designing New House Systems 
The following ideas are by no means inclusive, but are pre- 

sented as an overview of some of the concepts that make a 
permanent house system usable in conjunction with a portable 
concert system. 

General Hints: 
A. If possible, hire an engineering consultant who under- 
stands popular music and rock and roll sound systems, as well 
as the traditional acoustical and engineering concepts. 
B. Design the system for musical usage. Frequency response 
should be as wide (and flat) as possible. Dynamic range is an- 
other important consideration. While it's obviously important 
to keep hum and noise to a minimum, adequate headroom is 
also critical. (Headroom is the amount of power the system has 
left above its average level for musical peaks.) For a musically 
oriented system, 10 dB is a minimum amount of headroom. If 
it is economically possible, the system should be able to pro- 
duce peaks of 100 dB SPL, or higher in the audience area (85 
to 90 dB SPL average level). 
C. Generally, a speaker cluster system is probably a better 
choice for musical performances than a distributed system. If 
there is a choice, a speaker cluster will probably provide higher 
fidelity performance per dollar spent, and can add to the illus- 
ion that the sound emanates directly from the performers. A 
good distributed system, if properly designed, can be very ef- 
fective and highly versatile, but may cost considerably more 
than a cluster system. 
D. Know where to stop. Unless the system is planned to 
singlehandedly cover any perfomance to come, now or in the 
future, keep in mind that some sound companies won't be int- 
erested in using it. Because of its mobility, the sound systems 
used by many popular entertainers have become a part of their 
performance, and in many cases, the performance depends on 
certain aspects of their own personal system. The system may 
be used for effects, or its frequency response and distortion 
characteristics may have become associated with the entertain- 
er's particular "sound ". In other words, the system has become 
another musical instrument, albeit a large one. The point is, 
that there is little reason to design and build a system big enough 
for any conceivable concert unless it will be used for every 
concert; the economics should be clear. The idea is to design a 
permanent system that can stand on its own for smaller per- 
formances, yet complement a portable system when the per- 
formance becomes larger and more complex. 

Microphones and Inputs 
When choosing microphones for a new system, concentrate 

on the rugged professional types which are designed especially 
for musical use. If there will be a large number of microphones 
and inputs choose a variety of dynamic and electret (or stan- 
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dard) condenser types (usually cardioids); 
otherwise, choose only two or three types 
of microphones, including at least one 
cardioid dynamic type, and one electret 
condenser type. 

Avoid sinking microphone connec- 
tors into the stage floor. Besides gather- 
ing dust, spilled drinks and floor wax, 
they are never in the right place when set- 
up time arrives. Either install them in a 
permanent box near the side of the stage 
and keep lots of long extension cables, or 
use a portable microphone "snake" cable 
and connector box. 

Some performances will require sev- 
eral "splits" from each microphone to 
feed the main sound system, a monitor 
system or a recording or broadcast truck. 
Splitter transformers are available from 
Sescom, Jensen Transformers of Holly- 
wood and other transformer manufac- 
turers to aid in grounding isolation and 
impedance matching for a microphone 
splitter system. 

The Mix Booth 
Locate the mix booth so that the 

soundman can hear the sound system and 
see the performance directly, just like 
the audience. In fact, an audience loca- 
tion is by far the best choice. Place the 
mix booth in the audience seating area 
about half way back and somewhat off 
center left to right, and if necessary, 
sink it a few inches to avoid blocking 
seats behind it. If the booth is exactly in 
the center of the audience area left to 
right, and a portable system with split 
stage stacks (one stack of speakers on 
each side of the stage) is used, the sound - 
man may hear the results of acoustic 
phase cancellations from the two stacks 
and have trouble doing an accurate mix. 
If the booth is too far back in the aud- 
ience*, the soundman will hear primar- 
ily reflected (reverberant) sound, which 
again is an impediment to an accurate 
mix. 

Unless there are plans for a large 
multi -channel mixing console, which will 
be kept updated, provide some place to 
put a sound company's portable console 
(which may be much larger than the 
house console) and submixers. And no 
matter how many microphone line 
connections are provided from stage 
to the booth, the day will come when 
that's not enough. Therefore, it's a good 
idea to install a large (about 8" diameter) 
conduit from stage to booth with a pull 
rope for the sound company's micro- 
phone snake cables, and another one 
(which probably can be smaller) for the 
cables from the console outputs to the 
stage amplifiers and monitor system. 
Separate the two conduits by at least 
12 inches to avoid electronic crosstalk 

* Past the so called "critical distance" 
where direct and reflected (reverberant) 
sound levels are equal. 

Now relax, playfully invite your muse, and transform these tracks, 
adding body, stereo perspective, flanging, and a host of other time -base ef- 
fects. Since Lexicon introduced digital delay over six years ago, most studios 
have come to depend on it at least for doubling and slap. Now, the stereo 
102 -S with the new VCO module* produces many other effects, including 
more natural double tracking, flanging, vibrato, time delay panning, extreme 
pitch modulation, and signal transformation for special effects. Of course, 
you can also use the two channels for completely independent processing. 

The Lexicon Delta -T has earned an enviable reputation for its 90 
dB dynamic range, impeccable audio quality, high reliability, and functional 
modularity. All this is retained in the new " 02 -S, while two channel operation, 
finer delay steps (3 ms), and the VCO have been added. And the 102 -S is 

economical. Its totally modular construction allows you to start with a bare 
bones mono system and expand later as needs and budget grow. We'll help 
you define the configuration you need to get started. Call or write Lexicon 
for further information. 

Write on your letterhead for AN -3, Studio 
Applications of Time Delay. A 30- minute demo 
tape is also available for $1 in cassette, or $5 on 
7 1/2 ips /2 track tape. 

The new VCO module also fits any 102 -B or C 

mainframe to enhance its time -base signal processing capability 

For additional information circle No. 17 

ikon 
60 Turner Street 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 
(617) 891 -6790 
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or oscillation. 
Even if the building is designed for 

a flexible seating arrangement and stage 
location, making a permanent mix booth 
unfeasible, it's still a good idea to install 
conduits to several possible mix booth 
locations to avoid cables strung across 
the floor for every show. 

General specifications for a mixing 
console should include: multiple inputs 
and outputs and subgrouping capabilities; 
inputs for submixers; flexible channel 
equalization; easy to use, human engin- 
eered control and meters. The console 
should be reliable, yet provide easy access 
for servicing. 

Equalization 
Equalization can be a very effective 

tool for a concert reinforcement system. 
It can help avoid system feedback, and 
smooth system frequency response for a 
more natural sound. If a house system is 
used for speech reinforcement as well as 
musical performances, it may even have 
two overall equalization systems so that 
equalization can be switched back and 
forth depending on the current usage. 

Don't depend on an equalizer, how- 
ever, for problem solving when there is 

a deficiency elsewhere in the system. For 
example, trying to compensate for a 
poorly designed speaker system by severe 
equalization will probably result in a 
severe loss of headroom. Similarly, 
acoustic problems are best treated acous- 
tically, even though equalization may 
sometimes seem to be a simpler solution. 

If at all possible, provide a method of 
bypassing the house equalizer. Equaliza- 
tion, besides providing a tool for the tech- 
nician is also a tool for the soundman/ar- 
tist. One soundman may want the system 
flat within ±0.5 dB. Another may put in 
peaks or dips to create a special "sound ". 

Provided that the house system is ade- 
quately protected by a limiter and high 
and low pass filters, bypassing the house 
equalizer won't hurt anything, and it will 
make the sound company happier. 

Other Electronics 
In addition to limiters, and high and 

low pass filters, a time delay device can 
be very useful, and other "effects" de- 
vices such as artificial reverberation may 
be desirable. By incorporating these de- 
vices in such a way that they too can be 
bypassed, and patched into the system at 
different points (install them at the mix 
booth for easy access), they become 
much more valuable to the touring sound 
company. 

Careful cabling, level and impedance 
matching, and proper grounding cannot 
be overemphasized since the house sys- 
tem will be connected to a variety of 
different portable systems, and if there 
are any problems with the house system, 
they will always show up when the inter- 
face is made. 

Speakers And Power Amplifiers 
In many cases, speaker components 

designed for musical sound systems can 
provide similar fidelity to the best com- 
mercial sound components and they are 
usually more rugged. Still it's a good idea 
to install protection capacitors on the 
high frequency drivers, and plan plenty of 
headroom on both the high and low fre- 
quency speakers. While a three way sys- 
tem will most likely improve frequency 
response, a good two way system can be 
more than adequate, and it's better to 
buy higher quality components for a 
two way system than to stretch the bud- 
get for a lower quality three way system. 

The newer professional grade power 
amplifiers, when stable, are a good choice 

since they have extremely low distortion 
and hum and noise figures, and their high 
power can provide a system with improv- 
ed headroom when compared to older, 
low powered commercial grade amplifi- 
ers. On a watt per dollar basis, these am- 
plifiers may cost less than commercial 
grade units, and they are generally well 
built and reliable. 

Monitors 
On most large concert reinforcement 

systems, the monitor system is actually a 
completely separate system. It may have 
its own mixing console, taking splits from 
the main system microphones, and some- 
times it may even have microphones of 
its own. It has separate power amplifiers 
and specially designed speaker systems. In 
the economic sense, a monitor system is 
like the main system: unless the system 
will be used for every show and will be 
expanded as necessary, it's a good idea to 
simply provide enough system for smaller 
performances while staying flexible 
enough to accomodate a concert sound 
company's monitor system. 

Plan a spot for a monitor mixing con- 
sole, usually off to one side of the stage, 
backstage where the monitor soundman 
can hear and see the performers. Provide 
a splitter arrangement for the microphone 
snakes, and extra cabling to feed the 
monitor mixing console. If there will be a 
moderate to extensive monitor arrange- 
ment, make it flexible. Have several dif- 
ferent types of portable monitor speakers 
-- slopes as well as large side fill monitors, 
and possibly some permanent hanging 
monitor speakers. Keep in mind that the 
monitor system is often as powerful as 
the main system. At least one Las Vegas 
performer is noted for clearing out the 
first few rows of audience with the sound 
pressure level from his monitor system! 

Magnetic Reference Laboratory 
Whether you're using low noise or high output tape, 
with or without Dolby, from 1 /4" to 2 ", 33/4 to 30 ips, 

you'll choose MRL ... because only MRL guarantees 
every test tape they manufacture. 

Their dependability and accuracy have made MRL the 
world wide choice of most major recorder manufacturers 

.. and, after all, they would know what test tape is 

best for their recorders, they're the people 
who design and build them. 

For full information, contact: 
Magnetic Reference Laboratory, Inc. 

229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4 
Mountain View, CA 94043 

(415) 965 -8187 

Exclusive Export Agent: Gotham Export Corp., New York, N.Y. 
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Politics 
For the sound company: 
A. Write a contract option clause re- 
questing permission to use the house sys- 
tem at your option after inspection. 
B. Call ahead of time to okay the use 
with the house management and to dis- 
cuss the system and the interface with 
the house sound technician. 
C. Be aware of house and union rules 
regarding the use of the house system, 
and decide who will pay any extra 
charges for its use beforehand. 

For the house: 
A. Protect the house system, and the 
house interests, but compromise when- 
ever possible realizing that the house 
system may significantly improve the 
quality of a performance. 
B. Plan new systems around the idea 
that they may be used to augment a por- 
table system. 
C. Have a qualified technician available 
before, during and after the show to help 
the concert sound company and to oper- 
ate the house system. 

Other Systems 
Many smaller clubs are now installing 

high quality systems and requiring that 
performers use them. This policy can re- 
sult in consistant sound and a more at- 
tractive stage. However, by designing the 
system to be connected to an outside 
system as well, the club system can merge 
with a portable system when an occas- 
ional group needs more system than the 
club can provide. This concept, if care- 
fully considered, provides a way for the 
club to meet almost any situation with- 
out having to lay out large sums of 
money for a system that is only partially 
used most of the time. Many sound 
companies keep portable equipment on 
hand that can serve a club system if the 
group needs extra equipment but their 
own is inadequate. 

Even church systems can be designed 
for the occasional rock mass or special 
performance. By making the interface 
with a portable system easy, the church 
system can be designed for economy yet 
can be used for more elaborate purposes. 

Summary 
Especially for musical concerts, the 

synergetic combination of portable and 
permanent systems could happen more 
often if sound companies were aware of 
the potential, and house system owners 
and operators were aware of effective 
protection schemes. 

The large scale portable systems were 
developed in answer to the general lack 
of house systems usable for a modern 
concert. These systems have now made 
large scale house systems unnecessary in 
many cases, giving the designer (and pur- 
chaser!) of new systems a welcome 
option. 

If you think our 
Stereo Synthesizer is just 
for old mono records... 
... you don't know what you're missing! 
Applications of the 245E Stereo Synthesizer 
are limited only by your imagination: 
In the recording studio, you can 

save tracks by recording strings, horns, or drums on 
a single track and spreading them in the mix 
create stereo depth from synthesizers, electronic 
string ensembles, and electric organ 
create a stereo echo return from a mono echo 
chamber or artificial reverb generator 
use one channel to create phasing effects 

In broadcasting, you can 

use it on announce mikes to create stereo depth 
without an image that shifts every time the announcer 
moves his head 
synthesize mono material before recording it on 
stereo cart: you'll minimize mono phase cancellation 
use mono cart machines and synthesize the output: 
you'll eliminate mono phase cancellation entirely 
create an audience- pleasing stereo effect from mono 
agency spots and network feeds 

The 245E is a fundamentally different, patented way of creating stereo 
space. Its sound is distinct from panpotted point sources or stereo ef- 
fects synthesized with digital delay lines. It's a dramatic, highly listen - 
able sound that's fully mono -compatible -just add the channels to get 
the original mono back. At $327, it belongs in everyone's bag of tricks. 
(If you get bored, you can always process old mono records into 
pseudo- stereo). 
For further information, see your local Orban /Parasound dealer or 
write us direct. 

orben/pereiound 
680 Beach Street, San Francisco, Ca. 94109 (415) 673 -4544 

The Orban /Parasound 245E Stereo Synthesizer 
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Technics introduces components 
designed for professional use only. 
The SE- 9600P. Regulated stereo power amplifier with a lot 
more than just power. Like 100% constant- current and 
voltage power -supply regulation. Which means complete 
freedom from transient IM distortion. It also means high - 
level transients introduced in one channel won't affect the 
other. There's also only 0.08% IM distortion. A frequency 
response of 5 Hz to 150kHz ( +0dB -3dB). 

A S/N ratio of 110 dB. A 4 -step damping factor control. 
And 110 watts per channel, minimum RMS, into 8 ohms 
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.08% total 
harmonic distortion. 

The SU- 9600P. The stereo preamplifier that performs 
as well as it looks. Starting with an unheard of magnetic 
phono ovérload tolerance of more than 12/3 volts (1350mV 
RMS at 3mV sensitivity). An equally impressive phono -2 
S/N ratio of 76 dB (referred to 3mV input). Virtually non- 
existent total harmonic distortion (0.02 %). As well as 

bass and treble negative- feedback tone controls calibrated 
in 2.5 dB steps. With turnover pushbuttons at 125 Hz 
and 500 Hz as well as at 2kHz and 8kHz. 

The SH- 9090P. The Universal Frequency Equalizer 
that has no equal. You get 12 dB of boost or attenuation 
for 12 bands (10 Hz to 32 kHz). Plus the center frequency 
of each band can be continuously shifted by as much 
as ±1 octave. In addition, the bandwidth (Q) for each of the 
12 bands is continuously variable from 0.7 to 7. The 
result: You have more control over response shaping than 
with any other single instrument. (Configuration: one 
in, one out.) 

The SP- 10MKII. In every respect, it's everything you 
want in a professional turntable. So much torque it 
only takes 0.25 of a second to reach the exact playing speed 
at 331/3 RPM. Our lowest wow and flutter (0.025% WRMS) 
and rumble ( -70 dB DIN B). A quartz -locked frequency 
generator DC servo motor. And, of course, the reliability of 
Technics direct drive. The system that radio stations use. 
And discos abuse. Supplied without tone arm. 

Panasonic Company 
Technics Dept. 113 
One Panasonic Way 
Secaucus, N.J. 07094 

Attention: Sid Silver, 
Technical Service Specialist. 

Technics 
by Panasonic 

Professional Series 
Send me technical information on the Technics Professional Series. 
Have a Technics audio specialist call for an appointment. 

NAME TITLE 
Please Print 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
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The drumkit is possibly the single most challenging instrument to recoi/ of really one instrument, but an 
odd assemblage of drums you kick, drums you hit, cymbals, and ofte ther things like tambourines and 
cowbells, all arranged in an irregular shape and occupying over 60 cubic feet of three -dimensional space. 
The permutations of just drumkit sound alone are practically limitless, and through the miracle of multi - 
miking, there are probably equally many possibilities for the basic drum picture. Each kit can generate a 
wide variety of different textures, and over an extremely broad bandwidth, too - from under 20 Hz. on 
the kick drum to over 20 kHz. on some cymbals. Drums are by far the loudest acoustic instrument, and 
many parts require that they even lie played loud. And lurking within each and every kit are the twin de- 
mons Leakage and Phase Cancellation. 

,,. 

,: , 
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James B. Lansing Sound. Inc.. Professional Division. 8500 Balboa Blvd.. Northridge. Calif. 91329. 

Professional 
Series 

Model 6233 

Dual 300 Watt Amp 

Introducing The Ise Cube. 

It can go all day and all night and 
still keep its cool. Here's why: 

One, there's a super quiet, 
thermally activated two -speed fan that 
runs low most of the time, but kicks 
into high when the going gets 
hot. (And, at a short 51/4" tall, The Ice 
Cube is perfect for stacking.) 

Two, there's an absolutely 
exclusive 2000 -watt solid -state 
inverter power supply instead of those 
massive transformers you're used to. 
Total weight: 35 pounds! 

;1BL 

There's more. 300 watts RMS per 
channel, both channels driven into four 
ohms from 20Hz to 20 KHz, at .05% or 
less total harmonic distortion. 

Color -coded peak reading lights 
step up and down so you're the first to 
know if it's clipping. 

Go see The Ice Cube. It's formal 
name is the JBL 6233 Professional 
Power Amplifier. Bring $1500 and it's 
yours. 
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Considered as a whole, recording a set of drums presents the same challenges, on a smaller scale, as 
making a traditional classical recording (i.e., live- mixing a live performance to stereo); decisions must be 
made at the time of recording with due regard for not only tone, but (relative) level (of the individual 
components), space, and panning of not only the internal components but also the kit as a whole, all with- 
in the limitations of how many tracks you've allotted for the drums and whatever combining you've done 
thus far. 

So it's fun. And as with everything else in recording, people have different ways of doing it. Because of 
the nature of the beast itself (the recording of drums necessarily entailing making a great number of inter- 
related decisions), many people have definite ideas and some even rigid "beliefs" about how it should be 
done. When you get right down to it, probably almost everyone concerned has at least a fairly systematized 
way of recording the drums. 

What is presented in the following paragraphs, then, are the views of three prominent engineers, notable 
for their artistic relationship with an identified drum talent: MARK SMITH with Robie Bachman (Bachman - 
Turner Overdrive), KEN SUESOV with premier sessionman Hal Blaine, GEORGE MASSENBURG with 
Earth, Wind & Fire's Fred White. 

MARK SMITH 
Mark Smith very rarely limits drums, 

doesn't believe in damping, and is often 
nothing less than obsessed with achieve - 
ing a perfectly symmetrical perspective. 
His influences are many and diverse, hav- 
ing played trombone in the symphony 
orchestra, been a mastering engineer for 
RCA of Canada, and having recorded al- 
most every type of music imaginable, 
from Dixieland to Heavy Metal. He has 
amassed 27 gold and platinum records 
from the U.S. and his native Canada, in 
working with artists like Bachman- Turner 
Overdrive, Pure Prairie League, Rick 
Springfield, Paul Anka, Little Richard, 
and Gordon Lightfoot. 

Philosophies Of Recording 
Some of the greatest records have 

been made by very naive people, you 
know. There's another thing that you 
have to understand, and this is that you 
can get very carried away with all this 
stuff that we're talking about. And you 
can miss the whole point. Like for in- 
stance, you know there is the artistic re- 
cording engineer, and there is the record- 
ing engineer that can sit there and quote 
you serial numbers of transistors and 
things like that. I would much rather go 
with a recording engineer who doesn't 
really know that much technically but is 
very artistic, than a guy that sits there 
and analyzes technically and electron- 
ically everything that's going on. Because 
then you end up getting a very sterile 
kind of sound, as opposed to a "feeling" 
kind of sound. 

I go for a very British sound. I learnt 
my basics from Phil Ramone -- in my 
opinion he's the best there ever was. He 
taught me to understand what you're 
doing. You just don't use something un- 
less you know why you're using it. You 

continued overleaf . . . 

KEN SUESOV 
Ken Suesov relates in terms of how it 

sounded to him from the trumpet section 
when he was playing trumpet in the sym- 
phony orchestra, does believe in damping, 
is disturbed by what he perceives as a 
general return to more of a "room" 
drum sound, and thinks of himself as the 
conductor while mixing. He has very 
specific notions about booths, and says 
that being a recording engineer is some- 
thing that he would probably do "even if 
he didn't get paid for it" as a hobby. He 
has worked with Dr. John, the Mike Curb 
Congregation, Jud Strunk, and Jimmy 
Osmond (on whom, incidentally, he used 
a U47). 

Philosophies Of Recording 
My main job as a recording engineer 

is to try to find out what a producer 
wants in his record, and deliver that to 
him. You know, it's easy for me to say, 
"Well, this is how I think the record 
should sound ", or something like that, 
but when I find out what the producer 
wants, then I can expand the sound that 
he wants in that direction. 

I like music, I like being around 
music. Being a recording engineer is 
something that I would probably do, even 
if I didn't get paid for it, as a hobby. 

My whole background as a mixer is 
not as Electronics Engineer. I'm not at 
all. I don't claim to be and I don't want 
to be. My whole background is music, 
per se. Playing trumpet, that's what my 
main instrument was. I got my B.A. in 
music and a teaching credential -- I was a 
high school music teacher for several 
years -- and I was in the process of work- 
ing on my Master's in Composition when 
I made the transistion out of teaching and 
into working in studios. 

I'm really into the musical aspect of 

continued on page 39 .. . 

GEORGE MASSENBURG 
George Massenburg comes to audio 

engineering via an extremely technical 
background in electronics and hardware, 
did not play in the symphony orchestra 
(but did play bass and synthesizer for a 
bluegrass band), believes in damping, and 
is a meticulous student of every aspect of 
drums. His recording experience is both 
deep and wide: As a young engineer on 
the east coast, he was hired by a local 
poet to go to a pig slaughterhouse and do 
a remote recording of pigs "at the mo- 
ment of their demise ", which he later 
edited into a fatback beat with "a fat pig 
as a bass drum, a medium pig as a snare, 
and a little baby pig as the high hat ". 
Among the acts he has worked with are 
Little Feat, Earth, Wind & Fire, and 
Mike Auldridge. 

Philosophies Of Recording 
I came across this last night. This is 

a book review about Blackett, who was a 
great British -American scientist and geo- 
physical experimenter and worked for 
some of the heavies in his time -- Ruther- 
ford and Frank and some of the others. 
But this applies to recording -- this is on 
a paper called "The Craft of Experimen- 
tal Physics" -- and one thing reads, ". . . 

With such varied manual and mental skills 
does the experimenter go about his work 
in the laboratory. An amateur in each 
alone, but unique in commanding them 
all ". So my philosophy is that all of us 
are really amateur engineers and maybe 
amateur musicians -- you know, we're 
really in the dark. Compared to what 
scientists are doing on Mars, we are in the 
Dark Ages. 

I've approached all this as an amateur 
in hardware, as an amateur musician, as 
an amateur ear ... an an amateur diplo- 
mat. The thing is that the requirements 

continued on page 45 .. . 
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use it for a specific purpose. Which 
makes so much sense, and it's helped me 
a great deal. 

Too many people copy other 
people's techniques instead of under- 
standing why they are done. I did a 
session once, and at the end of it I had 
to move some mikes I had on the drums 
to make room to move some big boxes. 
The next day I came to the studio early, 
and there was a session going on, so I 

stuck my head in and saw that the 
engineer was miking his drums the same 
way I had left them the night before. 
Left where I had moved them to make 
room for the boxes! I was amused but 
a little sad at the same time. 

I make records like they make 
movies. Instead of duplicating exactly 
what is there, I take my own interpreta- 
tion of it and try and make it sound big- 
ger than life. I don't believe in arriving at 
a natural sound just by recording "nat- 
urally". In other words, running a micro- 
phone off the floor using no equalization, 
no limiting, no anything, and right onto a 
machine. I don't believe that means 
you're going to get a "natural" sound 
that sounds good. That's like making a 
movie to scale. I don't believe that you 
would get the full impact out of a movie 
if you were to see a guy like George C. 
Scott in "Patton" or something to scale 
on a screen. I mean, it would look 
ridiculous to see a guy who's six feet tall 
on a screen and see him six feet tall. That 
would look absolutely absurd. 

The recording process is unnatural to 
begin with. There's nobody that can tell 
me that putting a microphone in front of 

Jheie 
ELECTRONICS 

THE CONSOLE COMPANY 
Los Angeles (213) 349 -4747 

Nashville (615) 794 -0155 

THE MOST ACCURATE PROFESSIONAL 

C KUP IN THE'aWORLD! 

RUMENT. 
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something -- in an almost anechoic 
room -- and feeding it through wires, 
through walls, and then through faders 
and transformers and transistors and onto 
a magnetic piece of tape is "natural ". It's 
not a natural process to begin with, so 
why for the sake of saying it's natural 
should you just put something in front of 
a set of drums or in front of a guitar and 
say "Okay, let's record that" `cause 
that's "natural "? I mean, the fact that 
you are hearing music coming out of 
pieces of cardboard and metal is artifi- 
cial, so why go so far and then disregard 
the most important thing, and that is the 
actual idea of recording. 

Even balance on a record is unnat- 
ural. There are no pop records made that 
have a natural balance. There are no 
vocalists that can, without amplification, 
sing in balance with his or her band. This 
is a little extreme, but you get my point. 
"Reality" or "naturalness" on a record 
has to be arrived at by un- "real" or un- 
"natulal" means. 

Approach To Drums 
I really don't believe that a recording 

engineer should be at the mercy of the 
studio, or should be at the mercy of the 
sound of the instruments that the musi- 
cian has. If you have anything to do with 
it. I don't believe that if a guy comes in 
with a bad -sounding set of drums that 
that's the way it's got to be on the 
record. 

Air is very important to have be- 
tween drums -- otherwise you might as 
well overdub everything. You see, the 
drummer doesn't play one instrument. 
I don't look at it as one instrument -- I 

look at it as nine or ten instruments, you 
know? And so you treat each one of 
those things as a separate entity, even 
though in the final result, it's got to all 
sound like a properly balanced set of 
drums. 

Usually, drummers, when they sit 
out in the studio and they play, and then 
they come into the control room, are 
absolutely amazed that the sound I'm 
getting in the control room has absolutely 
nothing to do with the sound that they 
are hearing live off the drums. But I've 
never heard a drummer ever complain 
about the sound of his drums in the 
control room. 

I try and get as lively a drum sound 
as I can, but also as deep as I can. A lot 
of "weight" to the sound of the drums, 
and a lot of depth, but clear. Solid . all 
of those things. 

Kit Placement In Room 
There are so many reasons why you 

place drums anywhere. A lot of people 
will set drums up in corners, for instance. 
You get a lot more bottom end out of 
the drums in a corner. 

Where you put the drums can depend 
upon the size of the room, the decay time 

in the room ... I personally try and put 
my drums in the livest part of the room. 
I hate dead -sounding drums -- I can't 
stand them. So the livelier the better 
for me. 

When you walk into the room, you 
know where the dead spots are, or you 
should know. You know from exper- 
ience. I mean, you know when you walk 
out of your bathroom into your living 
room that there's a difference -- of acous- 
tics -- right? If you can tune your ears 
very fine, you'll know that in your living 
room there are deader spots and there 
are liver spots. 

You know by the construction of the 
studio and all that stuff before you even 
walk in. From the control room you can 
look in and you can see where the live 
parts are and the dead parts are just by 
the way they built the rooms. And then 
you go out and you walk around and you 
talk and you stomp your feet and you hit 
instruments ... And you find out where 
it is. What I'm saying only takes a couple 
of seconds to do, you know. It's a very 
obvious thing in most studios. 

Tuning 
The tuning of the drums is the most 

crucial point in getting the whole sound 
of the drums together. And if you know 
how to tune drums properly -- to get the 
proper balance and depth and punch out 
of a set of drums -- then you will get the 
sound you want. 

It depends on the sound you want to 
get. Sometimes you want a very deep 
drum sound, you know ?, especially if 
you've got a lot of high- sounding things 
on the track. And other times, if you've 
got a lot of very low- sounding things 
on the track, you want them tuned high 
but still sound big. 

I usually like the tom -toms down to 
where they start to give a little ripple 
in the skin and then tighten it up from 
there just a little bit. 

Every drummer tunes his drums 
differently. I usually end up re- tuning 
them for the studio, but they're usually 
kept in the same ratio as the drummer has 
them. And it's also very important to 
make sure that the skin has the same 
tension around the rim. 

I think something should be said 
about the way drums are built. For the 
studio, the diameter of the drum is not 
nearly as important as the length. I 
believe that drum manufacturers should 
be building small- diameter but very deep 
drums. The difference is amazing. Nigel 
Olsson, one of my favorite dummers, has 
a special set built like that and I just love 
the sound I get from him. Just listen to 
the new Rick Springfield album and 
you'll see what I mean. 

Damping 
I don't believe in putting all kinds 

of stuff covering the heads. I've seen 
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`The Take Finder' 
Shown Actual Size 

Locating program material on tape machines has been a problem since the early wire 
recorders. To overcome this problem on expensive multi -track machines, manufacturers 
have recently provided a remote digital readout which indicates exact tape location. 
Unfortunately these readouts have not been available for most machines since they were 
designed specifically for these recorders. Now, the El -Tech Take Finder gives the owner of 
any tape machine a simple inexpensive tape location digital readout. 

The El -Tech Take Finder indicates tape location on a large 5 digit L.E.D. display, which 
can be located up to 25 ft. from the tape machine. A small cable connects the display unit to a 
sensor which optically senses reel rotation. The sensor picks up reel rotation without any 
mechanical inter- connection by illuminating 
the edge of the reel and sensing the amount 
of reflected light. By placing small pieces of 
black tapeonthe reel edge light reflection will 
be interrupted as the marker passes under 
the sensor. The sensor is easily adjustable for 
any tape width which means you can use it 
on your 2 track, 16 track, or any type 
machine. 

The display unit contains a memory for 
holding selected numbers and also gives a 
relay contact output when the memory and 
display equal. By connecting the relay 
output to the stop circuit of a machine 
automatic return to a memory number can 
be obtained. 

Many hours spent searching tape can be 
saved with the Take Finder. The Take 
Finder allows you to find any position on 
tape without the hassels normally 
encountered. 

Only $349.95 from the following 
distributors: 

El -TECH 
P.O. Box 23108 
Nashville, TN 37202 
615 -546 -3467 

Nashville Studio Systems 
16 Music Circle South 
Nashville, TN 37203 
615 - 256 -1650 

The Express Sound Company 
1833 Newport Blvd. 
Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
714 -645 -8501 

and other professional sound distributors 
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guys drape cloths over sets of drums, and 
I really can't understand that. Of course, 
I'm only talking about my own prefer- 
ence. The next guy you interview can 
probably sit here and say, "I can't stand 
that ringing ". Hey, listen, if it works for 
them, that's great, you know? It doesn't 
work for me. I don't like my drums 
sounding like cardboard boxes, and I 

don't like the snare drum sounding like 
a two -by -four. 

General Miking 
The number of mikes I use on the 

drumkit depends on the drummer, and it 
depends on how many drums he's got. If 
he's got a lot of tom -toms, I don't use a 
lot of microphones. If he only has three 
tom -toms, then I'll use a mike on each 
tom -tom. It depends on how he plays 
his drums, too. There's so many variables. 

There was one session where I used 
14 mikes on a set of drums. I mean, it 
depends on what you can get away with, 
but if they start causing problems, you 
have to start and analyze what is causing 
it. 

I use as few mikes as I can get away 
with. If I could get away with using one 
mike on the drums, I'd use it. Then you 
start to add the other microphones in. 

Now if the drummer plays fairly 
evenly -- that is, the ratio between his 
tom -toms, his snare drum, and his 
cymbals -- then you can get away with 
very few microphones. Of course, the 
bass drum is always miked. 

Drums Booths And Rooms 
I like drum rooms, okay ?, as long as 

they're nice and big. And lively. I would 
much rather have to deaden down a drum 
room than to try and make it lively. 

Booths usually are too dead -sounding. 
I would much rather have a drum room 
in which there's a complete isolation, and 
it can be from very lively to very dead or 
somewhere in between, if you want. 

Kick Drum 
I don't limit the kick drum. I've 

never limited or compressed drums. You 
see, most people do that to get punch out 
of it. To me, limiting the drums will give 
you a certain amount of punch, but it 
also takes a lot of the size away from it -- 

makes it sound small, very concentrated. 
However, you can still get the punch out 
of the kick drum and keep its size, just 
by the tuning of the drum and by mike 
placement and by equalization, if needed. 

Snare Drum 
I played trombone in a symphony 

orchestra for three years, and if you were 
to listen to any symphonic recording that 
has a snare drum on it, you hear a super 
bright, crisp, snare -y sound. That, to me, 
is the epitome of "The Snare Drum ". 
Now I'm getting back to a purely natural 
-- and I mean "natural" -- snare drum 
sound in a symphonic hall. Especially 
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from the trombone section. I'm talking 
about me sitting there. You gotta re- 
member that all these things subcon- 
sciously prey on your mind, okay? My 
balance of string sections all come from 
playing in the symphony orchestra, from 
the trombone section. And the sound of 
the snare drum in a symphony orchestra 
I have never forgotten. And that is the 
kind of snare drum sound that I go to -- 

always. It's usually very, very deep, very 
snare -y, and very crisp on top. "You 
Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet" is a pretty good 
example as far as that is concerned. 

I've had producers tell me that to 
get more punch, let's say, out of a snare 
drum, you should limit it. Now that to 
me is naive. I don't believe in that. If you 
want to get a lot of punch out of the 
drums, you've got to do that out on the 
floor. You have to. With miking and with 
the tuning. 

Toms -- Left And Right Sides 
I think of the drums as one whole 

instrument with how many other little 
parts to it, but they all must sound as 
though they're part of the same instru- 
ment. In other words, I don't like tom - 
toms that sound as though each one is 
overdubbed, you know what I mean? A 
little hit here, and a little hit there -- you 
know, very separate. I like a lot of air 
and I like them very lively. 

Cymbals 
I don't mike BTO's cymbals be- 

cause he plays them so hard. But other 
guys, of course, depending on how they 
play them, sure. 

I never mike the high hat -- never. 
Because I like a lot of top end on the 
snare drum, and that usually brings in 
enough high hat for my liking. 

Overhead Mikes 
I like a very, very bright drum sound. 

Very bright, and when the room mikes 
need to be brighter, instead of bringing 
in the cymbals, I keep lowering the mikes 
to keep the same amount of brightness 
but less cymbals. 

Most people put overhead mikes over 
the drums. I don't know why, but they 
do. A lot of people put them in the 
middle pointing out, people put them at 
the sides pointing in, people use them 
from the back . I use them on the sides 
of the drums, from sitting on the floor 
to one or two feet off the floor. I also 
like shotgun mikes if the studio has them. 

Distant Mikes 
Yes, I have used them, but under 

very, very controlled circumstances only. 
Only when I can get a lot of separation 
from the other instruments on the very 
distant miking of the drums. In other 
words, if they were in their own room -- 

in a big room by themselves -- then I 

would use distant miking on them. 
I've done that on most BTO things. 

On the "Four Wheel Drive" album, on 
"Hey You ", the drums were in a separate 
drum room that had a slate floor and mir- 
rored walls, and about a 20 -foot ceiling. 
And I put microphones on the floor -- 

87's on the slate floor -- and way, way up 
the walls -- 10 feet over the drums, to 
pick up the resonance of the room. And 
you can hear that on the album. And I 
also did it on the "Head On" album, in 
another studio, in which it was a drum 
room. The floor was linoleum and the 
walls were tile. And I used microphones 
in the four corners of the room. You 
gotta position them almost mathemati- 
cally, so that you get a center snare drum 
and a center bass drum. 

Phase Cancellation 
Using different kinds of microphones 

within the same proximity of the drums'll 
get you in trouble. Let's say you use a 
couple of Shure microphones plus a 
couple of Neumann microphones. Now 
when you've got a set of drums, the 
mikes can't help but be close to each 
other. And then you start getting differ- 
ent phase cancellations and different 
colorations coming into one microphone 
that has a different frequency response 
than the other microphone. You start 
hearing swishy sounds coming off drums, 
you start hearing all kinds of different 
cancellations coming off of upper heads 
as opposed to bottom heads, and if you 
do a roll, all of a sudden one of the 
drums turns into sounding like a card- 
board box 'cause there's a phase shift 
between the two microphones and 
they're cancelling each other out. 

I get my drum sounds in mono. If 
there's any phasing going on on the 
drums, they will immediately show up 
in mono. In stereo, the phasing gives 
you a "spread -y" kind of sound. 

For instance, if you took a bass drum 
and you split that bass drum onto two 
faders and you put them 180 degrees out 
of phase with each other, the bass drum 
will appear to come from the outsides of 
the speakers. But in mono, that bass 
drum will cancel itself. However, when 
you're listening to it in stereo, it sounds 
like a huge bass drum, but as soon as you 
go to mono, the thing disappears. So 
that's no good. And you know, all AM 
radio is mono, and FM radio, even 
though it's broadcast in stereo, a lot of 
people pick it up in mono. So a lot of 
those things will cancel out. 

You have to be very, very careful 
about the phasing and the balance, 
especially if you're going into stereo 
drums. Stereo drums could be problems 
for a lot of reasons. If you get a lot of 
presence on tom -toms, and there isn't a 
great deal of air between the tom -toms, 
and you place them on the outsides of 
the speakers, you could get a great deal 
of left -right excursion on a disc, which 
drives disc -cutters crazy. 

There are very few sets of drums that 
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Would you believe that more allison research 
65k programmers have been delivered in the 
past ninety days than all other working auto- 
mation systems combined since the beginning 
of time! 
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2817 Erica Place P.O. Box 40288 
Nashville, Tennessee 37204 
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I've ever heard on any record that doesn't 
have at least some kind of cancellation on 
it. Especially when they're using more 
than two or three microphones. 

Tracks Of Tape 
With 24 -track I've used up to 12 

tracks just for drums. But that was 
strictly for quad. It usually works out 
to six tracks -- bass drum, snare drum, 
stereo tom -toms, and external mikes. 
When I was doing 16 -, it was four 
tracks -- snare, bass drum, and drums left 
and drums right. 

You should try, if at all possible, not 
to mix down drums on a multitrack ma- 
chine. If I know ahead of time that I 

can't have a lot of tracks for drums, 
I'll do the mixdown right from the floor. 
I would spend more time getting the 
sound and balance right and have it while 
the drummer is there. So I could be more 
flexible with miking and tuning. If you 
have to mix down drums off the machine, 
you must transfer the entire set whether 
you mix down the entire kit or not. You 
will get terrible phase- shifting if you 
don't. 

Panning 
I use the full spread because, when I 

record them, I try and get a full spread 
off the floor, but an all- encompassing 
sound rather than a tom -tom away off to 
the right and one away off to the left. 
When he hits upper tom -tom, instead of it 
being away off to the right as you see the 
speakers, It's kind of like out to the right 
but also right into the center, you know? 
It's pretty much always a full spread 
unless there is a lot of other instruments 
going on in the stereo. Then I will either 
put them in very close -- left -of- center 
and right -of- center -- or mono. 

The high hat doesn't just go into the 
snare mike -- it goes into all the other 
mikes, too, so it gets pulled over -- about 
right -of- center, and that's just by leakage, 
from the upper tom -tom mike and the 
right external mike. 

ROBBIE BACHMAN (Bachman- Turner 
Overdrive) 

Recording BTO is kind of like a game 
as to how loud can you get the record 
without bending the needle. There's 
nothing really artistic about the engineer- 
ing on any of those things -- it's just a 
matter of getting as much energy /sound 
onto a disc as you possibly can. 

The drummer, Robbie Bachman, 
plays very, very hard and very frequently 
on his cymbals. And that's always been 
a nightmare for me. From the very first 
time I started recording him till now, it's 
still always a nightmare. Listen to their 
records. It's just all high hat and cym- 
bals, very, very hard. 

I don't mike any cymbals or any high 
hat at all -- ever -- with him. And he 
plays light on his tom -toms and snare 
drum and very heavy on his cymbals. 
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All Sennheiser MD421's 

FIGURE 1 

Mark Smith's miking of Robbie Bachman's drums 
for Bachman- Turner Overdrive's "Not Fragile" at 

Kaye Smith Studios, Seattle. 

And so you have to go to very tight mik- 
ing on the tom -toms and snare drum. 

We did one album on which he 
wanted to use the front skin on the bass 
drum, okay? Now he had read some- 
where that John Bonham does that, so 
he wanted to do that, not really realizing 
that their music is entirely different. 
Their instrumentation is so different -- 

BTO's is like crash from the word go until 
the end of the record, and they rely very 
heavily on punch and things like that. 

But he wanted this "round" kind of 
bass drum sound with all this crashing 
going on, and there was no amount of 
arguing that would make him change his 
mind, so we went ahead and did it. I put 
a mike outside the bass drum in front of 
the front skin, and, of course, the sound 
of the bass drum was so "pillow -y" and 
very "soft" ... It was "round" all right. 
If you listen to the drums by themselves 
without any other instruments, the bass 
drum sounded terrific. But then you 
start adding the guitars and the bass and 
all that stuff, and the bass drum was gone 
completely. I added as much EQ as I 

could. But when you start adding top 
end to the bass drum . . . if the micro- 
phone could think and say, "I don't want 
to hear this, I just want to hear the bass 
drum", that's terrific. But when you 
start with a lot of equalization on a bass 
drum that should actually be fixed on the 
floor instead of in the control room, 
you're starting to pull in cymbals. I had 
more cymbals on the bass drum track 
than I had on the rest of the kit! 

For the drums on the "Not Fragile" 
LP, I used all Sennheiser 421's -- on 
everything. On kick drum, too. That was 
at Kaye- Smith, in Seattle. There was a 
mike on the bass drum, he uses one over- 
head tom -tom and two floor toms, and 
so I used one on each of those. He's got 
cymbals, lots of cymbals, all over the 

place. There's about three inches of upper 
tom -tom skin peeking through the cym- 
bals up there, and so you have to tight - 
mike the upper tom -tom. He also has his 
cymbals very low. For instance, he's got 
a cymbal that's about two inches off the 
upper skin of the closest floor tom. And 
then I run a boom underneath a cymbal, 
underneath his high hat, and onto the 
snare drum. Pointing as far down as I can, 
to utilize as much of the front -back as I 

can off the microphone. 
The 421's happened to work. In that 

particular case, that was the most micro- 
phones of one kind that they had. And it 
worked terrific because they were all the 
same and I had very little phase- shifting 
going on between the microphones. 

To use just these microphones wasn't 
sufficient to capture air, so I had to use -- 

I don't like the term "overhead micro- 
phones" . . . let's say "external micro- 
phones" -- outside of the perimeter of the 
drums. 

In this particular case, I couldn't 
get them very high, so what I did was I 

used two 87's, and I put them on the 
floor. Sitting on the floor, okay? Now 
this took quite a bit of time. I had a guy 
out there moving these microphones a- 
round, and I was just monitoring through 
these floor microphones. And all he was 
playing was his bass drum and snare drum. 
You try and figure out how on earth 
you get the snare drum - which is us- 
ually off -center to the bass drum -- equi- 
distant from the two points. It was a 
matter of inches -- just keep moving and 
moving and moving until finally the bass 
drum and the snare drum were in the 
middle. And there was all this air ... I 

mean, it was really amazing. Working 
the microphones on the floor, I was able 
to pick up certain transients going 
through the floor, plus I was getting air. 
And the floor, by the way, was hardwood, 
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so it was lively and I put the microphones 
in omni -. And it worked. I didn't get a 
great deal of cymbals through the things, 
but I got a lot of the bottom end when he 
hit his tom -toms. 

There was one thing on the "Not 
Fragile" album in which the two floor 
toms on Robbie were sealed -- the holes 
were sealed up -- and hoses were put in 
the holes. And one of the roadies had to 
lay on the floor, and when it came time 
for the drum solo, had to blow into the 
tom -toms to give like a rising and falling 
effect when he hit them - almost like 
tympani. It was pretty funny. 

Ken Suesov 
engineering -- I'm not into the electronic 
part of it. I kind of think of myself as 
a conductor. I try to make my mixes 
sound like music,' as opposed to . . . I 

imagine myself as sitting at the console as 
if I'm conducting. I don't necessarily 
have a score that I'm reading, but I kind 
of imagine the score as it would go by -- 

you just try to put it together musically. 
In other words, a conductor when he's 
conducting may want to hear a certain 
section of a symphonic orchestra louder 
or softer dynamic -wise. I think an 
engineer is really an extension of the con- 
ductor's ears and hands -- in other words, 
he's putting on record what a conductor 
would put to an audience. 

Approach To Drums 
I think of drums as the backbone to 

whatever you're working with -- it's like 
the skeleton. 

When I mix, I don't mix my drums 
first -- I usually put them in after I have 
a lot of other instruments going. I usu- 
ally start with maybe a piano and gui- 
tars -- get a good, cookin' rhythm track 
going -- and then try to bring my drums 
up so that they push that track, to what- 
ever it needs to be doing. I don't do it 
that way every time. But I like to try to 
do it that way if I can, like on a Top 10- 
type thing. I don't know, it just seems to 
work best for me. 

I try to bring the drums right up 
front, but not cover anything. If it's a 

disco thing, the drums would be the 
#2 volume right behind the voice. Get it 
up so that it's there and it's "Present ", 
and you can feel it, you can hear it. Try 
to get as fat a sound as possible, but not 
let them cover . . . what the rest of the 

dbx little 
mother 

,just had 
iainese twins 

that give you true stereo tracking compression /limiting at less than 1/6 
of the price of that big mother. dbx 162 rms level detectors are coupled 
to respond to the energy sum of the two inputs to give you precise stereo 
tracking you could never achieve with two separate compressor /limiters 
using their individual controls. 

Like the dbx 160 little mother, the 162 Siamese twins let you 
compress any stereo source by any ratio from 1:1 up to infinite compres- 
sion, and you can limit above any threshold from -38 to +12 dB. 

The dbx 162 twins also inherited all the little mother's other 
excellent features including: 

True rms level detection to most closely simulate human hearing 
response 
Extremely low distortion even at high compression ratios 
Equivalent input noise -78 dBm (20 to 20,000 Hz) 
60 dB meter range switchable to input, output, gain change and output 
sum (A +B) 
Output ground loop compensation and power turn -on, turn-off tran- 
sient protection 
LED above and below threshold indicators 
Meter "0" VU adjustable from -10 to +10 dBm 

For four or more chamiel operation, 162s are ganged with threshold, 
compression and gain for all channels controlled by the piaster unit to 
provide perfect. multi-channel tracking. 

For complete information or to arrange a demonstration of the 
dbx Siamese twins, contact your dbx dealer or circle reader service 
number or contact: 

dbx, Incorporated, 296 Newton Street 
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 (617) 899 -8090 
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track is doing. 
I like a fairly dark sound, as far as 

snare and toms and kick go. But I do 
boost some 10k -- I boost at maybe 100, 
200 cycles, but I also boost around 10k 
to get some presence back into it, to get 
some snap in the drums. To make 'em 
bite. But at the same time, I like to keep 
a lot of life in my cymbals, too. It's not 
like I want a real dark, thuggy sound to 
it, but I like them to snap when they hit, 
and I like the cymbals to ring. 

90% of what you're going to come 
up with in a studio as an engineer is what 
the guy's drums sound like and who's 
playing them. 

Kit Placement In Room 
I usually look for a pretty dead spot. 

You can usually tell just by walking into 
a room -- walking around clapping your 
hands. 

Number one, it would have to be in 
a location where everybody can see him, 
he has to be in a location where you can 
control the leakage . . . It's hard to say 
because every room is different. 

Let me put it like this, I guess: It's 
probably not so much where you put the 
drumkit in the room, but it's where you 
put everybody else around it, too. You 
don't put the drums right next to the 
acoustic guitar player, unless there's 
some kind of baffling or something like 
that. You know, when you're there and 
there's a specific location and you know 
what a specific setup is, you know what 
you can do with it. But when you just 
say, "Well, where do you put a drumkit?", 
well, I have no set place. It would vary 
every time. 

Drum Booths 
I like to work with drum booths, but 

I don't like them in the next room either. 
I like them where people can be fairly 
close to a drummer, still hear the drums 
in the room, but at the same time . . . 

Before I built the one that I use, I did a 
lot of studying of what I liked and what 
I didn't like, and came to the conclusion 
that there was no way that I could ever 
get what I want and still keep the drums 
out of the room sound itself. So I've 
tried to construct a booth where the leak- 
age that's in the room is good leakage -- 

it's not the type of leakage that's an 
annoyance. 

I like booths to be 50% padding and 
50% wood, and at least four inches thick 
of fiberflass insulation. On the one I 

built at Wilder Bros., I used two layers of 
4 -inch thick, insulation. Now the drum 
booth can either be pie- shaped or kind of 
V- shaped and squared off on the back 
and the front of the V - almost like 
arrowhead -shaped, I guess. I would say 
pie- shaped - like a quarter of a piece of 
pie - would be more ideal. And there's a 
point right over the drums where the 
drummer would sit - his head would be 
like the central point - and at that very 
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highest point probably about 8 or 81/2 

feet high, and then it equally slopes in 
all directions towards the front of the 
booth down to about six feet high. 

I don't know if it would be unique. 
I've never seen another one like it, but 
I've seen things similar to it. 

As far as isolation goes, it's not 
totally 100% isolated. There is some 
leakage coming out of the booth into the 
room, but the leakage is not the very 
highs - it's kind of mid -range leakage. 
And it's usable leakage. It's not a leakage 
that has such a high -pitched transient 
response that it's gonna cover up your 
other instruments. 

That's what I've found with the pro- 
jects I've worked on. It gives you a little 
bit of drum leakage into some guitar 
tracks or piano or something that doesn't 
hurt you, as long as it's good- sounding 
leakage. You know, if it's a real high, bad 
sound, then naturally it's gonna sound 
bad. But if it's a good- sounding leakage, 
you can use it and you can use it to your 
advantage sometimes to get more of a 
room sound, too. If you want a more 
lively effect. 

Most booths are either too live or too 
dead. I guess this one is kind of a compro- 
mise between the two. I've seen some 
booths that are so dead there is no life to 
anything . . . It sounds like the drums 
were all filled with water or something. 
You know, the cymbals don't have any 
ring to them, and they're just kind of 
"toing" .. . 

Tuning 
I think drum tuning is about 90% of 

what you can do with drums. It's more - 
or -less up to the drummer or the guy 
who's tuning the drums, as to what those 
drums are going to sound like. Most 
people have good- sounding kits - there's 
probably not very many bad -sounding 
kits themselves. I think about 50% of 
what the sound is, is the heads that 
they're using and the other 40% is the 
way they're tuned. 

Most drummers I work with have to 
re -tune for studio playing. But I don't 
know if I could say how much down they 
have to go. See, that all depends, too, 
now -- if a guy is used to playing like a 
rock & roll type of thing, his drums are 
usually tuned a lot higher and a lot 
crisper- sounding than a guy who does 
primarily studio work and then does 
casuals. And he tries to make his drums 
sound in a club like what they sound like 
in the studio, and a rock drummer wants 
his drums to sound in the studio like 
what they sound like on stage. 

I find it makes a pretty big difference 
on whether drummers use the butt end of 
the stick or the regular tip of the stick. 
Seems like a lot of young drummers like 
to use the butt end of the stick when 
they play -- they feel they don't have to 
hit as hard. But I find that drummers, if 
they use the tip end of the stick and play 

a little bit harder usually get more snap 
on their drums. You know, not a distor- 
ted snap, but just a more bite -y- sounding, 
crisper sound to 'em. 

Damping 
On snare drum, yes. Well, then again, 

it depends on that particular snare drum. 
Some guys can come in with a real old fl- 
inch snare drum and it just sounds 
great -- you know, it has a big, thick, rich 
sound to it. When I walk in, I see a guy 
setting up his drums, I'm hoping he's 
pulling out an 8 -inch snare drum. And 
sometimes they will and it just sounds 
awful. A lot depends on the head of the 
drum. I can't really say how do I damp, 
because every drum is different. I usually 
try to put something on the top. You 
know, I'll go as mild as maybe a strip of 
tape across it or as heavy as a wallet -- 
you know, have the guy lay his wallet on 
it. It depends on what that particular 
drum sounds like. 

General Miking 
My technique for miking drums is 

pretty much the same. Of course, it 
varies slightly with each person's drum 
set and what kind of sound we're trying 
to get, too. My preference would be the 
664 on kick with that particular console 
(at the Wilder Bros. Recording Studio) -- 

for some reason that just seems to be a 
good match -- and an SM57 on snare. 
Usually I use the Sony C37 on all toms 
and two of the 452's as overheads for 
cymbals, and a 452 on the high hat. 

I try to keep my miking as simple as 
possible. It usually depends on the num- 
ber of toms. I like to give a kick its own 
mike, a snare its own mike, the high hat 
its own mike, and every tom its own 
mike, provided that he's not playing a big 
Roto -tom type set. 

I'm not real picky as far as what 
mikes I use. I'll tell you, it would be very 
easy for me to say: I like a dynamic on 
kick and snare, and I like condenser 
mikes on toms and overheads. The 
dynamic on the kick and snare seem to 
have the more thick sound to them, and 
the condensers seem to have the more 
warm, live sound to them. The combin- 
ation of the two and the way that they're 
recorded and mixed, you can come up 
with just about any kind of sound you 
want. 

I did a session once with a local 
group who wanted to do a demo thing, 
and the guy was using like 13 tom -toms 
and two kicks and a countless number of 
cymbals. I guess they had recorded at 
some pretty big places, and he insisted 
that he knew exactly how he wanted that 
kit miked. We used a total of about 16 
mikes on it. We both thought it sounded 
awful, so we wound up using I think six 
mikes in the end for the best sound. 

Kick Drum 
I hardly ever limit the kick. I pad it 
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very heavy and I probably don't push my 
level any higher than about -5 to -7 on 
it. I pad it with everything I can on the 
console. 

I like the kick to be punchy, but I 

don't like it to "slap" at the same time. 
If you get up in your higher frequen- 
cies -- say about 3k on up, to maybe 
10k -- if you add maybe six or seven dB 
in any of those frequencies, you can hear 
it start to "pop" more when it hits. And 
I try to get the "pop" out of it and get 
more of a "thud" sound to it. 

I'm hearing a lot more of the "pop" 
sound on records lately. Drum sounds 
are kind of going back to a more room 

sound, as opposed to a real studio sound, 
and so I'm hearing more and more of 
what I've been working for all these years 
to get away from. It's kind of creeping 
back to being what people want now. 

Snare Drum 
Instead of a really thick, bottom -y 

snare sound, people are going for a little 
bit thinner sound, and a little "bite " -ier 
sound. They add a lot more highs to 'em, 
they use a lot more overheads in the 
actual drum mix, shotgun mikes, room 
mikes -- that sort of thing. 

If they want a real Top 40 /Pop type 
of sound if the people are that orien- 
ted, if they're from that market - I'll go 
with a good dynamic mike on the snare. 
If they want a real live what I would 
call "rock" - type of sound, then I 

usually use a KM84 on the snare, which 
is a condenser mike. 

The sound I like on most snares now 
is the SM57 -- it has a real thick sound 
to it. I'm not a big person as far as saying 
"You have to use this mike ... ". I really 
believe that the guy's drums is 99% of 
what you can do with them. You know, 
you can't make a very live set sound very 
dark, and you can't make a 4 -inch snare 
drum sound like an 8 -inch snare drum, 
you can't make an aluminum snare drum 
sound like a fiberglass or a wood snare 
drum. Everything is different. 

Toms -- Left And Right Sides 
I like to try to keep them as indivi- 

dual as possible, but then I put them back 
and forth, so that when a drummer hits 
his toms, it doesn't necessarily go from a 
stereo effect like left to right -- it'll go 
maybe left, right, and back to the left 
again. 

Usually if a drummer's playing a 

break of some sort, if they're spaced left 
and right, you can usually push them 
a lot harder and they're not as pounding 
as far as getting in the way of a mix. It's 
not like they're extreme left and right 
and they just come out of nowhere. 

I like to hear a tom strike here but 
kind of work its way to the middle. The 
toms themselves are usually spaced 
extreme left and extreme right, but I 

usually run my overheads more towards 
the middle of the kit. 

There's a lot of controversy on how 
do you mix for AM radio and still get a 
great stereo sound and that sort of thing, 
and this is what I like to do: I like to 
bring my overheads in kind of left- center 
and right- center, so that when you're 
hearing it on the radio, you're still hear- 
ing . . . everything is still biting through 
right in the middle, but when you're 
hearing it on a record on a good stereo 
system, they kind of bite at the sides and 
kind of work in at the same time. They 
hit here and kind of creep in -- that 
sort of thing. 

Cymbals 
Whether I mike the cymbals or not 

depends on the drums and how the drum- 
mer sets up his particular set of drums, 
but 99% of the time they're miked. I 

usually try to mike them with some AKG 
451's, or U87's. 

I usually add 3 or 4 dB at 10k on 
most all the cymbals. 

When I mike the high hat, I don't 
mike the edge of it -- I put a mike right 
directly over the center stem of the high 
hat, and point it straight down at it at 
about four to six inches above it. And 
depending on what mike I use, I usually 
add a lot of top end on it. It seems like 
we're doing a lot more disco -type things 
now where they want that really high, 
sizzly sound on a high hat. It seems like 
more and more stuff we're doin' is in one 
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The Live Reverb Chamber 
From TAPCO 

We designed features into our 
two -channel Tapcc 4400 
Reverberation System that, quite 
literally, give you the electro- 
mechanical equiva.ent of a live 
reverb chamber. Innovations 
that make our 4400 a more usable 
reverb at a more reasonable 
price include: Bi -Level Peak 
Sampling circuits and Dual 
Differential Constant Current 
drive circuitry that minimize the 
"spring slap" associated with 
other reverbs, and smooth out any 
reverb irregularities. AutoPad® 
gain controls match the 4400 to 
any audio equipment. Reverb 
Drive Meters let you constantly 
monitor your signal level for 
optimization of performance. 
The four -band Reverberation 
Equalizer, with specially selected 
center frequencies, allows you 

to synthesize a reverb that is 
indistinguishable from the reverb 
quality you get in nearly any size 
room. Input Mute permits 
you to conveniently evaluate 
the reverb decay by itself. 
These features are unique - 
and they'll work for you! 

The reverb quality of any brand 
has to be heard to be completely 
assessed. So lend an ear. Hear 
and compare the 4400 at your 
Tapco dealer. 

The Tapco 4400 Reverberation 
System goes for only $389.00 
suggested pro net. Nothing has 
been eliminated except the price! 

For more information write ce call Larry Parypa. TAPCO. 405. Howell Way. Edmonds. WA 98020 / 1 -206- 775-4411 
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Looking for a Recording Studio? 
Whether you are looking for studio 

time, equipment or design, you owe 

it to yourself to find out what 

"The Gold Record People" 

can offer you. 
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Continued from page 41 

of those two classifications, and they 
want that real "tssst" sound to it, as op- 
posed to a "splash" sound. I'm changing 
a little bit, in some of the mikes that I 

use, and I'm adding a lot more highs. 
I'm adding sometimes 8 or 10 dB at 10- 
or 12,000 cycles. If I'm really straining, 
and I'm trying to pull some highs from 
somewhere, I might use 12k. Most of the 
time it's 10k. 

Overhead Mikes 
If the guy has cymbals on both sides, 

I use two overheads. I put mostly cym- 
bals on my overheads, but at the same 
time I always put my overheads where 
they can pick up some toms, too, so I 

can get that "center" sound out of my 
toms. I always mix them in with the 
left and right sides. 

I normally use two overheads, for 
stereo cymbals and toms. You know, I 

close -mike the toms, too, but I use some 
overheads to pick up some kind of distant 
tom sound, plus my cymbals. They're 
mainly there for cymbals, but also to 
pull the toms into the center a little bit. 
The overheads are what bring the toms to 
the middle. 

Distant Mikes 
Well, that's a whole other ballgame. 

I find that people usually come in two 
classes: they come in with people who 
are with groups, or they're producing an 
artist and they bring in studio players. 
The groups are usually a little more rock - 
oriented than people who are working 
with a single artist. So when you're doing 
that, you're getting into more of a live 
sound. That's when I use my overheads 
up real high, right up next to the top of 
the drum cage. I almost don't get any 
left or right sound out of 'em, but I get 
more of a total drum sound. And when 
I'm doing a mix, I'll usually run those on 
separate tracks - my two overheads by 
themselves - and I usually bring them up 
as my drum sound. And then my drum 
left and right tracks and snare I bring in 
to fill up the gaps whre I need 'em. And 
if there's not enough snare, then I can 
push the snare on the snare track itself 
for a little more snare. 

Phase Cancellation 
Well, the more mikes you use, the 

more chance you're taking of that. I 

know the studios I work with so well - 
I know what I can do and what I can't 
do as far as where I can put mikes - that 
I really don't worry about phasing on 
drums. If I'm working with somebody 
who I work with a lot, I probably don't 
check it. When a group comes in - say 
it's somebody I've never worked with 
before and they bring in a new drummer, 
yes, I'll check. 

I really don't worry about phasing in 
my drum sound because I don't hear 
any of it, and I've never had a comment 
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from anybody saying, "Hey, I hear some- 
thing out of phase in yours drums ". 

I don't run into the problem too 
much. Unless, you know, I happen to be 
using a cord that's out of phase or some- 
thing. 

Tracks Of Tape 
I usually only use four tracks. Like 

a kick, snare, and a drums left and a 
drums right track, but when I'm record- 
ing the drum left and drum right tracks, 
I'm very careful that I'm getting plenty 
of overheads in there, too, so that they're 
still getting sort of a middle sound out 
of them. 

Panning 
I don't like to spread just for the 

sake of spreading. I like to full spread 
like a piano left and right, but the way I 

usually mike a piano, it doesn't sound 
like "left" and "right ". It sounds like 
left- center and right- center. 

The smallest drum spread I would 
use would be completely mono. It 
depends on the type of song you're 
doing, and the type of mix you're going 
for. If you're going for a strictly AM 
radio type of thing, I may put them as 
close as ... almost mono, maybe a 40 %/ 
60% type of thing. If I'm that close, 
that's almost considered mono. You 
know, if you're trying to get a mono 
type sound so it sounds good on AM 
radio - not for like an album mix - I 

generally keep my drums in closer. 
I like my kick and snare right at 

50% - they're right at the middle. I 

usually put the high hat at about 25 %. I 

like to keep it away from the snare so I 

can get a distinct and separate sound on 
the high hat itself, as far as if he strikes 
the high hat and the snare at the same 
time, I want two different sounds. And 
so when you spread one of 'em a little 
bit, you can get that, and you put them 

right together and sometimes they almost 
sound like one. 

HAL BLAINE 
I used to do a lot of work with Hal 

Blaine, and I generally never used more 
than five mikes on his whole set. I'd use 
a kick, a snare, two overheads - a right 
and left overhead, positioned like right in 
the middle of his toms facing out, sort of 
V- shaped - and a floor tom mike. Using 
five mikes on his set was some of the 
greatest drum sound I ever got. 

He's very easy to record. You can 
hardly go wrong. He's very consistent in 
what he plays, and you can get an overall 
level and not have to worry about it for 
the rest of the session. And his sound ... 
His drums always sound great. 

I was using a Beyer M160 on his 
kick and snare. And he usually sets up in 
a way that you can get a fairly good posi- 
tion between the snare and the hat, and 
you can work one mike as a balance be- 
tween those two. 

He uses a special set of toms. It's a 
custom -made set, and he has like a whole 
set of toms . . . I believe he calls them 
Roto -toms. They're on two stands that 
he wheels in, and I thknk there are three 
toms on each one. 

I used a set of Synchron condenser 
microphones as overheads, and they were 
placed kind of right above his head and in 
front of him. With this setup, I got a 
great tom and cymbal sound, but I 

usually didn't get a whole lot of floor 
tom unless he hit it really hard, so I 

usually ran a C37 on his floor tom. So 
five mikes on it mostly. And I've seen 
other mixers come in and work in that 
same studio with the same guy and you 
know ... They're using up to 12 micro- 
phones on him and they don't come up 
with nearly as tight a sound as I came up 
with, I think. It was a very clean, tight 
sound. 
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FIGURE 2 Ken Suesov's miking of Hal Blaine's drums 
(Dubbington Downs Studio A, Hollywood) 
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George Massenburg 
continued from page 33 .. 

of each of these categories have to be 
satisfied. And too many people, I feel, 
approach it just from the sound - "Make 
it huge ", you know? And to me, the real 
timely recordings - the things that I list - 
ten to - were at some point archivally 
correct. Tom Dowd is a great case. The 
cat was good. For "King Curtis Live at 
Small's Paradise ", he took a 351 that he'd 
converted a little bit out to Small's Para- 
dise, and did a great remote. Consummate 
album - and my favorite saxophone 
player bar none. He works efficiently. I 

don't know whether he discussed this 
with you, but it was important to Atlan- 
tic Records when they were releasing five 
records a week. And the executives at 
Atlantic liked Tom Dowd because he 
could get it out of the band quickly. 
That's also a good idea musically because 
things do get stale if you keep going over 
and over them. 

You want to have what you want to 
have when you want to have it. A clean 
sound, to me, is the hardest thing to go 

for - it's easy to shake something up and 
screw around with it and make it "dirty" 
or "huge" or "big" or "thick" or what- 
ever negative kind of processing you want 
to do. But for a very clean sound, every 
single component in the chain really has 
to sound like a straight piece of wire. 

I'm later dissatisfied with everything 
I do. I think most engineers are. But the 
professional side of it - the side that does 
keep you working -is even though you're 
dissatisfied and even though things aren't 
going right, that you can still handle what 
you're doing professionally and object - 
tively. 

As an engineer, I feel that my first 
responsibility philosophically is to repre- 
sent the music properly. If you're a mus- 
ical producer like Phil Spector, you can 
make your sound and screw the musicians 
and whoever's out there ... Well, that's 
okay, that's his thing, but I don't think 
that stuff is archival stuff, by any stretch. 

Approach To Drums 
Drums are very interesting, because 

they're one of the last citadels of live re- 
cording. Pretty much everything is elec- 
tric now. So when you're talking about 
live recording, you're talking about drums, 
they're one and inseparable. You're talk- 
ing about "The Lost Art of Live Record- 
ing". 

I love space. I really love that full, 
fat quality that comes from having a 
tight sound on the bottom and a good 

spread on the top. The English really have 
it down. I like Bill Schnee's better than 
anybody else's. The penultimate drum 
sound - it was huge. Another good one 
Andy Johns did, and I'm surprised he 
didn't bring it up. He did a thing for Gary 
Wright called "Extraction ", with Alan 
White the drummer. Terrific drummer - 
the best English drummer going, I think. 
That was my favorite sound at the time. 

Kit Placement In Room 
I work in five or six different studios, 

and it's different in each studio. Now in 
Heider 3, you can put the drums in'one 
place, and there's a dead spot about three 
feet away where you can put a vocalist 
and have very little leakage. You put the 
drums back here and it's muddy as heck. 
But it's a room to get used to. If you 
move the drums around, you get different 
kinds of sound. Ray Thompson is the 
man that knows the room best, and he 
works the room like he's playing an in- 
strument. 

Where I place the drums all depends 
on the group. Everything about drums de- 
pends on the group - everything. 

Drums Booths And Rooms 
Again returning to Heider 3, they're 

building a big booth off to the left -hand 
side in between the studio and the office, 
and they either haven't had enough time 
or enough energy to finish it, so all it is 
is dry wall. It's irregular shapes because 
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GEORGEMASSENBURG - 
(continued) 

of the nature of the building -- and it's 
the livest room at Heider's. Now on these 
last couple of projects, I've put congas in 
there for something, just to cop that 
sound on one instrument. Or maybe put a 
mike in there and leave the door to the 
studio open. 

The rooms in any studio can make 
the most profound contribution towards 
the character of the sound. Most studios 
have enough different rooms adjacent to 
the control room so that a room sound 
might be selected more live or more dead. 
The Sound Factory, on Selma, has three 
different rooms -- three sizes. The med- 
ium -sized room sounds better than most 
drum booths, and the isolation is useful. 
Hollywood Sound Recorders "B" Studio 
is really one rather large booth -- very 
dead. They then have three excellent live 
echo chambers, and you can make up a 
sound to order. Kendun has a new room 
that can be partitioned with glass. That's 
provocative. Westlake is really a lot of 
booths, and not meant for live recording, 
per se. But you can put the drums in the 
hall, the synthesizers next to the desk in 
the reception room ... and so on. We've 
used the hallway at Sunset Sound for an 
extra booth for the last two weeks, 
sounds fine. 

I'm now engaged in designing a 
studio complex -- two studios and a mix 
room. I'm planning to build my main 
room more along the lines of the classical 
acoustical designers with some unused 
modern theory added. I use a set of room 
coefficients pointed out by . . . L. Sep - 
meyer in the Journal Of The A.S.A. Using 
computer vector analysis, he found four 
sets of coefficients for room height, 
length, and depth to optimally distribute 
the modal response. I'd like to see a re- 
verberation time which is, although short 
enough for modern studio recording, 
somewhat variable. Also quite diffuse and 
very linear. And there certainly is a dif- 
ference working a room with solid - and 
I mean concrete and hardwood and plas- 
ter -- walls and ceiling. It makes a great 
difference in the character of the low end 
in particular, not to mention the fact that 
it can more easily be made quiet. Our 
main room will be a 50 to 60,000 cubic 
foot space, which should suffice for live 
recording. 

I should add that it's not often that 
you can mike the room in recording rhy- 
thm tracks these days -- you can't tell 
what will be added and subtracted in 
overdubbing and mixing. Consider the 
flexibility of The Burbank Studio's Music 
One -- a studio with a volume in excess of 
a million cubic feet! I feel that at least 
the orchestral sound -- like strings, horns, 
percussion -- is better there to warrant its 
consideration. 

Tuning 
I'm a tuning nut. As early as `69, I 

had a strobe tuner in the studio. And 
tuned the musicians up. 

I like to see how drummers tune 
their drums. I mean, there are some good 
drummers in this town. The best! Jim 
Gordon is a big man, and he can really 
smack drums, but knows how to tune 
drums, too. Like, he tunes the bottom 
head a fifth above the top head and tunes 
`em to good notes -- Hal Blaine does the 
same thing with the set that he's got. 
Except I don't think he uses bottom 
heads. But a lot of drummers have not 
the slightest idea how to tune drums. 

Drummers have got to tune it as 
they hear it, but sometimes I can help 
them. I have it in my repertoire to help 
them out. Bernard Purdie tunes his top 
head tight as a mother . . . He's maybe 
the best rock drummer ever. At least he's 
had more licks stolen from him than any 
other drummer, short of the guy that 
played in Iron Butterfly -- "In a Gadda 
Da Vida ". Which is one of the least 
imaginative lines of all time. 

The kick is really important, but it's 
not tuned to a note -- it's tuned close to 
a note; usually one can only hear it in 
perspective in the control room. 

It's funny, but you don't build your 
tuning from any particular point. It seems 
to come together a couple of different 
ways. You get the toms in tune first. 
Fourths, fifths -- whatever's convenient -- 

relative to the root, I'd say, of the tune. 
If you're doing a weird tune, you might 
try to distribute the tuning so you have 
more of a thud than a note. Hal Blaine's 
got a set that he can almost tune chromat- 
ically. 

My favorite drummer these days, for 
a combination of vitality and expertise -- 

mostly he's a very, very funny person -- 

is Jeff Porcaro. Excellent, excellent drum- 
mer. And he knows how to tune toms. He 
can also whip up a different snare drum 
sound and lock in right on the snare drum 
sound that you're asking for. And that's 
good. Jim Keltner pretty much has one 
snare drum sound, and it's great so you 
never ask questions. 

You gotta go by ear. In the middle of 
a session, if you've really been going at it 
for hours and you've been listening to the 
music, you can develop a sense of near - 
perfect pitch -- you really can -- that 
allows you to feel the note that you're 
getting on a tom, you know? Just feel it, 
not really hear it. I guess you could say 
endurance is important ... patience. 

Damping 
It's optional. It all depends on the 

tempo of the tune and what you're trying 
to do. Unfortunately, you're at cross pur- 
poses -- if you're trying to get a fat snare, 
then it depends on that low- frequency 
resonance, you know? You may want a 
tight snare, but you still want some snare 
sound on top - you want some top on it, 
some hang -over. And if you damp the low 
end, you're gonna lose the top as well 
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as the bottom. What I used to do with the 
snare was to try to build inside a resona- 
tor of sorts with a circular piece of Micro - 
coustic 3/4-inch, but I don't have time for 
that these days. It took out the heaviness 
in the low end -- it distributed the low - 
end resonance -- but still gave a full drum 
sound. More often these days, I'll use a 
parametric equalizer (not an Orban) to 
remove the resonance. 

You're trying to damp that low end 
in the snare, unless you're going to use it, 
like in the big Yes tune . . . "Round- 
about". Awful snare sound. It worked, 
`cause it was in some kind of relative tun- 
ing. But it was the worst snare sound in 
the world. It was proper, so I guess it's 
the best snare sound, and it sold a million 
copies so I guess it's the very best. But 
aesthetically speaking, it was terrible. 

The best thing I've found for bass 
drum is like a feather pillow from Holi- 
day Inn. You cut a hole in it, get half 
the feathers out - you know, real 
crummy old pillow -- and get that just 
right in the bass drum . . . The thing is 
to make it loose -- not so packed. And 
you can experiment a good deal if you're 
on the road. If one doesn't work, you just 
leave it for the next patron. 

Generally a roll of gaffer's tape and 
some medical gauze takes care of the 
toms, if necessary. 

General Miking 
The old school of putting up one 

microphone to cover the drums was safe 
and expedient. Not to mention the fact 
that we couldn't put more because we 
didn't have them! And if we did, we ran 
out of inputs. When boards expanded to 
more inputs and more than one pan -pot, 
engineers could begin to indulge drum- 
mers, who had been asking for more 
mikes all along. Multiple and tight mikes 
mean more problems, but in a way we're 
locked into the concept. The big prob- 
lems we face now are phase cancellation 
and distortion, among others. 

As a normal setup these days I use 
about eight mikes: a kick, three toms, 
two overheads, a snare and high -hat. 
Sometimes I'll use all eight. But my 
approach is to get the basic sound in 
perspective with the overheads and the 
kick - moving the mikes physically until 
they sound best - forgetting the tight 
mikes for the time being. Then I'll set the 
high hat the same way, then the toms. 
The snare is last and I always end up 
putting it on another track like some sort 
of a misbegotten son! 

I don't use one -inch mikes on drums as 
a rule, though I've tried to on occasion. 
The U67 and 87, U47, U47fet, M251 are 
all large capsule mikes, and I find lacking 
in transient response and high- frequency 
response too. I rather perfer KM84s, Sony 
C37s, C451s, and so on, by comparison. 

However, because different micro- 
phones color the sound differently, I'll 
use any one that fits the circumstance. It 

is, after all, a sound that the artist is going 
for . . . I change the snare mike with the 
seasons. 

I most often look for the spread. The 
snare starts in the middle and fills out 
after the hit. The tom's start here and end 
there. The high -hat isn't way over there 
relating to nothing at all. 

I`ve been using an M421. Where I place 
it all depends. Sometimes a little loose. If 
you want it real tight, you damp it, and 
right up against the head and tune for 
that. If you want it a little loose, you can 
just move it back and forth in the kick 
and come up with a different sound. 

I don't limit until mixing, usually. it's 
hard to use a limiter on drums and have 
it controlled when you're trying to think 
of so many other different things, because 
drummers I work with generally will at 
least play a ltttle louder as they get into 
the session. Using a limiter on the kick? 
The kick mike picks up a lot of snare 
drum, to the point where you almost 
always have to reverse the phase of the 
kick. As a matter of fact, I do. With a 
standard -phase microphone, you reverse 
it on the kick, so the feed from the snare 
drums comes back in phase. It sounds a 
lot better, too, `cause the kick is getting 
into the overhead mikes. That's an impor- 
tant point, I used to do it a lot, but it 
wasn't till I saw some other people doing 
it that I really felt good about it. 

Dave Hassinger at the Sound Factory 
is a nut on phasing, to the point where if 

you've got bass guitar leakage in the room, 
he can show you that changing the bass 
phase relative to the drum phase makes 
enough of a difference so that you should 
consider it. The purpose is to keep one 
note from ringing out more than the 
others. You know what happens when 
two things are out of phase - you lose a 
note, then the next note'll be heavy, then 
you limit the bass more and more and it'll 
still happen, and you're going a little nuts. 
It's not a cure -all, but what you could do 
is throw the bass out of phase relative to 
the drums. 

I use a C500 sometimes, unless the 
guy plays loud high hat, I use a C451 with 
a 20 dB capsule pad on the snare some- 
times. It's a pretty linear mike - it' got a 
funny diaphragm and they're not consist- 
ent. It's a bright mike. And, It's a great 
acoustic guitar mike with an omni capsule. 

It sounds best with an omni- capsule. 
Sometimes that doesn't help much. Al- 
though few cardioid or directional mikes 
remain so at low frequencies, the high fre- 
quency response is directional enough to 
warrant their use under certain circum- 
stances. Lou Burroughs' book is a good 
starting point for those who aren't aware 
of the concept of the 'directional mike' 
which all too often isn't directional at all, 
or is directional in the wrong place for its 
application. 

I've used -- and still do -- a lot of dif- 
ferent snare mikes. Recently I'm using a 
KM84. 
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GEORGE MASSENBURG - 
(continued) 

Toms -- Left And Right Sides 
I use C37A's for tom -toms when I 

can get them, and I'll go all over town to 
get them. Now a lot of people - Donn 
Landee and John Haeny - use C37A's. 
The C37A is a tube mike, and it's a very 
linear mike from low levels to high levels. 
It's not particularly flat, but it does have 
a pleasing response - you know, smooth 
dip in the mid -range and kind of up on 
the high end - and It's nice on acoustic 
guitars. It's a good all- around mike. The 
thing about a C37A is it doesn't break up 
on that transient - you know, when you 
smack a tom hard, it doesn't seem to crap 
out as fast as a condenser. 

I like the attack to come from a cer- 
tain spot, wherever it's panned. But you 
have to understand that in the mix, you 
can pan these stereo overheads together 
and put amatrix on them and bring the cen- 
ter down and you have a very nice mono 
track, too. With a lot of air. So you can 
use it either way. I'll play you a tune that 
Dave Hassinger and I worked on where 
the panning of the tom was really 
important to the perspective of the guitar 
vs. the tom. And it was very interesting. 

Cymbals 
I've been asked to mike the cymbals, 

in jazz sessions. Surprisingly, some of the 
drummers that I've worked with in jazz 
sessions have asked for more mikes when 
you would assume that jazz would indi- 
cate fewer mikes. I mean, Hal Blaine sup- 
posedly has sneered at engineers when 
they put up more than three mikes! We 
did a jazz date where I was miking the 
front and the back of the cymbals, and 
top and bottom of the toms. I guess every 
engineer's tried it. Ken Scott is a master 
of that but ... I think he uses it subtlely. 
At any rate, I got a pretty good sound: 
but I wouldn't play it for my grand- 
children. 

Again, I use 84's. 

Overhead Miking 
For overheads and high hat and 

many other things I use KM84's. It's the 
best mike I can find short of the B &K 
4148 or 4136 . . . the capsule, that is. 
Like most of the Neumann microphones, 
the KM84 has a one -transistor pre -amp. 
It's cheesy ... a true masterpiece of econ- 
omy ... very compact. It sounds terrible! 
Could it be that this is part of the reason 
for the resurgence of interest in old 
mikes? I think so. Right now I'm using a 
two- transistor pre -amp - much better 
FET, tighter specs, flatter transconduc- 
tance. And I'm not operating it at a lot 
of gain so the high level distortion is low. 
Of course, the output is lower, but in the 
recording studio this hasn't been a prob- 
lem - certainly not on drums. I'm working 
on an esoteric front end for condenser 
mikes, and it certainly won't be phantom- 

powered with all the power it'll con- 
sume. Whatever it takes to make it sound 
good. Bud Wyatt, at the Mastering Lab, 
has been working along these lines. They 
used a Bud Wyatt line amp to buffer the 
output of M251's on the last direct -to- 
disc thing. You've got to hear the com- 
parison to believe it. Getting rid of trans- 
formers has been like a crusade for both 
of us ... and there is one in almost every 
condenser mike! 

Distant Mikes 
It's the same to me as miking the 

piano or miking the room. If I've got an 
acoustic piano in the same room, I'll set 
it up to where it picks up good drum 
leakage. I don't usually distant -mike the 
drums, first `cause I don't want to mix 
it in with my master tracks with your 
getting in trouble for overdubs, and se- 
cond because I don't want to use another 
track. 

Phase Cancellation 
Everybody knows it's happening, but 

there's not much you can do to get away 
from it. It's very simple in an anechoic 
chamber, but it's very difficult in a live 
room. One of the factors obviously is 
keeping all of the sources as close to 
the mikes as possible. Of course, that's 
not possible on drums. But you figure it 
this way: Since you are in a live situation, 
the highs are really random -phase -- it's 
hard to call out the phase of your high 
frequencies. It's also hard to say what is 
a high frequency in a live situation. 
It's a soft curve - you know, it doesn't 
happen - bang! -- you're out of phase 
troubles. Your main problem is low fre- 
quencies, and with two mikes far enough 
away, you could say, I guess, that your 
low frequencies are out of trouble. Be- 
cause low frequencies have long wave- 
lengths. Say you're talking about 200 
cycles. It has a complete wavelength of 
some six feet. So maybe you're out of 
danger if the two mikes are 5.65 feet 
each away from the sound source, or 
your problem is minimized if the source 
is inches closer to one of the mikes, but 
God help you if one is at the half -wave- 
length and the other is at the full wave- 
length. 

You can't just look at a miking set- 
up for a drumkit and see that there could 
be problems with phase cancellation, nor 
could you say that it won't sound good. 
Because maybe -- just maybe -- you've 
happened on a setup where the phase 
cancellations occur at unwanted frequen- 
cies and aren't occurring at those very 
strong frequencies. 

With phase cancellation your toms 
will sound weak -- you'll say, "There's no 
bottom on the toms. Give me more tom 
mike, or make it closer ". That's a danger- 
ous one -- miking the toms a little too 
tight, if you're going for a real full sound. 

I very seldom boost the bottom. Few 
engineers go for hard boosts on the bot- 
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FIGURE 3 George Motion's miking of Fred White's drums 
(same setup for all LP's and at all studios) 

tom, for a coupe of reasons I guess. One 
of which is that it tends to become 
muddy, because equalizers have phase 
shift, too. You know, there's so many 
factors coming into effect that it's hard 
to say, "Well, I don't do this because the 
phase numbers are such -and- such ". 

Of course, when you're in the studio, 
you don't always think, "Well, I want a 
live sound ", take out my calculator and 
check the phase, get out a ruler and say, 
"You must stand there ", and put an "x" 
on the floor, windscreen in front of the 
mike, and a dummy mike to make sure 
that he's ... You know, it's pretty ridicu- 
lous. You gotta go for a sound. 

Tracks Of Tape 
The way I put drums down on a mas- 

ter is kick, snare, and everything else in a 
stereo set. Four tracks on 24- track, three 
tracks on 16 -. Used to do it on two tracks 
on 8 -. One track on 4 -. 

Panning 
I usually run the high hat right, snare 

dead center, kick dead center, and toms 
spread. I'll pan the overheads left and 
right, but I'll move them to get the cor- 
rect perspective, or the kind of perspec- 
tive you need. 

FRED WHITE (Earth, Wind & Fire) 
With Earth, Wind & Fire, you have a 

group of five excellent drummers. Phil - 
lip's a good drummer; Maurice was an old 
Motown drummer and a standard fixture 
at Chess, was Ramsey Lewis's drummer 
for years; an accomplished jazz drummer 
and a very accomplished rock drummer. 
And you better believe he has his idea of 
what a sound should be. It's not the kind 
of sound that I go for by myself -- it's a 
hard crack on the snare and not a lot of 
that warm low end, and not a lot of open 
space. 

Freddy White is so steady that it's 
beautiful -- the guy's just steady, all the 
time. He has a very consistent hit on the 
snare drum, so once you got your sound, 
it doesn't change a hell of a lot. You 
know, if a drummer hits it harder or 
changes the angle of his stick, if you've 
been in the studio for 36 hours, it drives 
you nuts! You know, you're saying, 
"What have I done? The drum sound has 
changed ", and it's the drummer. 

Fred's got a good hard kick, and all 
of the mike techniques apply except that 
maybe you'll go for a lower snare drum 
sound, because the guy can approach 
drums from that perspective. 

There are two drum tracks on "The 
Way Of The World" -- kind of a jazz /shuf- 
fle /lot -of- cymbals track, and that was 
Ralph Johnson. That's a straight -ahead 
track. The overdub was Fred White and 
Ralph Johnson, Freddy playing a snare 
and Ralph playing claves miked with an 
RE -20 and about 10 feet away with a 
C451, both mikes taken into a special 
compressor that I built. It has four attack 
time true RMS sensing circuits that allow 
for variable crest factor. It just tightens 
it up -- it squooshes the snare down real 
hard. But still gives you some little attack 
on the onset. In other words, it lets a 
little bit of click from the claves through 
and a little bit of the attack from the 
snare through. And then releases real fast, 
without so much distortion. Since it's 
true RMS, and I do a phase rotation sys- 
tem, I really am only attacking on the 
actual energy envelope, and I get very low 
distortion values out of it for extremely 
fast releases. And what it does is it brings 
up a lot of room sound -- makes it sound 
real thick. 

"Shinin' Star" has four or five instru- 
ments Kepexed off a snare. Handclaps, 
organ, and two guitar tracks were Kepex- 
ed off of one overdubbed snare drum. 

Stanton. Benchmark 
for an Industry. 
Stanton's 681 Series 
is the Calibration 
Standard to 
recording engineers. 

Whatever the requirements for record- 
ing and playback, Stanton's Series 681 

cartridges are the Calibration Standard. 
And there is a 681 model engineered spe- 
cifically for each of these critical applica- 
tions. That's why Stanton is truly the 
Benchmark for the industry. 

The Stanton 681A- 
For Cutting Head Calibration. 

With Stanton's Model 681A, cutting 
heads can be accurately calibrated with 
the cartridge, for it has been primarily 
designed as a calibration standard in re- 
cording system checkouts. Frequency re- 
sponse is factory calibrated to the most 
rigid tolerances and the flattest possible 
response is assured for precise alignment 
of recording channels. 

The Stanton 681 TRIPLE -E- 
for Critical Listening 

The Stanton 681 TRIPLE -E offers im- 
proved tracking at all frequencies. It 
achieves perfectly flat frequency response 
to beyond 20 Kc. It features a dramatically 
reduced tip mass. And the stylus assembly 
possesses even greater durability than had 
been previously thought possible to achieve. 

All Stanton Calibration Standard car- 
tridges are guaranteed to meet the spe- 
cifications with exacting limits. Their 
warranty comes packed with each unit - 
the calibration test results for that indi- 
vidual cartridge. 
Write today for further information to 
Stanton Magnetics Inc., Terminal Drive, 
Plainview, New York 11803. 
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now 
you 

l iavé 

the nest 
of both worlds! 

When talking about studios you may have noticed 
that your conversation leads to four basics: tape mach- 
ines, monitors, consoles and acoustic design. SIERRA 
AUDIO has the best of these worlds, and under one 
roof. 

If you are thinking of buying any tape machine and 
haven't yet heard the advantages of "going Ampex" 
... call us. We are one of the few dealers in the world 
that has MM -1200 and ATR -100 series machines and 
accessories in stock. 

Are you considering a new console? If so, do your 
engineers and finances a favor and check out the Sphere 
line. With generous input from engineers at Kendun Re- 
corders - our studios and mastering facilities - we have 
designed and produced a completely new disc -mastering 
console that has redefined the state -of- the -art. 

Also, just coming into production is the Sphere -C 
recording and mixdown console. The "C" uses the 
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finest components, is automation ready, with graphic 
equalization on all inputs and has specs that must be 
demonstrated to be believed. Both will be on display at 
the May AES show in Los Angeles. 

If there is such a thing as a world standard in monitor 
systems, quite possibly the Eastlake monitor would 
qualify. Sierra is the exclusive representative for East- 
lake Audio.* There are now over one hundred rooms 
in operation worldwide, using Tom Hidley and Kent 
Duncan's audio environment designs. We can build one 
for you. 

Remember, we carry a full line of professional signal 
processing equipment and continue to offer consulting 
services in all areas of studio operation. 

Whenever you start thinking of these things or need 
any information at all, please write or give us a call: 

(213) 843 -8115 
621 S. GLENWOOD PLACE, BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 91506 

SIERRA AUDI 
We won't promise the World, but we will deliver what we promise! 

*EXCLUSIVE EASTLAKE REPRESENTATIVE: AUSTRALIA CANADA CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICAS 

For additional information circle No. 34 
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(non creative) PHASING effects 
in multi -track magnetic recorders 

by 
ANTHONY DEAN 

Senior Field Service Engineer 
Ampex Corporation 
Nashville, Tennesse 

As a Field Service Engineer for a 
major U.S. tape recorder manufacturer, I 

am frequently asked questions, and be- 
come involved in discussions with studio 
recording personnel concerning what is 
commonly referred to as "Phasing" in 
regard to multi -track tape recorders. The 
phenomenon is no more than signal delay 
between channels of a multi -track tape 
recorder. The consequences of this time 
delay are most frequently observed as dif- 
ferences in the phase relationships of a 
phase- coherent signal recorded and repro- 
duced on the same or different machines. 

Although this term is something of a 
misnomer, but as it has now entered the 
language of the industry, and most of the 
readers of this article will have some 
understanding of the term and its mean- 
ing. I shall continue to use the term 
throughout this writing and I hope that 
the reader will gain a more full and com- 
plete understanding of "Phasing ", its ef- 
fects, and how to cope with them. 

the 15 KHz tone of an alignment tape, 
the results of which are usually a disaster. 
Fortunately, the industry is in the busi- 
ness of recording music, and a competent 
engineer can, for the most part, avoid sit- 
uations where the phasing limitations of 
a multi -track recorder will cause major 
problems. 

The normal "Phasing" characteristics 
of a well designed machine can be corn- 
pounded if there are any PHASE RE- 
VERSALS through the system, this is 
not limited to the tape machine, but 
should include all the peripheries. I can- 
not over -emphasize the importance of 
checking for phase reversals in both radio 
stations with production facilities, and in 
multi -track studios. A new tape machine 
should be checked for phase reversals 
before being put into service, and when 
repairs cause major parts of the signal sys- 
tem to be replaced, such as installing a 
new head assembly, such a test should be 
a mandatory part of the checkout proce- 
dure. 

A simple test for detecting phase re- 
versals, which requires a minimum of 
equipment, is quickly accomplished in 
the following manner: Place a diode 
across the output terminals of the oscil- 

lator, which will of course clip one side 
of the signal from the oscillator. Record 
the clipped signal from the oscillator, at 
normal level, and a frequency of approx- 
imately 500 Hz. Connect the oscillo- 
scope across the signal input to the re- 
corder and determine which side of the 
signal is being clipped. Now reçonnect 
the oscilloscope, this time to the output 
of the recorder. The reproduced signal 
should be clipped in the same direction 
as the recorded signal (See Fig. 1 for 
details). If a reversal is found it must be 
located and corrected. This is sometimes 
easier said than done. A helpful tool 
here is a tape on which all tracks have a 
clipped signal recorded on them, the dir- 
ection of which is known. By viewing the 
output of each channel in both the Play 
and Sel -Sync modes, it is easy to deter- 
mine if a reversal is in the record or the 
reproduce circuitry. You have now re- 
duced the problem by 50 %. The problem 
can now be found using conventional 
trouble shooting techniques. 

Before we can continue in our exam- 
ination of "Phasing" it is necessary that 
we do have a thorough understanding of 
STATIC SKEW, DYNAMIC SKEW, GAP 
SCATTER, and HEAD PERPENDICU- 
LARITY. 

The "Phenomena" is in fact caused 
by the following: 

STATIC SKEW 
DYNAMIC SKEW 
GAP SCATTER 
HEADS NOT PERPENDICULAR ose RECORDER SCOPE 

l 
TO TRANSPORT 

I will attempt to give detailed defini- 
tions of these tape transport inadequacies, 
and their effects on "Phasing ". The phas- 
ing problem manifests itself when an 
attempt is made to mix high frequency 
material, which is coherent in nature. If 
the material is music, the phasing prob- 
lem will be most evident when the instru- 

WAVEFORM OF INPUT SIGNAL 

ments have a large amount of "highs ", 
e.g. strings, sizzle cymbals. I have seen 
engineers attempt to make a mono -mix of 

WAVEFORM OF OUTPUT SIGNAL 

FIGURE 1: 
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STATIC SKEW 
When tape travels across a tape re- 

corder head assembly it appears to move 
in a path perfectly parallel to the base 
plate. However, it does in fact follow a 
somewhat oblique course due to mechan- 
ical tolerances in the guiding .system. 
These include, but are not necessarily 
limited, to the following: Imperfections 
in the flatness of the top plate, due to 
machining tolerances, or by the fact the 
plate is not of heavy enough material to 
give the required stiffness; tolerance of 
tape guides; head not perpendicular to 
base plate; scrape- flutter idlers either not 
perpendicular or worn out. On a closed - 
loop transport a very frequent culprit is 

the "turn- around" idler which may be 
out of perpendicularity or be worn out. 

The actual tape being used is also a 
factor of no small importance. Here, it is 

a matter of tolerance in the slitting, and 
also how well the manufacturer maintains 
the slitting mills from the point of view 
of producing a product which is not "cut 
on a bias ", i.e., equal tension was not 
applied to both sides of the web when the 
slitting took place. This can, and usually 
does, produce a tape which will handle 
very poorly in drive modes. 

The mechanical condition of the tape 
is a matter of such importance that it de- 
serves a few more words here. Badly slit 
tape can be determined in several ways. 
First, hold a five to seven foot length of 
the suspect tape up so that it dangles free- 
ly above the floor. In the absence of 
drafts, the tape should hang in a straight 
line with no tendencies to curl. Any de- 
viation from the ideal should be cause for 
suspicion that the tape has been damaged 
due to stretching or non -ideal slitting. 

Poorly slit or deformed tape will gen- 
erally not wind smoothly onto a take -up 
reel in normal play mode. Inspection of a 
reel of tape that has been allowed to play 
through for a few minutes may reveal a 
rough, uneven texture to the tape pack 
rather than the smooth, even surface nor- 
mally observed. 

Tape widths are specified to be with- 
in +0.000, -0.004 inches of their nominal 

FIGURE 2: Tape width may be measured using a 

dial caliper or micrometer. The tape is held in a 

loop as shown. The jaws of the caliper are opened 
wider than the tape width and gradually closed 
until the edges of the tape no longer pass 
through.'With practice the method will measure 
to 1 mil increments. A strategically placed 
paper clip aids the process. 

width dimension. Tape that has been slit 
wider than spec will show up by jamming 
as it passes through the machine tape 
guides. Casual visual inspection will re- 
veal deformation typical of this condition 
with little difficulty. Detection of tape 
that has been slit under specification may 
be accomplished by measurement of the 
tape with a micrometer or dial caliper as 
shown in Figure 2. 

An interesting point to note here is 

that in my personal experience I have 
found that back- coated tapes generally 
guide better than the non -coated variety. 
(See Figure 3). 

FIGURE 3: STATIC SKEW 

DYNAMIC SKEW 
In defining static skew it was stated 

that the tape did not follow a path par- 
allel to the base plate, but instead at a 
slightly oblique angle. This angle, how- 
ever, is not a constant and is subject to 
random variations. The tape tends to 
make fractional up and down movements 
in the guides. The quality of the guiding 
system is a prime factor, from the point 
of view of the machine, in holding dy- 
namic skew to a minimum. The guides 
must be held to extremely tight toleran- 
ces, and must be fabricated from a very 
hard material. Guides made from stainless 
steel or synthetic gems are often used on 
high quality transports. If we were to 
have a transport with all the tolerances 
falling in such a way as to make the guid- 
ing path perfect, the transport would still 
have dynamic skew. The reason being 
that tape is always slit with a minus toler- 
ance to permit it to travel through the 
guiding system of a theoretically perfect 
transport. As stated earlier, tape which 
has been slit on the bias will cause very 
high levels of dynamic skew. 

GAP SCATTER / HEAD PERPEN- 
DICULARITY 

When head stacks are assembled from 
the individual heads, and remember there 
can be up to twenty -four in one stack, 
the mechanical tolerances are extremely 
difficult to maintain. Each head must be 
in the same azimuth relationship to all 
other heads in the stack. The gaps of the 
heads should be in line with each other. 
Errors in alignment of the gaps is GAP 
SCATTER and a manufacturer should 
maintain this to less than 200 Microinches 
(See Figure 4). 

The end user has no control over 
head perpendicularity on multi -track 
machines with fixed heads, and relies on 
the integrity of the manufacturer. In the 
case of multi -track systems where the end 
user can adjust head azimuth, a perfect 
head would produce optimum high fre- 
quency response when the head is per- 

FIGURE 4: 

±100 µ INCH MAXIMUM 

GAP SCATTER 

fectly perpendicular to the base plate; 
however, as on any precision device, there 
are tolerances. On non -adjustable heads 
the perpendicularity is held to less than 
±.15 minutes of arc. 

In further consideration of "phasing" 
consider a signal of 15 KHz recorded on 
four tracks of a''/ -inch machine operating 
at a speed of 15 ips. If the transport suf- 
fered from none of the inadequacies men- 
tioned in a previous paragraph, the out- 
puts of these channels could be observed 
on an oscilloscope and they would all be 
in the same phase relationship. We know 
that this is not possible. The transport 
must suffer from the shortcomings of 
Skew, Gap Scatter, etc. If the 15 KHz 
is generated by a common source, the 
signals applied to the record head will be 
in phase with each other, and any phase 
differences caused by the electronics are 
so minute that they can be neglected. If 
this tape was developed with Edi -vue or 
some similar compound and we were to 
examine the point of minimum flux den- 
sity on all tracks, which would be the 
cross -over point of the recorded signals, 
it would be observed that they would not 
be perfectly aligned with respect to each 
other (See Figure 5). This mis- alignment 
would be caused by the transport imper- 
fections already discussed. When this sig- 
nal passes to the reproduce head the pro- 
blem will be compounded, and it may be 
said that we have a "phasing" problem. 

FIGURE 5: 
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., 
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From what we now know, it can be 
seen that the phasing problem will be- 
come worse as the recorded frequency in- 
creases, e.g., the wavelengths become 
shorter. This gives us a clue to one simple 
solution, which, although not a panacea 
to our problem, will give a great deal of 
relief . . . increase the wavelength of the 
signals recorded on tape. We don't want 
to limit the highest frequency recorded, 
so: As wavelength is equal to speed divi- 
ded by frequency ... use the highest tape 
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Old-New 
Reel Time 
Recorder 

Telex /Magnecord series 1400 
broadcast quality recorder /re- 
producer. An old name that spells 
reliability. A new design for to- 
day's state of the art. 

The Old. Telex /Magnecord 
products are still made in the 
USA so parts and service are 
always available. The series 1400 
is still built on a solid die cast 
aluminum main frame for reli- 
able operation around thè 
clock. It's still available 
in full, half 
and 

quarter track configurations, has 
fail safe differential brakes and 
accepts 8% inch reels. It also still 

comes with three motors -but 
then, that's touching on the new. 

The New. A bmzshless d.c. servo 
drive with a crystal oscillator con- 
trol reference so accurate it vir- 

tually eliminates program timing. 
errors. New, three speeds: 33/4 - 

71/2 - 15 ips. New catenary head 
block for straight tape loading, 
the convenience of one hand 
cue.ng and the hi-level illumina- 
tion of push button controls. 
New DTL logic controls 
eliminate EMI and 
provide fast, 
spill 

proof tape handling gentle 
enough for half mil tape. And 
new electronics, clean to 60 dB 
S/N at all speeds. 

If you're looking for a real time, 
reel recorder with old name reli- 
ability but designed for today's 
demands, you'll find it in the 
Telex /Magnecord series 1400. 
For complete infor- 
mation please 
write: 

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH 

TELEX® 
COMMUNICATIONS, I N C 

9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S.A. 
Euripe: 22, rue de la Legion- d'Honneur, 93200 St. Denis, France 
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario 

For ¿dditional information circle No. 35 
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speed that is practical. Note that 15 KHz 
recorded at 15 ips will give a wavelength 
of .001 of an inch. If the speed is doubled, 
this will be increased to 2 Mil. 

On 1" and 2" tape transports, the 
use of outside tracks for recording high 
frequency material should be avoided, for 
here the effects of head perpendiculatity 
will become more noticeable. On mach- 
ines equipped with adjustable heads very 
careful alignment is of the utmost impor- 
tance. 

The following alignment procedure 
has given me very good results. This align- 
ment is for a 1/2 -inch four channel mach- 

OSC 

NOTES. 

OFFSET IS THE PHASE SHIFT; 

2 JITTER IS THE DYNAMIC SKEW OF THE 
TAPE TRANSPORT. 

FIGURE 6: 

NO fE 1 

ire, but is quite valid for other multi- 
track systems. The tape path must be 
thoroughly cleaned and all the guiding 
elements must be in good condition and 
adjusted per the manufacturers instruc- 
tions. Be sure that there are no phase re- 
versals in the tape machine and that all 
test cables are free of reversals. 

After de- gaussing the heads, load the 
machine with a full track test tape corres- 
ponding to the speed at which machine 
will be operating when in normal service. 
Obtain the required test equipment listed 
below in Table 1, and connect to the 

TABLE 1 

Alignment Tape: Choose a full -track 
alignment tape conforming to the 
flux -frequency response, tape width 
and reference level appropriate to 
the specific application. 

Oscillator: As available. 
Oscilloscope: Tektronix 453 or equiv- 

alent with two vertical input chan- 
nels with the capability of syncing to 
one channel to the input signal while 
the second channel derives synch 
from the same source as the first 

machine under test as shown in Figure 6. channel. 
Test Cables: As required. 
Blank Tape: As required. TK 1 

REC 

CH 1 

CH 2 

SCOPE 

When the alignment tape is threaded 
on the machine, be absolutely certain 
that all channels are in the safe mode to 
prevent the possibility of erasing the 
alignment tape. The first tone on the 

---r 
O 

NO fL'[ 

TK 1 SYNCED 

TK 2 THRU 4 

tape will be a reference tone at 700 Hz. 
Set playback level to zero on the VU 
meters. With the sync being derived from 
track one, adjust the oscilloscope so as to 
display tracks 1 and 2, which, at this fre- 
quency, should be displayed on top of 
each other. Making no change regarding 
track 1 look at tracks 3 and 4. They 
should also be on top of track l's display. 
Now repeat this procedure in the sync 
mode. If any of the tracks displayed are 
displaced with respect to track 1, the 

PARAMETRIC PRICE-PERFORMANCE 6zeoAteiw$ 

$599 
SUGGESTED 
LIST PRICE 

true narrow -band (.05 oct.) through broad- 
band (3.3 oct.) equalization 
50:1 frequency range, each band 
± 15 dB eq. range, precise center "flat" 
position 
separate IN -OUT switch for each band 

ultra clean & quiet ( -87 dBV noise, < .05% 
THD) 

internal power supply 

ASHLY AUDIO INC. 
1099 JAY ST. 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14611 
(716) 328 -9560 

At Ashly, we're definitely into Parametric 
Eq. We've used it extensively in our big SE 
series consoles for years. The SC -66 rep- 
resents the culmination of these years of 
design, listening, and field testing. You can 
now have infinite control of all equalization 
characteristics at your fingertips with 
accuracy and resolution previously con- 
sidered impossible. Check out an SC -66 
at your pro -audio dealer. 

Dealer inquiries invited 
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head is either out of perpendicularity or 
has excessive gap scatter. 

Return to the play mode and mon- 
itor the second test frequency, which is 
15 KHz. Observe tracks 1 and 4 and ad- 
just the play head azimuth for a max- 
imum reading on the tape machine's VU 
meters. This will give a display of the two 
traces on the oscilloscope, both of which 
are sync'ed to track L A very slight ad- 
justment of the azimuth on the reproduce 
head will now reduce the time difference 
between the two waveforms displayed on 
the oscilloscope. The phase -shift between 
the two wave forms is proportional to the 
amount of time delay between tracks 1 

and 4 in the play mode. Now, take a look 
at tracks 2 and 3 in reference to track 1. 

'The phase shift should be essentially the 
same as when looking at tracks 1 and 4. 
CAUTION: When adjusting the azimuth 
for minimum phase shift, there should 
not be a reduction in output on any chan- 
nel in excess of 2 dB. Ilaving switched the 
electronics to sync mode, repeat the pro- 
cedure for the record head. When the azi- 
muth has been set at 15 KHz it is recom- 
mended that the test tape be monitored 
on the oscilloscope as the other frequen- 
cies are reproduced. The phase shift must 
improve as the test frequencies become 
lower. If this does not happen, it is pos- 
sible that azimuth has been set to the 
wrong peak and the procedure should be 
repeated. If difficulties are experienced 

in finding the correct peak, the azimuth 
may be set on the oscilloscope using a 
lower frequency. 

On older machines with limited high 
frequency response in sync it will be nec- 
essary to use this same technique to set 
the record head azimuth. The alignment 
tape can now be removed and the mach- 
ine threaded with blank tape. Place all 
channels into record. 

Adjust the bias level on all tracks in 
an identical manner. Perform a complete 
record system alignment, setting all tracks 
to identical signal levels and high fre- 
quency response specifications. If all re- 
cord head tracks are not biased very simi- 
larly, there will be apparent differences in 
the observed geometry of the record gaps. 
The reader should remember that the 
point at which the recording process 
occurs is not at the actual gap of the 
recording head pole -piece but at some 
point after the tape passes the trailing gap 
edge. The higher the level of the biasing 
field, the farther away from the gap edge 
the point of actual recording will be. Fail- 
ure to keep this fact in mind can cause a 
bit of confusion in the mind of the tech- 
nician. This is why the setting of record 
head azimuth in sync mode may not yield 
the same results as setting it in record 
mode. 

With a 15 Kllz signal present at the 
inputs, check for phase shift on the oscil- 
loscope.At this point, if the shift is toler- 

able, no further adjustments should be 
made. Of course, an improvement could 
be made by adjusting record head azi- 
muth, but this would tend to degrade 
phase shift characteristics when a tape is 
played back on another correctly cali- 
brated machine. 

It should be noted that it is not abso- 
lutely essential that a dual trace scope be 
used. A Lissajous figure could be used in- 
stead, but this makes the adjustment 
much more difficult to accomplish and 
necessitates more complicated calcula- 
tions to obtain a numerical value of the 
phase- shift. 

The Lissajous pattern does not easily 
yield an indication of the polarity or sign 
of an indicated phase- shift. A lead of 
thirty degrees looks the same as a lag of 
thirty degrees. 

To calculate a value of phase- shift, 
proceed as follows: Adjust the sweep so 
as to make the 15 KHz signal occupy ten 
divisions on the scope. This makes each 
division equal to 36 degrees. It is now 
possible to make direct phase -shift read- 
ings from the scope. 

When service personnel observe the 
procedures I have outlined, and when re- 
cording engineers recognize the limita- 
tions of the multi -track tape recorder, it 
may be that in the future, "Phasing" as 
a problem, will slowly fade away into the 
ambient noise level and be heard of no 
more. 

One Great Performer 
ForAnother. 
The gauss monitor series. 

Now, three great performers that upgrade the 
standards of professional sound. The Gauss sound is 
full- bodied and smooth. 

All three Gauss monitors feature our 4140 horn. Foam 
filling in all the cavities eliminates unwanted 
resonances. And roll off is so good that very little 
room equalization is needed. 

Available with single 15 ", double 15" and double 12" 
woofers. Our model 2154 puts out more sound 
pressure level than any studio monitor on the market 
today. Our monitors are offered in the bi- amplification 
mode only; so you may select both crossover frequency 
and filter slope ... with any of the currently available 
electronic crossover networks. 

So you get our smooth Gauss sound...Great 
performance that you can hear. 

Ce,cidio Cetac Cu.GO.auoo 

For the Educated Ear. 

Main Office 
A division of Cetec Corporation 
13035 Saticoy Street No. Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 875 -1900 TWX: 9104992669 

European Office 
A division of Cetec Systems Ltd. 
16 Uxbridge Rd. Ealing, London W52BP England 
01- 579 -9145 Telex: (851) 935847 
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DUMMY HEAD (Binaural) RECORDING .. . 

Does it offer alternatives or advantages? 
A review of the psychoacoustic phenomenae 
involved, as well as a report on recent devel- 
opments by Howard Cummings 

BACKGROUND 
The governing laws by which the hu- 

man ear can perceive distance and direct- 
ion are, even in this scientifically advanc- 
ed age, not yet entirely clear to research- 
ers. Different theories and differences of 
opinion still exist, some dating from the 
1870's, but there remain a few premises 
which are obvious: 1) That when a sound 
originates from a certain off- center direc- 
tion one of a listener's ears will hear that 
sound as being louder than will the other 
ear. There is an apparent difference in the 
sound's intensity as the sound reaches 
each ear. 2) Unless a sound emanates 
from either directly in front or directly in 
back of a listener, a time differential will 
exist between the time it takes the sound 
to reach each ear. 

Efforts to better understand these 
effects have led to experiments in what 
may be broadly classified as Binaural Re- 
cording, also known as "Dummy Head 
Stereophonie". Binaural recording ( "two 
ears ") differs from stereo recording in 
the essential dimensional perspective each 
is capable of effecting. The difference is 

that binaural sound attempts to exploit 
the psychoacoustic principles of inten- 
sity and directionality in all planes, while 
stereo finds it difficult to produce an 
aural perspective any broader than the 
two concentrated sound sources originat- 
ing in the left -right plane. 

True, by incorporating the correct 
phase and time delay relationships be- 
tween stereo signals the human brain can, 
indeed, be subliminally deceived into 
hearing movement and direction in sev- 
eral planes. These sound impressions 
which the brain constantly receives con- 
tinually update the memory- association 
process to help identify a particular aural 
experience with a certain distance or per- 
spective. So, what we are relying on in 
appreciating the art of today's stereo 
mixer is, to a good degree, an acquired 
aural response to sounds we have been 
hearing throughout our experience: the 
relationship between the sounds perceiv- 
ed by the left and right ears resulting in 
the so- called phantom center. 

To simulate that experience with just 
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"THE PORTABLE 
PROFESSIONALS " 

The new 169 mixing console in 
conbiiation with the also new 
B67 tEpe recorder provides the 
remote recordist with the highest 
quality capability in an easy to 
move package. 
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one pair of microphones (left -right effect) 
which will also yield 360 , "all around" 
sound requires more than just placing the 
mircophones a short distance from one 
another, as if to simulate ears. 

Prior to describing the research done 
by Sennheiser, the West German maker of 
highest quality microphones and ear- 
phones, in developing their Kunstkopf 
(artifical head), it may be interesting to 
review some supportive research in the 
field of psychoacoustics as it applies. 

Tests conducted by Roffler and But- 
ler and published under the title, "Fac- 
tors That Influence the Localization of 
Sound in the Vertical Plane ", in 1968, 
conclude that the ability of listeners to 
locate sound in the vertical plane was 
governed by three factors: a) The stimu- 
lus must be complex. b) It must include 
frequencies above 7 kHz. c) The pinna 
(ear flaps) must be present. 

Complex stimuli, the report conclu- 
ded, are more readily localized than 
simple stimuli, because localization is 
made easier by changes in the waveform 
of the stimulus due to the differential 
delays which vary in source and pitch. I. 
C. Whitfield makes this point in his book, 
"The Auditory Pathway ". To para- 
phrase: the old fashioned fire bell is 
easier to locate over the sirens used by 
emergency vehicles. 

Earlier, in 1962, Nordland used an 
artificial human head with microphones 
at eardrum position, when he succeeded 
in measuring the interval time differences 
for clicks and inter -aural phase differen- 
ces for tones as a function of azimuth 
(horizontal). 

Also in 1962 Batteau used a model 
of the human pinna (ear flaps) to confirm 
the necessity of these physical devices to 
establish sound directionality. He conduc- 
ted two experiments whereby a series of 
speakers were set -up in a circle around a 
pair of omni -directional microphones 
spaced approximately seven inches apart. 
Speaker output was channeled to a per- 
son in another room wearing headphones. 
The person was then asked to identify 
from which direction the speaker output 
occured. In this instance the listener 
found it difficult to localize the sound 
source, and was often confused. In part 
two, the microphones were fitted with 
replicas of human pinnae. The listener 
then found it much easier to discern not 
only source, but front and rear locali- 
zation. 

Additionally, it was found that the 
ridges of the pinna also provide reflect- 
ions and coloration to sound entering the 
ear. Sound directly entering the ear is 
later followed (albeit very quickly) by de- 
lays from the ridges. Interestingly, eat - 
teau (and others) found that the delayed 
portion is less from above than from the 
sides or below. 

THE KUNSTKOPH (Dummy Head) 
When Sennheiser began their exper- 

imentation in the development of their 
dummy head recording system they did 
not actually know how the human sen- 
sory apparatus translates impressions into 
spatial perceptions. However, it was felt 
that such an investigation should start 
by reverting to nature's way of hearing 
sound by placing a "head" of some sort 

Differences in phase and time as a function of horizontal Azimuth 
measured with a dummy head (Nordlund, 1962) 
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between the microphones. The optimum 
design for the actual head was accompli- 
shed by arriving at an average head on 
which was mounted an average set of 
ears. Testing was conducted using a num- 
ber of external refinements; wigs, differ- 
ent skin flexibilities and densities, etc. 
It was found that none of these added or 
subtracted significantly to the response. 

Regaring microphone placement, at 
one time the Sennheiser engineers tried 
putting the microphones inside the head, 
at the ends of simulated ear canals. This 
idea was discarded when it was found 
that the sound was abnormally influenced 
by the ear canal twice: the first time as 
the sound traveled in through the canal, 
and the second on playback when the 
sound had to travel the same path the 
other way, therefore overemphasizing 
the part the canal played in the process. 

After exhaustive testing Sennheiser 
found that the best point for microphone 
placement was 15 mm (5/8 ") outside the 
ear canal, where there was minimal var- 
iation in response between test persons 
under recording conditions combined 
with the best placement for reproducing 
the sound using "Open- Aire" headphones. 

By placing the microphones at the 
outer ear at the same point where one 
hears sound the actual hearing experience 
is very closely approached. By recording 
and playing back at the outer ear the 
original sound experience is recreated. 

As Sennheiser has developed it, the 
head is of a special plastic material which 
conforms to the size and shape of an aver- 
age head, and wieghs approximately one 
and a half pounds. The dimensions are ap- 
proximately 11" high from the base of 
the neck to the top of the head, 73A" 

from the nose to the back of the head, 
and 7'A" from ear to ear. Consistent with 
their research, the ears are detailed 
down to the ear flaps and ridges, the por- 
tion of the ear that forms the audio col- 
lection area for the two exernal cond- 
ensor microphones. The system's carrying 
case is used to mount the head on during 
operation, and simulates the mass of the 
upper torso. The upper torso, neck, 
shoulders and upper chest, have also been 
found to influence sound perception. 

The optimum reproduction of binaur- 
ally recorded material is through "Open - 
Aire" headphones, thus returning the 
sound in concentrated form to the area 
from which it originated, in the sense 
that the sound originated (was heard) for 
the recording at the microphones (ears). 

Reproduction of binaurally recorded 

Author's note: "Open- Aire" headphones 
are a product of the Sennheiser Company. 
Approximation of their effectiveness in 
listening to binaurally recorded material 
can be acheived by listening on the usual 
tightly sealed earphones held slightly 
away from the ears, although it is recog- 
nized that this is both cumbersome and 
inconvenient. 
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THE PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEM 
COMES OF AGE. 

200 Watts rms 
per channel 
10 low & 10 high 
impedance inputs 
20 Hz to 20 kHz response 
Less than 0.1% THD 

120 Watts 
rms per channel 
7 low & 7 high 
impedance inputs . 
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Introducing the PA 700S and PA 10D0S,...professional stereo mixer /amps from Peavey. 
Anything a soundman can do with a multi- channel stereo mixer, two 9 -Band graphic equalizers 
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stereo pan and output level slider an each channel, along with two 9 -Band graphic equalizers, 
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material through "Open- Aire" head- 
phones was found to add to the listen- 
ing dimension by giving one a "free feel- 
ing" instead of being sealed off from the 
outside world. This imitates the natural 
hearing experience. 

Reproduction of binaurally recorded 
material via speakers will result in a fairly 
good stereo recording, but the sound will 
tend to be too directional, and will be 
lacking in various planes - notablely that 
of front -to -back and top -to- bottom. This 
is because the head relies on its position 
in the recording environment to place the 
listener in that same spot during play- 
back, therefore producing a three dimen- 
sional or spatial reproduction with the 
use of headphones which allow for some 
ambience, as mentioned above. 

The effect is said to be even more 
pronounced and even more realistic 
if a person uses his own head with the 
microphones, instead of the plastic head. 
Perhaps, this is so because the dummy 
head can only be a compromise between 
the various head shapes and masses of 
various people. 

In combination with other sensory 
inputs, vision, and the like, it should be 
noted that while listening a person makes 
unconsious small movements to zero -in 

on the sound being reproduced. With this 
in mind, tests were conducted by Senn - 
heiser whereby a conversation was record- 
ed on the dummy head and later recorded 
on a human head. The results: The re- 
cording from the human head with the 
incorporation of the slight head move- 
ments in various planes sounded more 
realistic. 

The two microphones of the MKE2002 
system are condenser in design, and are 
mounted in a stethoscope -like frame. If 
not mounted on the dummy head, they 
are omni -directional in pickup pattern, 
and only become directional when moun- 
ted on the dummy head or a human head. 
If a polar pattern were plotted in a moun- 
ted position, a mild cardioid pattern would 
be observed. 

Windscreens are also available for re- 
cording under adverse conditions. These 
consist of a foam material and are placed 
over the microphones to minimize low - 
frequency rumble or wind effects when 
outdoors. There is a slight dampening 
affect at frequencies above 16kHz, but 
the directional affect is not impaired. 

APPLICATIONS 

The whole idea of using the dummy 

ARTIFICIAL HEAD POLAR RESPONSE PATTERNS 
The four polar plots show the amplitude response patterns for the pick -up micro- 

phones at the right and left sides of the Sennheiser artificial head. The ability to differ- 
entiate direction solely from relative amplitude responses of the right and left detectors 
can be seen to increase remarkably with the frequency of the sound source. These curves 
are only part of the total picture, however. They do not show the relative delay and 
phase -response phenomenae that are very important in sound source localization. 
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head tecnique is somewhat different from 
standard microphone technique. It has 
usually been the aim of the recording 
engineer to bring the studio or concert 
hall atmosphere into the living room of 
the listener. The dummy head technique 
actually does the opposite - it brings the 
listener into the studio or concert hall. 

For placement in a recording envir- 
onment, a person can count on accurate 
reproduction wherever the dummy head 
may have been placed. A person in an 
audience may not always have the oppor- 
tunity to sit in the center of the presenta- 
tion - he usually sits on the periphery 
where he will undoubtedly hear room 
reflections in combination with direct 
sound, and this is the experience that will 
be duplicated on payback. This place- 
ment may not be ideal for all listeners 
especially for use in the recording studio 
environment where orchestral and rhythm 
section placement may vary from the 
concert form of presentation. If one 
should choose this form, the conductor's 
area may be recruited to capture optimum 
balance and an acoustic snapshot of the 
recording. 

Experimentation may be desired for 
those who would like to try dummy head 
placement on widespread instruments to 
enhance drums and piano. The results of 
the binaural recording could then be mixed 
with the rest of the multi -mike set -up to 
see what type of interesting effects may 
be obtained. For example, Producer /Eng- 
ineer Alan Parsons used this technique to 
record thunderstorm effects on his LP, 
TALES OF MYSTERY AND IMAG- 
INATION. 

The German record company, DELTA 
ACUSTICS has used the Sennheiser eq- 
uipment to record a number of dummy 
head discs which showcase studio music 
for playback at stands in Airports, Rail- 
way Stations, and the like. * 

SOUND REINFORCEMENT 
MONITORING 

For the sound reinforcement mixer 
who sits backstage, or in an isolated 
sound booth, or out in the alley in a 
sound truck during a concert and seldom 
has the chance to hear what the actual 
presentation sounds like to the audience, 
dummy head technique may present a 
solution. By monitoring the head in the 
center of the recording environment, the 
engineer now has the chance of becoming 
a member of the audience and can thus 
mix accordingly. The opera house in the 
Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C., is an 
instance where this has been done. 

*Author's Note: While listening to this 
demo disc on headphones, I found myself 
smiling and looking out of the corners of 
my eyes to see if someone was actually 
standing or walking near me while listen- 
ing to certain parts of the record. An un- 
canny realism is evident, which must be 
heard to be believed. 
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ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS 
A sound contractor may be responsible 

for improving the intelligibility of an air- 
port P.A. system. By recording announce- 
ments in a before condition, making nec- 
essary acoustical changes, and then re- 
cording and measuring announcements as 
they are heard in various parts of the ac- 
oustical environment in an after condition, 
optimal results may be achieved. All rev- 
erberation, extraneous noise, sound 
sources, and frequency response may be 
evaluated vis -a -vis human hearing through 
this technique. 

DRAMA 
The Canadian Broadcasting Corpora- 

tion (CBC) has staged a number of exper- 
imental radio dramas incorporating dum- 
my head technique into production. In a 
standard radio play, actors would be sit- 
uated around the studio reading their 
scripts. In the dummy head production, 
the drama would actually have to be acted 
out - the people would actually have to 
move about the studio while acting out the 
script in order to convey the motion and 
direction of all sound planes. Picture, if 
you will, the murderer sneaking up on his 
intended victim from behind, footsteps 
coming closer, closer, until he makes his 
move - directly from behind you! In 
essence, you are there! You become the 
victim! This effect, along with the other 
musical and sound effects of this scene, 
leads to a heightened sense of realism, 
drama, and audience involvement. 

AUDIO /VISUAL 
As was perhaps hinted at in the 

example cited earlier, of the German 
record company, dummy head recording 
seems perfect for those audio /visual or 
just audio presentations frequently seen 
at conventions, shows and in public demo- 
nstration areas, where those interested 
are invited to pick up a set of earphones 
to listen to some sort of program. In these 
cases the full potential of binaural fCcord- 
ing can be controlled from beginning to 
end - the playback being controlled 
through the use of the optimum "Open - 
Aire" headphones. 

HEARING AIDS 
On the West Coast, there have been 

reports of experimentation using two 
tie -clip omni -directional microphones 
attached to a stethoscope -like headphone 
and a small stereo amplifier. This device 
has aided the hard of hearing, not only 
by amplifying the sound and increasing 
intelligibility, but also by reinstating 
sense of direction. This effect also serves 
as an early warning device for impending 
peril for the hard of hearing. If the person 
were walking down a street and suddenly 
hears a car coming from the left side, he 
can respottd and take action accordingly. 
Normally the person would not receive 
that directional information as easily 
from monaural hearing aids. 
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.. continuing the series of reports on 
automated mixing philosophy and hardware .. . 

MCI's `helping hands' Automated 
Mix -Down System 

MCI is announcing the release of its 
JH -50 Automation system this month. 
The system was designed primarily to fit 
into their JH -500 Series Mixing Desks. 
This series of console has been advertised 
as "Automation- ready ", having all the 
control switches built into the panels, and 
Voltage Controlled Amplifiers already in- 
stalled for Channel and Echo Return 
Faders. The Mute system is also designed 
to be controlled easily by automation. 
The following article presents the basic 
concepts of design and operation of the 
automation system. 

Design Philosophies 
Three major hardware decisions must 

be made before any console automation 
system can be designed. These three de- 
cisions are interdependent. To a very 
large degree, they depend on (1) how 
many functions are to be automated in 
the maximum system, (2) how much 
complexity is acceptable in the controls 
and operation of the system, and (3) the 
total, installed price of the system. 

A survey of current studio require- 
ments has shown that about 24 to 40 
automated functions are needed to imple- 
ment modern mix -down techniques. It 
was found that most studios can not 
economically justify a larger system since 
initial cost, operating costs, and complex- 
ity of controls increase rapidly with a lar- 
ger number of automated functions. It 
has also been found that control of the 
system must be as simple as possible, 
since it is imperative that the system be 
operated by Producers and Mixers who 
are not necessarily technically oriented 
and may never have used the equipment 
before. 

The three hardware decisions are: 

1. THE STORAGE MEDIUM 
Two mediums are in current usage, 

(a) the Audio Master tape, or (b) separate 
digital storage system locked together 
with the Master tape by a SMPTE code 
device (or equivalent). 

Choice of the storage medium de- 
pends principally on the number of func- 
tions to be automated and the relative 
costs of the two systems. A separate dig- 
ital storage device with synchronization 
equipment usually adds from $3,000 to 
$5,000 to the total cost of the system. 

MCI has found that the Audio Master 
Tape (multi -track master) is a satisfactory 
medium for storing data in a system de- 
signed for automating level functions, and 
that it has the advantage of automatic 
synchronization, no additional storage 
problems, and considerable savings in 
both initial cost and operating costs. 

Thus, in the MCI system two tracks 
of the multitrack Master tape are used for 
storing automation data, successive up- 
dates of the mix being "ping -ponged" 
from one of these tracks to the other. 
The data rate is 9.6 baud (about a 10 kHz 
bandwidth). A recording level of about 
-10dB furnishes a satisfactory signal to 
the automation system, and will not 
bleed through to adjacent audio tracks. 

2. THE RECORDING METHOD 
Two methods are in current usage: 

(a) Signal digitalization and "data pack- 
ing", or (b) Sequential scanning. Obvious- 
ly, in a system containing a very large 
number of automated functions, "data 
packing" would be necessary. However, 
"data packing" has several inherent draw- 
backs, not the least of which is the loss of 
a great deal of reliability and usually has 
a limiting factor in the number of "up- 
dates" it can recognize within a given 
time frame. A tape drop -out can cause a 
major error during a mix, since a signif- 
icant piece of data not repeated would be 

lost. 
If sequential scanning can be made at 

a rate close to the limits of human per- 
ception, a tape drop -out will not be 
noticed, since the loss of a single data 
word can be ignored until the next scan. 
A drop -out would cause an error of less 
than one -tenth of a second in a progress- 
ive level adjustment. It has been found 
that sequential scanning and recording of 
all data can be easily accomplished in a 
moderate sized system at a rate which 
takes advantage of this gain in reliability. 

Automation systems which use data 
packing (and usually have insufficient 
storage) often overload when it is necess- 
ary to make a large number of changes at 
the same instant. The system MCI has 
chosen - sequential scanning and a re- 
cording of data from all functions on 
every scan - can never overload, since it 
is always working at the worst case data 
rate. 

3. THE UPDATE METHOD 
A critical factor in designing an auto- 

mation system which has few restrictions, 
and can be adapted to almost any use, is 
the "Bounce Delay ". This is the time re- 
quired to read a VCA value off the tape, 
process it, and re- record it on an Update 
track. The methods used divide roughly 
into systems using Analog Updating and 
those using Digital Updating. 

In the Analog Updating method, two 
full scans are required to complete an 
Update. During the first scan, the VCA 
value is read off the tape, converted to an 
analog signal and sent to the console. The 
analog circuits in the console process the 
update by adding the READ value and 
the FADER value, thus producing a new 
analog voltage. On the second scan, the 
analog value is picked up, coverted back 
to a digital signal and recorded. The 
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85% OF OUR GRAdUATES 

ARE WORkiNgf IN THE 

RECORd / MUSIC INdUSTRy 

It's not by chance that the College for Re- 
cording Arts is fully accredited by the 
National Academy of Recording Arts and 
Sciences Institute. 

It's because our curriculum has one main purpose: 
to prepare you for a Music Industry job. Our 
graduates got jobs because they were persistent and 
didn't give up. And because they gained enough 
experience to be immediately valuable to a poten- 
tial employer. This is what the College for Record- 
ing Arts is all about. 
You'll learn from professionals who are active in 
the Music Industry. 
You'll learn by experience in our many studios: a 
16 -track studio, a radio broadcast studio, a disc 
mastering studio with the latest Neumann disc 
mastering system, and a separate 8 -track studio 
with one of the most sophisticated synthesizer 
systems available today. 
You'll learn the principles of Audio Engineering, 
Music Production, Music Law, Music Business and 
Finance, Studio Electronics, Disc Mastering, and 
Electronic music synthesis. 
If you are seriously interested in starting a career in 
this industry, and have the desire to work hard for 
it, call or write for our Catalog. 

College for Recording Arts 
665 Harrison Street 
San Francisco, California 94107 
(415) 781 -6306 

SEMESTERS BECiN OCTObER, 
FEbRUARy, ANd JUNE. 

a Y' presents... 

"THE 
PACKAGE" 

1000 Pure Vinyl 45 RPM Records. 
Labels -Black & White at this 
Price. 
All Metal Parts & Processing. 
Mastering by Dick McGrew using 
Neumann VMS 70 Lathe and SX 

74 Cutter. 
Guaranteed Delivery. 
COMPLETE 
PACKAGE... $19900i 

(FOB DALLAS) e- DELIVERY GUARANTEE-, 
A +R Record Manufacturing Corp. guaran- 
tees that for everyday your order is delayed 
past our promised shipping date we will give 
you 50 -extra records at no additional cost. 

Call Toll Free for more Information. 
800 -527 -3260 

C11'Pecord 
manufacturing corp. 
902 N. Industrial Blvd. 
Dallas, Texas 75207 (214) 741 -2027 
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Fig. 3 - Automation Interface to JH -500 Console 

Fig. 4 - Complete Automation Processor for a JH -500 16- Channel Console 
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Bounce Delay is variable, depending on 
the number of VCA's being accessed dur- 
ing each scan. Also, the accuracy of the 
system is severly limited since the digital 
data is being processed by analog circui- 
try. New inaccuracies are added to the 
signal each time an update is recorded. 
(See Figure 1.) 

The Analog Update method has de- 
lay times of several milliseconds which 
add to the total delay each time an up- 
date is made. This results in a significant 
delay between the Master Audio tape and 
the Automation when several updates 
have been made. Because of the inherent 
inaccuracies of the system, automation 
systems using the Analog Update system 
frequently do not attempt to achieve an 
eight -bit (256 step) resolution. 

By comparison, the Digital Updating 
method is completed in a single scan. The 
VCA value is read off the tape, digitally 
processed, and is re- recorded during the 
same scan. The total "Bounce Time" is 
the process time required to read the 
data, apply a mathematical formula, and 
write the resultant. (See Figure 2.) 

The "Bounce Time" in the Digital 
Update system used by MCI is about 
1.2 milliseconds (.0012 seconds). Thus, 
if it is necessary to use as many as 100 
updates at some point on a mix, the total 
delay will be only about 1/8 second. 
Since the value read off the tape is not 
processed by analog circuitry, a full 256 
step, eight -bit resolution is easily ach- 
ieved. 

Figure 3 shows the plug -in interface 
boards which convert a standard JH -500 
Series Console for full Automation. Fig- 
ure 4 shows the complete hardware pack- 
age for 16 channel Automation. 

Operational Criteria 
Reliability, flexibility, and accuracy 

of reproduction are all very important 
attributes of the final automation sys- 
tem, but they are worth very little if the 
man /machine interface was not well de- 
signed. When an automated mix -down 
system is being used, it is absolutely nec- 
essary that all complications of circuitry 
or sequencing be completely transparent 
to the user. The operator, engineer, or 
producer, must be able to control the 
system without taking his mind away 
from his primary function - creating the 
best mix that he is capable of producing. 
If he must focus his attention on HOW to 
get the effect he wants, he will often lose 
sight of WHAT he wants to accomplish. 

MCI has made a significant reduc- 
tion in the mechanics of operating auto- 
mation controls by introducing Automa- 
tic Nulling. This feature allows the opera- 
tor to change from one mode of operat- 
tion to another without having to null 
his faders. When the operator presses the 
button which signals his intention to 
change the mode of operation, a tempor- 
ary mode is introduced, which automat- 
ically maintains the previous mode until 

the new mode can be initiated without a 
step change in levels. 

Figure 5 shows the simplicity of the 
controls. There are just three buttons and 
three LED's on each I/O module, on each 
Echo Return, and on each Group control. 
A similar set of buttons are used for the 
Master Controls. Each set of buttons con- 
trols the same set of functions for its 
module or group. 

Figure 5 
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There are four stable modes of oper- 
ation which are controlled by pressing the 
proper button. The LED's indicate the 
mode which has been initiated. Intermed- 
iate (or temporary) modes are indicated 
by blinking LED's and are provided to 
allow the Automatic Nulling circuits to 
work. (See the State Mode Chart, Fig. 4.) 

0016,es Fs cob, 
® s 

Professional 
Quality 

& Construction 

Factory 
Direct Prices 

Orders processed same day 
COD's accepted 
Write for free catalog and price list, with 
full information on other assorted 
goodies in little black boxes. 

Windt Audio Engineering 
13026 Saticoy St., No. 4 
N. Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 768 -0100 

WANTED! 

For the very best Studio Construction 
available ... usually wears nail bags - 

carries hammer and tape - drives crew 
very hard and smiles all the while ! ! ! 

Occasionally, he's caught looking at 
plans. Is also known for doing work 
all over North America - giving firm 
estimates - exacting dates of comple- 
tion and No BULL ! 

He leaves a trail of 'Happy Customers', 
and is easy to follow ! ! ! 

CALL FOR INFORMATION AND DETAILS. 
805 / 273 -3792 

RUDOLF A. BREUER 
Lic. No. 238315 

v 
ó 
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FIGURE - 6 

UNLESS OTHERWISE SNOWN,MASTER 
CONTROLS CAUSE THE SAME TRANSFERS 
AS THEIR CORRESPONDING INOIVIDUALLY 
DEDICATED CONTROLS 
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1. WRITE MODE 
When Automation is initiated, READ 

mode (a stable state) is in operation. This 
is shown by all LED's being OFF. To re- 
cord an initial automation track, press the 
MASTER VCA WRITE button. All the 
VCA WRITE LED's will come ON, indi- 
cating that WRITE mode has been initia- 
ted. While the recording is playing, adjust 
the controls to produce as good a mix as 

possible When the writing of the initial 
automation track is complete, press the 
CLEAR button and the complete system 
will return to the READ mode. 

2. UPDATE MODE 
This mode is used to modify the or- 

iginal mix. The original mix is played 
back and the sum of the original mix plus 
new FADER movements are recorded on 

a new track. When the point in the play- 
back which must be updated is reached, 
press the UPDATE button and move the 
appropriate FADER to produce the ef- 
fect desired. The appropriate UPDATE 
LED will light to show that the module 
(or Group, or complete console) is in 
UPDATE mode. 

When the playback reaches a point 
which no longer needs updating, press the 
UPDATE button again and the UPDATE 
LED will start to flash, showing that the 
temporary state of UPDATE OFF has 
been initiated. When the FADER crosses 
the READ value on the original automa- 
tion track, the LED will go OUT, showing 
that the system is back into READ 
MODE. (The fader continues to control 
the level until the LED goes out, so the 
operator can produce a pleasing blend 
from the update back to the READ val- 
ue. At that point, the FADER loses 
control. 

3. MUTE WRITE MODE 
This state may be initiated by press- 

ing the MUTE WRITE button. The 
MUTE WRITE LED flashes to show this 
state. You may write the MUTE func- 
tions into the tape either simultaneously 
with the original WRITE mode or at any 
later UPDATE of the FADER functions. 
This is a stable state, completely indepen- 
dent of the WRITE and UPDATE func- 
tions. MUTE WRITE can be cancelled by 

CROSS 
active balanced inputs 
12dB /octave filter slope 
3 degrees maximum phase shift 
.005% typical distortion 
frequency response ±YzdB, 20Hz -20kHz 
noise level below -95dBm 
plug in IC s 

2 year parts and labor warranty 

R 
The Sound Workshop 223A Electronic Crossover is a 

departure from the typical electronic crossover available 
today. The use of state variable filters eliminates the 
phase shift problems associated with most designs. 
Single knob crossover frequency selection. level 
controls on all outputs. and crossover characteristic 
controls allow maximum system optimization with a 

minimum of hassle. The 223A has 2 -color screening and 
push button mode selection for ease of use in either the 
stereo bi -amp or mono tri -amp mode. Unique booster 
amplifiers on all outputs permit levels of +20dBm into 
600 Ohms ( +26dBm into 300 Ohms) across the entire 
audio band with a maximum THD of .05 %! Compare the 
features and performance of the Sound Workshop 223A 
with the unit you are now using or planning to use. and 
cross over 

The Sound Workshop 223A Electronic Crossover...$ 325. 

The Sound Workshop 223AB with balanced transformer 
outputs (max level - 26dBm into 600 Ohms) ...$400. 

Sound Workshop 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1040 Northern Blvd. Roslyn, New York 11576 (516)621 -6710 
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pressing either the MASTER CLEAR 
button, or by pressing the MUTE WRITE 
button a SECOND time. 

4. REWRITE MODE 
This mode is used when the initial 

track is so badly written that a complete 
rewrite is less trouble than an UPDATE. 
This mode is reached through UPDATE 
mode. From the READ mode, the appro- 
priate UPDATE button must be pressed, 
followed by pressing the WRITE button. 
As soon as the write button is pressed, 
both the UPDATE and the WRITE LED's 
will start to flash indicating that the 
temporary state of WRITE ON ENABLE 
has been initiated. When the Fader cross- 
es the current READ value, the UPDATE 
LED goes OFF, and the WRITE LED 
goes ON to indicate that WRITE MODE 
has started. The appropriate fader now 
has complete control of what is being 
written on the new data track. The orig- 
inal READ value is NOT summed into the 
new track - as it was in the UPDATE 
MODE. 

When leaving REWRITE, press the 
WRITE button again, and the system will 
shift into the temporary WRITE OFF 
mode. When the Fader crosses the origi- 
nal read value, the system will shift into 
READ mode. This insures a smooth trans- 
ition to and from WRITE mode. 

5. OTHER MODES 

FIGURE -7 
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Other states, using combinations of 
the WRITE and the UPDATE buttons are 
possible, as shown on the STATE MODE 
CHART. Also there additional ways of 
moving from one stable state to another 
shown on this chart. 

Figure 7 shows a chart of a typical 
UPDATE sequence and a typical RE- 
WRITE sequence. These charts show the 
required action to initiate each step of 

the sequence and the condition of the 
LED's across the top of the chart. Solid 
lines show the action of the appropriate 
FADER, and dot -dash lines show the re- 
sultant UPDATE (or REWRITE) value 
recorded on the new track of automation 
data. 

Systems will be shown at the AES 
Show in Paris, and delivery is scheduled 
to begin in early March. 

The goal of every studio owner is to have the most reliable 
recording equipment available, knowing well that "down 
time" because of equipment failure costs him money. We at 
STUDER proudly feel that we not only have the most 
reliable recorders but that we also have a service philosophy 
that other companies envy. Let us tell you about it. 

Write or call, Willi Studer America, Inc., 1819 Broadway, 
Nashville, TN. 37203. Phone 615 -329 -9576, Telex 
55 -4453. In Canada, Studer Revox Canada Ltd. 
Phone 416 - 423 -2831, Telex 06- 23310. 
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You're selling time, 
but they're buying sound. 

ATR-100 

You'll probably buy your 
ATR -100 because no other audio 
machine in the world offers such 
amazing fidelity. Every important 
performance specification for 
the ATR -100 is better than the 
competition provides, and some 
parameters are a full order of 
magnitude better. 

But after you get used 
to your ATR -100, you'll dis- 
cover a mechanical feature 
or two that you've never seen 
before. Like dynamic braking 
that stops tape safely even if the 
power is off. And a "smart" 
transport that waits for proper 
tension before moving the 
tape. And a remote control 
that fits in your hand like a port- 
able calculator, complete with 
LED status indicators. 

he sound buy. 

Finding edit points on a 
new Ampex ATR -100 is a two - 
finger pleasure. Twirl the knob 
on the capstan, and servo motors 
move both tape reels. You can 
rock back and forth over a note, 
syllable or sneeze as easily as 
pointing your finger. 

It's been a long time since 
you've seen this sort of claim, 
but here it is, in writing: ATR - 
100 is the world's best audio 

corder. It was designed for 
ios that can't take chances. 
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AMPEX) 
Complete technical and performance 
specifications are available in a free 
brochure. Write us at 401 Broadway, 
Redwood City, California 94063, or 
call (415) 367 -2011. 
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Ilew Products 

LEXICON ANNOUNCES NEW LOW 
COST AUDIO DELAY FOR SMALL 
INSTALLATIONS 

Lexicon, Inc., manufacturer of Delta - 
T audio delay systems, has announced 
a new, low cost digital time delay sys- 
tem specifically configured for sound re- 
inforcement applications in small school 
auditoriums, churches, theaters, clubs, 
etc. Dynamic range is better than 90 dB; 
noise and distortion are less than 0.1 %. 
The new Delta -l' Model 92 has a com- 
plete system price well under $2,000 
yet offers the advanced electronics and 
major features of higher priced, large 
system Delta -T units. According to Lex- 
icon the Model 92 answers an industry 
need for a high quality, high reliability 
audio delay system for the smaller, lower 
budget sound reinforcement installation. 
Due to its excellent audio qualities and 
ultra low distortion, the Model 92 also 
is expected to find wide use in studios 
and live performance applications as 
well. 

Model 92 provides two adjustable 
audio signal delays of up to 120 ms, each 
controlled by a single front panel knob. 
As standard features, the system also in- 
cludes audio input and output transfor- 
mers, an automatic, fail -safe, audio by- 
pass feature, silent power up /power down 
circuitry, and rear mounted XLR -3 type 
audio connectors. A five -position LED 
headroom indicator calibrated in 10 dB 
increments below limiting simplifies 
level adjustment and verification. All 
units have universal power compatibility, 
115/230, 50/60 Hz, and have internat- 
ional connectors and detachable power 
cords. Input and output levels are adjust- 
able through the front panel. 

The Delta 92 has been designed for 
rack mounting and requires only 31/2 in- 
ches of panel space. It employs Lexicon's 
proprietary floating point digital encod- 
ing techniques to achieve unmatched 
audio quality and dynamic range. The 
unit has plug -in modules for its memory 

and audio subsystems to simplify field 
maintenance. Its construction is all 
solid state employing MOS -RAM memory 
and low power Schottky IC logic for low 
power, high reliability operation. The 
compact Delta -T 92, weighing only eight 
and one -half pounds, can be installed per - 
manently or easily transported from one 
location to another. 
Specifications 

Dynamic range: 95 dB typical. 
THD and noise: Less than 0.1% at 

1 kHz reference limit level. 

Frequency response: 20 1Iz to 12 
kHz, +1, -2 dB measured 14 dB below 
limit level. 

Delay capacity: 120 ms per output. 
Delay outputs: Two outputs are stan- 

dard, each independently adjustbale. 
Delay selection: 7.5 ms steps via 

front panel selector knob. 
Delay accuracy: ±0.1% of setting 

plus 0.17 ms long term. 
Input characteristics: Balanced float- 

ing transformer coupled, 10 K ohm input 
impedance min.; adjustable from +8 to 
+18 dBm for reference limit level. 

Output characteristics: Balanced 
floating transformer coupled, source im- 
pedance 100 ohms max.; adjustable from 
+8 to +18 dBm for reference limit level. 
LEXICON, INC., 60 TURNER STREET 
WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 02154 
PHONE: (617) 891 -6790 
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INTERFACE TO INTRODUCE TWO 
NEW MIXERS 

The Model 316 mixer is intended for 
high performance low cost 16 track 
recording. This mixer has features similar 
to the 104/108 series except that it is 16 
track and uses a six inch conductive plas- 
tic attenuator instead of four inch, and 
modules contain a mute button. 

WHICH "RULE OF THUMB" IS CORRECT FOR YOU ? 

a. jib. 
a. THUMBNAIL THEORY - When a groove is felt by running a finger- 

nail across the face, it's time to recontour before you have a problem. 

b. FIVE MIL THEORY - When a 5 mil shim fills the wear groove the 
heads need to be recontoured. 

c. DEEP THROAT THEORY - A wear groove helps to guide the tape 
therefore heads need recontour only after severe wear. 

d. DEAF MAN'S THEORY - Heads never need recontouring, just tweek 
the electronics to compensate, nobody will hear any difference. 

e. All, or any, or none of the above. 

There are probably as many theories regarding when heads should be recon- 
toured as there are types of heads. 

It's not our business to tell you when to recontour your heads, but head re- 
contouring is our business. When you decide it's time, we're here to serve you 
with experienced magnetic head engineers, technicians, and complete facilities 
to recondition (and add edge slots at your option) all soft faced or ferrite heads. 

Regardless of which "Rule of Thumb" you use in determing when to 

recontour your heads, remember (213) 892 -5611 

MAGNETIC RECOVERY TECHNOLOGISTS, INC. 

10145 Sepulveda Blvd. Mission Hills, CA 91345 

Serving major studios for over two and a half years. 
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frames for 16, 24, or 32 inputs are avail- 
able, with many options. 

The 104S mixer is intended primarily 
for low cost high performance broadcast 
applications and has modules with two 
stereo line level inputs and one mike in- 
put, mix bus switching, equalizing, pan 
pot, echo send, and conductive plastic 

slider attenuator with cue /preview switch 
at the bottom of the slider travel; pro- 
gram switcher modules switch the main 
and monitor outputs to any of the four 
internal stereo mix busses. Outputs are 
transformer coupled. 
INTERFACE ELECTRONICS, 3810 
WESTHEIMER, HOUSTON, TX. 77027 
PHONE: (713) 626 -1190 

For additional information circle No. 53 

MODULAR MUSIC SYNTHESIZER 
DISSECTED IN E -MU MANUAL 

A new publication from E -mu Sys- 
tems, Santa Clara, California, dissects the 
intricacies and sound synthesizing poten- 

tial of modular electronic music synthesi- 
zers. 

The publication was written as a cat- 
alog /manual describing the various mod- 
ules and possible uses of the E -mu Mod- 

COMPLIMITER' 

MODEL 610 
Used in recording studios; disc mastering studios; sound 

reinforcement systems; TV, AM, FM broadcast stations to 
maintain a sustained average signal at a level significantly 
higher than that possible in conventional limiters, and with 
performance that is seldom attained by móst linear amplifiers. 

Rack mounted, solid state, new functional styling, the 
Model 610 is in stock for immediate shipment. 

Specifications are available from: 

P[CIOO TONICS 
770 WALL AVENUE, OGDEN, UTAH 84404 

(801) 392 -7531 
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ular Music Synthesizer. However, E -mu 
offers such a wide range of module types 
(37) as well as an almost infinite number 
of possible configurations, that the publi- 
cation amounts to a thorough textbook 
on the subject of electronic music syn- 
thesis. 

Among the many features discussed 
in the 90 -page publication are the follow- 
ing: user -designated "pre- patch ", a 
method of inter- connecting modules 
while keeping the control panel unclut- 
tered; polyphonic keyboards, capable of 
controlling several synthesizer channels 
or "voices "; polyphonic sequencers, cap- 
able of producing sophisticated counter- 
point; and dual transient generators, 
which offer precise voltage control of the 
attack and decay of individual notes or 
sounds. Fully modular keyboard systems 
are available for as little as $3,000. 
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E -mu feels this 90 -page manual will 
be of interest to educators, students of 
electronic music, performing musicians, 
recording and broadcast engineers, and 
advanced hobbyists. 

For further information, or to order 
the manual ($5.00), contact the manu- 
facturer directly: 
E -MU SYSTEMS, 3046 SCOTT BLVD., 
SANTA CLARA, CA. 95050 
PHONE: (408) 241 -0788 
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WHITE MODEL 150 OCTAVE 
BAND ANALYZER 

The Model 150 Octave Band Ana- 
lyzer is a new precision, battery operated, 
hand -held instrument, that incorporates 
triple -tuned filters to meet the ANSI 1.11, 
Class II specifications. Level in each of 
ten ISO octave bands centered from 31.5 
Hz to 16 kHz is displayed on a 10 x 14 
LED matrix. Display ranges are 14 dB 
and 28 dB for a resolution of 1 dB or 
2 dB. Acoustic sensitivity ranges are cal- 
ibrated from 34 dBspl to 110 dBspl. 
Either flat or A- weighted measurements 
may be made. A precision microphone 
which may be detached for remote mea- 
surements is supplied with each instru- 
ment. 

The Model 150 is shipped with a Model 
151 Pink Noise Source, a battery charger 
and a carrying case. The Model 150 will 
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THE INDISPENSABLE HARMONIZER 

The Eventide Harmonizer is the most versatile 
special effects instrument ever packaged in a single 
unit. Not only is it a full -fledged digital delay line, a 

pitch changer with a two octave range, and an anti - 
feedback unit which allows boosting of sound levels, 
but it can also be used to speed up or slow down 
tapes. Although it has only become available recently, 
it has already produced some of the wildest effects 
on record. 

The possibilities are endless. Its digital circuitry 
and Random Access Memories (RAM's) transpose 
input signals anywhere up to an octave above or 
below the original, while preserving harmonic ratios 
(and thus musical values). As a low -cost, versatile 
delay line, the Harmonizer is used for "doubling" 
(or tripling) vocals, for delay equalization in sound 

reinforcement, and for many types of reverb /echo 
special effects. An optional phase -locked Keyboard 
allows the performing musician to construct harmo- 
nies in real time. In addition, through the combin- 
ation of feedback, delay, and pitch change, the 
Harmonizer permits previously unavailable special 
effects. Only personal experience and experimen- 
tation will show you the full range of its capabilities. 

Harmonizer H910: $1500.00 
Readout option 02: $125.00 
2nd output option 04 $240.00 
Keyboard (mono) $500.00 
Keyboard (polyphonic) $600.00 
Write for spec sheet and name of nearest dis- 
tributor. 

Eventide 
next step 

EVENTIDE CLOCKWORKS, INC. 265 WEST 54TH STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 212 -581 -9290 
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AND NOW, 
AWORD ABOUT OVERLOAD, 

FROM SENNHEISER'S 
MD 421: 

NONE: 
A lot of engineers are worried 
about overload these days. 
And no wonder: Rock groups. 
Country groups. Jetports. 
And other high program and 
ambient sources make it more 
necessary than ever for ma 
microphones to be jai overload -free as 
well as accurate. 

Like our tough, 
MD 421 cardioid 
dynamic. 

In this test with .EE 
a starter's pistol, we 
measured an instanta- 
neous sound -pressure 
level of some 175 dB -well 
beyond what any musical 
instrument or voice can pro- 

duce -- while the oscillogram 
measured no clipping or 
ringing. 

Whether you need a 
microphone to capture tran- 
sient sound like this pistol shot, 

or "face the music" on 
stage at 130+ dB in a 

disco or recording 
session, consider 
our MD 421. You'll 
discover its precise 
cardioid direction- 

ality. rugged design 
and wide, smooth 

response are ideal for 
rock -concert. recording 

and broadcast applications. 
The price won't overload 

you either. 

Outdoor test with Tektronix scope. set for 10V /division vertical. 01. tisec /div. horizontal: 
.22 cal. starter's pistol mounted 15 cm from MD 421 measured pressure of 111.000 dynes /cm' 

(175 dB SPL). Smooth. rounded scope trace indicates total lack of distortion. 
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SENNHEISER 
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

10 West 37th Street. New York 10018 (212) 239 -0190 
Atar,utactu ncP'a't Bsse ̂ c ^^ H= ^..e- :,_- Germa 

For additional information circle No. 57 

operate about five hours between charges, 
while the Model 151 will operate at either 
line or microphone level for about 30 
hours from nine volt transistor batteries. 

Uses for the Model 150 Octave Band 
Analyzer include sound system set -up, 
speaker placement, speaker check -out, 
horn aiming, octave equalization of hi -fi 
systems and noise surveys. 

'I'he Model 150 will be available in 
April of 1977. The suggested list price is 
approximately 81,400.00. 
WHITE INSTRUMENTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 698, AUSTIN, TX. 78767 
PHONE: (512) 892 -0752 

For additional information circle No. 58 

NEW ELECTRONIC MUSIC LABS 
ADAPTER MAKES A SYNTHESIZER 
POLYPHONIC 

A new polyphonic synthesizer adap- 
ter has been introduced by Electronic 
Music Laboratories, Inc., of Vernon, 
Connecticut. 

The EML POLY -BOX is a versatile 
one octave keyboard which gives a mono- 
phonic synthesizer a unique polyphonic 
capability. Digital memory allows the 
programming of any chord or pitch corn- 
bination into the POLY -BOX which can 
then be played through a synthesizer. 
Pitches follow the synthesizer oscillator 
through portamento, vibrato and key- 
board transpositions and can be produced 
from one octave above to three octaves 
below the synthesizer oscillator. Manual 
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tuning, variable phasing and a low pass 
filter help make it possible to play bass 
lines or harmony on the POLY -BOX key- 
board while playing melody on the syn- 
thesizer. 

The POLY -BOX is a durable, light- 
weight instrument using digital and ana- 
log technology. It weighs 15 pounds and 
is 19" wide by 12" deep by 5" tall. Out- 
put is adjustable from 0 to 5 volts nom- 
inal and the frequency range is 5.5 Hz to 
8342 Hz. There are up to 26 pitches at 
semitone intervals simultaneously avail- 
able. 

The EML POLY -BOX can be added 
directly to any patchable synthesizer or 
to smaller instruments with minor mod- 
ifications and is available directly from 
the factory and from selected dealers. 

The POLY -BOX sells for $475.00. 
ELECTRONIC MUSIC LABS, INC. 
P. O. BOX H, VERNON, CONN. 06066 
PHONE: (203) 875 -0751 

For additional information circle No. 59 

NEW FULL TRACK MX -5050 REC- 
ORDER FROM OTARI 

A new full- track version of Otari's 
MX5050 series professional recorder has 
been announced which provides full -track 
single- channel record and reproduce cap- 
ability, plus half -track two -channel repro- 
duce capability as well. 

The new machine incorporates all the 
professional features of the other MX- 
5050 models, including: front panel edit 
and cue controls, motion sensing, precis- 
ion mounted splicing block on flip -up 
head cover, professional XLR connectors 
for line -in and 600 ohm balanced line 
outputs (at +4 dBm or -10 dBm), front 
adjustable bias and equalization, built -in 
test and cue oscillator. 

Price is $1,450. Options include rack 
mount kit, portable case, and remote con- 
trol unit. 
OTARI CORPORATION, 981 INDUST- 

RIAL ROAD, SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 
(415) 593 -1648 
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THE EL- TECH "TAKE FINDER" 
This newly announced product is a 

two piece sensor and read out device 
which numerically locates program mat- 
erial on tape machines. By counting each 
revolutio of either the supply or take -up 
reel, a number is indicated to the oper- 
ator from a LED read -out for all locations 
on the tape. The read -out can count up to 
99,999 counts, and is housed in a small 
(2 "x5 "x6 ") box which can be located up 
to 25 feet from the tape machine. To 
pick up tape reel rotation, an opto -elec- 
trical sensor is placed near either the tape 
machine take -up or supply reel. A small 

1:t1':,nly5t 

For the 
Sound... 
Specs... 
Features... 
Price... 
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QA -3000 
20 in x 16 out 

$17,750.00 
(from 8x8 to 40x16) 

QM -8A 
8 in x 4 out 
8 ch. monitor 
$2,695.00 

M.O## ! e 

i i s ` ._ f. f°! ` 1 _.I f *-'S-all'- \lyyy 
QM -12A 

12 in x 4 out 
8 ch. monitor 

$3,595.00 

Look at our full line of high 
quality, professional mixers and 
consoles. Write or call for details. 

O D N N 

E3I1CMaCIC.1C#GIIIM -NNNII 

C#IIDVOCIIfCD 

Quantum Audio Labs is an indepen- 
dent manufacturer, and is not affili- 
ated with any retail stores, although 
companies bearing a similar name 
may appear on Q.A.L.'s authorized 
dealer list. 

uAnium 
AUDIO LABS, INC. 

1905 Riverside Dr., Glendale, Ca. 91201 
Telephone (213) 841 -0970 
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light source illuminates the tape reel and 
photo transistors sense the light being re- 
flected. Small pieces of black tape are 
affixed to the tape reel to interrupt the 
reflected light reaching the sensor. By 
sensing the direction of movement of the 
black tape, the sensor determines the dir- 
ection of the rotation and signals the dis- 
play box to count either up or down. The 
counter has a capacity of 99,999 counts 
which allows many pieces of tape to be 
counted per revolution and consequently, 
for greater location accuracy. 

A built in memory allows one location 
number to be stored so the operator can 
return to the desired location. When the 
displayed number equals the memory 
number, a contact output is available to 
be used to stop the tape machine. The 
sensor can be adjusted for different tape 
widths so the Take Finder can be easily 
moved from machine to machine. Since 
the sensor operates on reflected light, no 
electrical or mechanical connections are 
necessary on the machine. 

The front panel switches reset the 
counter to zero, load zero into the mem- 
ory, and load the displayed number into 
memory. A rear connector allows these 
functions to be remotely located from 
the counter. In a recording studio applic- 
ation, this would allow an engineer to 
place these controls near his tape remote 
and locate the counter in the console 
meter panel. 

Since the sensor will function on most 
any machine which has reels, applications 
on video, audio and film machines are pos- 
sible. The present sensor is designed prim- 
arily for horizontally mounted studio 
machines, but a small sensor for smaller 
machines will be available within 2 
months. 

Price: $349.95 
EL -TECH, P.O. Box 23108, NASHVILLE, 
TN 37202 (615) 256 -1650 
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YAMAHA INTRODUCES THE F -1030 
FREQUENCY DIVIDING NETWORK 

The newly announced product is a 
fully professional electronic crossover, 
switchable for two -way or three -way op- 
eration. By splitting the main audio feed 
from the mixer, the F -1030 will drive 
the power amplifiers for a biamplified or 
a triamplified speaker system. The F- 
1030 is said to be ideal for use in por- 
table concert reinforcement systems, 
studio monitor systems, discotheques, 

commercial quality, performance and 
versatility. 

Crossover frequencies are selectable 
(250 Hz, 500 Hz, 800 Hz, 1 kHz, 1.2 
kHz, 1.5 kHz, 2 kHz, 2.5 kHz, 5 kHz, 
6 kHz, 7 kHz, and 8 kHz). To further 
complement the characteristics of many 
different speakers, the crossover slope 
rates can be switched to 12 dB /octave 
or 18 dB /octave. A switchable 40 Hz 
high pass filter protects low frequency 
speakers from sub -audio transients. 

The user can select from a pair of 
balanced XLR or unbalanced phone jack 
inputs, with each pair wired in parallel 
for "chaining" to additional crossovers 
or other devices. The outputs also come 
to XLR connectors and phone jacks, and 
the XLR's have "polarity reversing" 
switches to facilitate acoustic phase 
matching. The paralleled input connec- 
tions and polarity -reversable outputs 
simplify wiring by eliminating the need 
for special adapter cables. The input 
attenuator and three output attenuators 
are all stepped and dB- calibrated for easy 
and precise level adjustments. 

The input is high impedance, and will 
accept signal levels up to +30 dB (24.5 
volts). The output will produce up to 
+24 dBm (12.3 volts) signal level in a 
600 -ohm load. Three LED's indicate 
when any of the output levels reach 
+14 dB. There is 10 dB of headroom left 
above the LED turn-on point (to +24 dB). 
Maximum gain is +6 dB. The frequency 
response of the combined outputs is flat 
( +0.5 dB, -1.5 dB) from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 
T.H.D. is less than 0.05% at +24 dB (12.3 
volts) output, from 30 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Hum and noise are -76 dB below maxi- 
mum output. 

The F -1030 comes with a compre- 
hensive operator's manual detailing its 
specifications, operation and technical 
applications. The manual is available sep- 
arately for a retail price of $4.00. 
YAMAHA INTERNATIONAL CORP. 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT DIVISION 
6600 ORANGETHORPE AVENUE 
BEUNA PARK, CA 90620 
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LOW COST PROFESSIONAL 
SUPER 8 RECORDER 

Wide Range Electronics Corporation 
has just introduced a new low cost super 
8 recorder for the professional user that 
fulfills the requirement for magnetic 
sound recording where high volume pro- 
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duction is not necessary but high quality 
performance is a must. 

WRE Model 840 Super 8 Recorder 
meets all SMPTE standards for S -8 mag- 
netic sound recording and is available in 
models to accommodate all fullcoat and 
pre- striped S -8 film formats. This new 
system is based on the field proven qual- 
ity performance of the famous WRE 
Model 800 High Speed Super 8 Transfer 
Console and the design simplicity and 
flexibility of the WRE 880 Super 8 Play- 
back Inspection System. 

Like the WRE High Speed Transfer 
Console, the Model 840 utilizes the "on 
the drum" technique as the most reliable 
means of recording S -8 film. Head to film 
intimacy is maintained under virtually all 
film conditions. The dual drum, dual 
sprocket film transport design provides 
a simple and easy film threading path. 

Frequency response is typically 50 
to 8 kHz ( ±2 dB) for record and play- 
back. Maximum wow and flutter is 0.10% 
rms and total harmonic distortion is less 
than 1.5 %. Film capacity is 3,000 feet. 
Record and playback operation is at 24 
frames per second (20 feet per minute). 

Standard Model 840, Type B, Super 
8 Recorder will accommodate 16mm 
(1 -3) and single strand S -8 film and is 
compatible with existing tape playback 
devices and dubbers in or out of inter- 
lock. The Type B system includes two 
channels each of record and playback 
electronics. VU meters for record /play- 
back and bias current level monitoring, 
footage counter and attractive rear light- 
ed push button control panel to accom- 
modate all functions. Models for other 
film formats are also available. The price 
for the Model 840, Type B, is $6,750.00 
and delivery is 30 to 60 days. 

Optional accessories and features 
available are: interlock and sync /inter- 

For additional information circle No. 64 
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Another incomparable SPECTRA SONICS Mode' 1024 -24 Audio 
Control Console at Chateau Recorders. Nor'h Hollywood, California. 

Quality SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles show the 
care and attention to detail that are the mark of the skilled 
American craftsman. The internal wiring, module construction, 
console housing, and the control display reflect the precision and 
distinctive craftsmanship that is characteristic of SPECTRA 
SONICS. 

Capability: SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles provide 
an immediate initial capability that may be increased to 32 inputs 
and 32 outputs, at minimum cos?. The flexibility of the system will 
provide line /microphone selection, attenuation equalization and, 
through assignment controls, various other combinations for 
the most sophisticated signal processing now required in 
today's studio. 

Reliability: SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles have an 

established reputation of superior reliability. Through treat :ve 
design, the circuitry is developed to function wel: below operating 

770 Wall Avenue 

Ogden, Utah 84404 

(801) 392 -7531 

P[CIflH TONICS 

limits to ennance an exte-ided life for the components. Through 
empirical data on SPECTRA SONICS audio amplifiers, a reliability 
rase of 99.9% has oeen derived. These amplifiers are used in 

SPECTRA SONICS audio control consoles and materially 
contribute to system reliability 

Performance: SPECTRA SONICS audio :cntrol consoles are 
guaranteed to outperform any other console in the world in noise . 

frequency response distortion. and peak overload. All consoles 
are provided with documented data acquired in tests of the 
complete system. Guaranteed performance specifications are 
Frequency Response, ± vadB 20HZ- 20kHZ; Signal /Noise Ratio 
(microphone input), not IEss than 82.5dß below +4dBM, outpu* 
for a -50 input (50 ohms source); Signal /Noise Ratio (line input), 
not less than 87dB below + 4dBM output for + 4dBM. input; 
Harmonic Distort on, less than .01% at + 18dBM (1kHz); Inter 
moda.ation Distortion, less than 02% at +4dBM; Crosstalk, not 

less than 60dB at 20kHZ 'typically 80dB). 

6430 Sunset Blvd. , Suite 1117 

Hollywood, Californ :a 90028 

(213) 461 -4321 

L E A D E R N A D V A N C E D T E C H N L G Y 
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Record 
Engineering 

Classes 

for engineers, record produ- 
cers, and songwriters. 

All workshops in 16 track 
studios. 

No age restrictions or pre - 

/ requisites. 

For information and brochure 
contact: Sherwood Oaks 

Experimental College 
6353 Hollywood Boulevard 
Hollywood, California 90028 

(213) 462 -0669 
A Non -Profit Educational Organization 

616 -452 -1596 

Your Direct Line To 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 

We represent, stock, sell and ser- 
vice only the best - such names as - 
Auditronics 
Ampex 
Beyer 
Cetec 

Crown 
DBX 
Edcor 
Electro -Voice 
Editali 
Fidelipac 
LPB 
Marti 
Micro -Track 
Nagra 
Neumann 

Nortronics 
Pulse Dynamics 
Ramko 
Revox 
Russco 
Scully 
Sennheiser 
Shure 
Sony 
Soundcraftsman 
Spotmaster 
Switchcraft 
TEAC 

Tascam 
UREI 

AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 
2342 S. Division Avenue 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 

Trades Welcome 
Anything That Doesn't Eat 

Lease Plans Available 
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lock drive systems; power amplifier and 
loud speaker; tightwind 3 -inch core take 
up assemblies; other film format track 
configurations. 
WIDE RANGE ELECTRONICS CORP. 
2119 SCHUETZ ROAD, ST LOUIS, 
MISSOURI 63141 
PHONE: (314) 567 -5366 
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OPAMP MODEL 2008 -RS RECORDING 
STUDIO CONSOLE 

The newly introduced unit is des- 
cribed as a 20 input, 8 output, 4 echo 
buss, 16 track mixdown- monitor system. 

Input channels consist of mix slide 
pot, film type, with 90 dB of attenuation. 
Input select: 0 dB, -10 dB, -20 dB, -30 
and Mic. Level. Line 1 (transformer input), 
Line 2 (single ended input), and Line 3 
(oscillator). 

Echo includes 20 echo send controls, 
4 echo return gain controls, 8 echo return 
assign push buttons (lighted), for 4 echo 
busses. 

Low frequency EQ ( ±12 dB): 40 cy- 
cles (shelf), 100 cycles (shelf), and 300 
cycles (Peaking). 

High frequency EQ ( ±12 dB): 1.5 Kc 
(Peaking), 3 Kc (Peaking), 5 Kc (Peaking), 
and 10 Kc (Shelf). 

Output assign includes 8 output as- 
sign lighted alternate action push button 
switches. 

Metering includes 8 - 41/2" Simpson 
lighted VU Meters for output assign chan- 
nels; 4 - 2' /s" Simpson unlighted VU 
Meters for echo return; and, 2 - 41/2" 
Simpson lighted VU Meters for stereo 
mixdown. 

Additionally, there are: 8 master 
pots, 16 stereo earphone pots, 16 mix - 
down concentric pan -gain potentiometers, 
talkback and slate push buttons, mike 
gain controls, built -in 5 frequency oscil- 
lator, stereo record and monitor ampli- 
fiers, and external rack -mounted power 
supplies. 

The console in kit form is priced at 
$9,515.30. Wired the unit sells for 
$15,225.30. 
OPAMP LABS, INC., 1033 NORTH 
SYCAMORE AVE., LOS ANGELES, 
CA. 90038. PHONE: (213) 934 -3566 

For additional information circle No. 68 

MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
INTRODUCES SOLID -STATE 
REMOTE CONTROLLED FET 
AUDIO SWITCHING MODULE 

Modular Audio Products New Model 
4011 FET Audio Switching Module pro- 

vides four fully indpendent, remote -con- 
trollable audio switch circuits on a com- 
pact, plug -in PC card, with gold plated 
edge contacts. 

Ideal for use in high quality profess- 
ional audio applications, Model 4011 may 
be utilized individually, to perform var- 
ious switching functions in console mix- 
ing channels; or in multiples, to form 
large or small Matrix type switching /rout- 
ing systems. 

Designed for optimum performance 
in 600 ohm balanced or un- balanced cir- 
cuits, Model 4011 features: High speed - 
2 microseconds from ON to full OFF 
state ( -100 dB ® 1 kHz, +4 dBm input 
Nom.). Low Distortion - 0.07% @ +4 
dBm output, 1 kHz; and High Input Level 
capability, +22 dBv Maximum. Fre- 
quency response of the unit is extremely 
flat from D.C. to 20 kHz ( -0.1 dB Max.). 
Power requirements: ±15 VDC ® 10 mA 
Maximum per card. Dimensions: 2' /a" 
high x 41/2" long x 13/16" wide. 

This latest addition to the well 
known MAP IMPAC Series of "Integrated 
Modular Professional Audio Components" 
is part of a Total Modular System Con- 
cept, employing various plug -in modules, 
standard 19" w. x 31/2" h. Rack Mounting 
Card Frames and Modular power supplies. 
MAP IMPAC offers a high degree of flex- 
ibility in the design of Modular audio 
systems, now featuring the option of self - 
contained or remote controlled operation. 
MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
50 ORVILLE DRIVE, AIRPORT 
INTERNATIONAL PLAZA, BOHEMIA, 
N.Y. 11716, PHONE: (516) 567 -9620 
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AGFA -GEVAERT HAS UNLIMITED 
SUPPLY OF PEM -468 MASTER TAPE 

Agfa -Gevaert, Inc., has announced 
the PEM 468 Mastering Tape, from Eur- 
ope, is available in almost unlimited 
supply in this country. Previously it had 
been in limited supply. 

In announcing the availability of this 
mastering tape, Robert A.M. Coppen- 
rath, president, noted that PEM 468 is 

not only a high output, low noise, but 
also low print mastering tape. 
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"The characteristics which make 
PEM 468 superior, and hence more ex- 
pensive than American made tapes, are 
its reliability, consistency, and uniform- 
ity. The tolerances are plus or minus V4 

dB within a roll, and plus or minus 1/2 dB 
from roll -to -roll. As a high output, low 
noise tape it also offers low print ... up 
to 10 dB less print than other popular 
mastering tapes ", Maria Curry, national 
sales manager, said. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
RA'T'ES 

Prepaid* with submitted copy: ... $40.00 per column inch .... 
(21/4" x 1 ") 

(One inch minimum, 4 inches max- 
imum. Space over 4 inches will be 
charged for at regular display adv- 
ertising rates.) 

*If billing is required add 20 %, $8.00 
per inch. 

BOOKS 

MICROPHONES: DESIGN and 
APPLICATION ... 

by Lou Burroughs 
A practical, non -theoretical reference 
manual for those involved in the ap- 
plication of microphones for recording, 
TV, motion pictures, sound reinforce- 
ment 
Hardcover $20.00 

R -e /p BOOKS 
P.O. Box 2449 

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028 

HANDBOOK OF MULTICHANNEL 
RECORDING 

by F. A /ton Everest 
320 pages 201 illustrations 

The book that covers it all . . . a 
comprehensive guide to all facets of 
multi -track recording . . . acoustics . . . 

construction . . . studio design . . . equ- 
ipment . . . techniques . . . and much, 
much more. 
Hardbound $10.95 Paperback $7.95 

send check or money order to: 

R -e /p BOOKS 
P.O. BOX 2449 

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028 

SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING 
by Don & Carolyn Davis 

296 pages 8'/2x11 
Hardbound $19.95 

R -e /p BOOKS 
P.O. Box 2449 

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028 

SERVICES 

DOUBLE KEYBOARDISTS 
Brothers, excellent equipment, offer the 
best in sideman support for your artists' 
next tour. JACKSON BROTHERS, Box 435, 

Cambridge, OH 43725 (614) 439 -1752 

EQUIPMENT 

FOR SALE: 
2 - 3M - 79 16 -track machines . . . 

excellent . . . used in a small studio 
in the Midwest. $18,000.00 each. 

CALL JOHN BOYD at (402) 553 -1164 

CUTTERHEAD REPAIR SERVICE for all 
Westrex, HAECO, Grampian. Modifications 
done on Westrex. Avoid costly down time. 
Maximum 3 day turn -around upon receipt. 
Details: INTERNATIONAL CUTTERHEAD 

REPAIR, 222 W. Palisades Boulevard 
Palisades Park, N.J. 07650 (201) 461 -8658 

TAPE DECK FOR SALE: 
AMPEX MM -1000 - deck only - 
never used. With 16 -track heads. 

(213) 457-2828 

FOR SALE: 
4 -Track Y.-inch AMPEX 350/351 
fully Sel -Sync. Good condition. 

HOUSE OF SOUND 
P.O. Box 395, Columbia, LA 71418 

(318) 649 -2735; 649 -2170 

FOR SALE: 
BEST OFFER -ALL EQUIPMENT 
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. 

1 - Set 8 -track heads, for 3M Model M -79 
Recorder. 

1 - AKG BX -20E Reverberation Unit 
1 - Quantum QM -12A, 12 -In 4 -Out, with 

additional factory installed options. Unit 
never used. 

I - Omnipressor Model 2826. 
CONTACT FRANK TARSIA 

(215) 561 -3660 

EQU IPMENT 

TASCAM 80 -8's IN STOCK! 
Model 5's and 5 -EX. Crown, 3M, AKG, 

Shure, E -V, Sentry Ill, and IVB's. 
Ask for Ben! 

ROWTON PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
(502) 898 -6203 

PRO AUDIO EQUIPMENT AND 
SERVICES 

Custom touring sound, 2 -, 4- and 8- 
track studios, disco systems. Represent- 
ing Akai, AKG, Altec, Beyer, BGW, 
Cetec, Cerwin -Vega, Community Light & 
Sound, dbx, Dynaco, Dokorder, E -V, 
Gauss, Lamb, Langevin, 3M, Martex PM, 
Maxell, Meteoc, Russound, Revox, Senn - 

heiser, Shure, Sony, Soundcraftsman, 
Sound Wo'kshop, Spectra Sonics, 
Switchcraft, TDK, TAPCO, TEAC, Tech- 
nics, Thorens, and more. Offering these 
professional services: custom cabinet 
design, room equalization, loudspeaker 
testing, custom crossover design, elec- 
tronics modification, and custom road 
cases. Call or write for quotes, or drop us 
a line for our latest catalogue. 

K &L SOUND 
75 N. Beacon Street 

Watertown, Mass. 02172 
(617) 787-4073 

(Att: Ken Berger) 
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SERIES 440 MODULAR DEVICES 
LOFr 

ANALOG DELAY LINE/FLANGER 
At last an analog delay system that gives you the best of two worlds. It has the long 
delays, greater bandwidth and higher S/N of the better digital units, without digital step 
error or quantizing noise (more objectionable than same level of analog noise). Delays 
are continuously variable from .5msec right up to 160msec. The bandwidth is still 18K at 
40msec and a very respectable 6K at 120msec. A sophisticated noise reduction system 
preserves dynamic range while lowering noise and avoiding input limitations common to 
most delay units. Impressive? We think so, but we've built in much more. The voltage 
controlled time -sweepable function combined with the unique Clock Mix and Regenerate 
controls provide the potential for an unlimited variety of new and exciting effects. True 
doubling, slap -back, vibrato, and of course a wide range of flanging, to name a few, can all 
be derived from the unit. 

MANUAL DELAY ClOe(MIX AUfPSWEEV 

Io 
C3in 

. . ".0 
BANDWIDTH FLA. 

REGENEMD: WA& MIX 

MlE9.b eE,A. ur,aAM1En 

19' RACK MOUNT 

also featuring 
PRO MODULAR MIXING CONSOLES studio spec's; on the road reliability; 
three mainframes; up to 24 inputs w /six band e.q. & shelving; 2 to 16 outputs 
DUAL CHANNEL ACTIVE CROSSOVER dual bi- amping or mono tri -amping 

LOFT MODULAR DEVICES 
91 Elm Street/Manchester, Ct. 06040/203 -646 -7806 

For additional information circle No. 70 
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EQUIPMENT 

EARTH AUDIO TECHNIQUES, INC., a 

state of the art 16 -track recording stu- 
dio in Northern Vermont in business 
for 7 years, seeks an experienced en- 
gineer knowledgeable in maintenance, 
design and session work for full -time 
employment. Must re- locate to Ver- 
mont and must be willing to start off 
on commission with a low guarantee. 

CALL (802) 425 -2111 FOR BILL 

FOR SALE: Complete Neumann Recording 
Studio with Neumann Mixing Console and 
microphones, EMT equipment, etc. Write or 
call for details: RON NEWDOLL - AC- 
CURATE SOUND CORP., 114 - 5th Ave., 
Redwood City, CA 94063 (415) 365 -2843 

st 
ANNUAL SO. 
CALIFORNIA 
PRO-AUDIO 
EQUIPMENT 
MINI -EXPOSITION & 
SWAPMEET 

A chance to buy, sell or swap 
for that piece of gear you've 
been needing. 

A chance to swap ideas & 
information with other pros. 

For your invitation & rules 
brochure - Apply to: 

714/645 -9143 
1833 Newport Blvd. 

Costa Mesa, CA 92627 

Co- Sponsored 
By 

THE EXPRESS SOUND CO. 
& 

INTERNATIONAL 
AUTOMATED MEDIA 

EQUIPMENT 

FREE CATALOG & AUDIO APPLICATIONS 

OPAMP LABS.INC. 
1033 N SYCAMORE AVE 

1 

OS ANGELES CALIF 0038 
7,310]a 566 

CONSOLES 
KITS & WIRED 

AMPLIFIERS 
MIC., EO,ACN, 
LINE, TAPE, DISC, 
POWER 

OSCILLATORS 
AUDIO 
TAPE BIAS 

POWER SUPPLIES 

For additional information circle No. 73 

USED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: 
4 - Aut. Processes QUAD PANNERS, 

Model 480 $120.00 ea. 
4 - API Model 440 faders $35.00 ea. 
1 - Urei 964 Digital Metronone $275.00 
1 - AKG C /60 mike w /supply $100.00 
2 - JBL Model 99 speaker systems, walnut 

$140.00 ea. 
2 - Altec 612 speaker cabinets $80.00 ea. 
4 - dbx Model 187 (16 channel total) 

$900.00 ea. 
1 - Countryman stereo piano pickup, in case 

$800.00 
1 - Rhythm Ace Model FR -2L $100.00 

SOUND IDEAS STUDIOS 
151 West 46 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036 

(212) 245 -8221 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SALES and 
rentals, serving the recording and sound re- 
inforcement fields. Competitive pricing and 
wide selection, including Yamaha, Steven- 
son /Interface, Lexicon, Otari, dbx, Urei, 
White, Crown, Phase Linear, AKG, TERRY 
HANLEY Stage Monitors and HEADSET/ 
INTERCOM SYSTEMS; to mention only a 
few. Also, in -house metal, wood, and elec- 
tronics shops produce custom amp racks, 
road cases, mike snakes, etc. Call or write 
today! 
TERRY HANLEY AUDIO SYSTEMS, INC. 

329 Elm Street, Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 661 -1520 

4 -TRACK STUDIO PACKAGE PRE -WIRED 
FOR IMMEDIATE USE 

Consists of AMPEX AG440B 4 -track re- 
corder in console. Operated only by owner, 
on part -time basis. Brand new jeweled tape 
guides and second scrape -flutter idler..Also, 
custom 12x2 mixer in console with 
patch bay and patch cords. Reverb included. 
READY TO PLUG IN AND RECORD - 
$5,900. - QUANTUM AUDIO LABS QM -8 
portable mixing console. Factory certil1ed 
to meet specs. Looks absolutely new. 

$1,600. (803) 577 -7398 - Ask for Pete. 

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS 

BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED 
F. T. C. BREWER COMPANY 

P.O.Box 8057 Pensacola, Florida 32505 

Check Audiotechniques First 
... FOR DBX 
Everybody's talking about the 
great new dbx K9 -22 cards that 
adapt your Dolby system to dbx 
noise reduction. Deliveries are 
limited, so get your order in early. 
Call us for all your dbx needs. 

audiotechniques,inc. 
142 Hamilton Avenue, Stamford, CT 06902 Telephone: 203 359 2312 

EQUIPMENT 

Scully 280 add -ons .. . 

Accepts a pair of Dolby 361s or any 19" 
x 31/2" electronic panel. Only $49.95 
FOB Bridgeport. Send check with order. 

Rus Lang Corporation 
247 Ash St., Bridgeport, CT 06605 

Telephone: 203 384 1266 

FOR SALE: One 3M -M64 2 track recorder, 
15 -30 ips, absolutely brand new condition. 

If interested, call Alan Kubicka or Cleon 
Wells at - 

CHICAGO RECORDING 
(312) 822-9333 

URIE, Sennheiser, Crown, 
Emiiar, Cetec, Yamaha, Otari, 

Share, AKG, etc. 

r 4' 

electro- acoustic 
systems J 

P.O. Drawer 1923 150 N. Hull St. 
Athens, Ga. 30601 (404) 353 -1283 

PINK NOISE TAPES 
Equalize with professional accuracy. 

1/3 octave bands ±1 dB 31.5 Hz - 16 kHz 
15 ips at OP. level (185 nWb /m $28 ppd 
7 1/2 ips at 10 dB below OP. level $23 ppd 
Both 1/4" 2 track. STATEX, Audio Div. 
Box 5334 -X, San Antonio, Texas 78201 

Quality Products Since 1929 

TRACKS!! The complete semi -pro record- 
ing center. Get our low prices on TASCAM, 
TEAC, NEOTEK, MULTI -TRACK, DBX, 
MXR PRO, SHURE, BGW, TAPCO and 
many others. Complete studio packages 
available. 

TRACKS!! from 
DJ's MUSIC LTD. 

1401 Blanchan 
La Grange Park, Ill. 60525 

(312) 354 -5666 

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
DYMA builds roll around console mounts 
for any tape recorder. DYMA builds beauti- 
ful studio cabinetry. 

DYMA 
Box 1697 

Taos, NM 87571 
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EQUIPMENT 

SMALL 4 -16 TRACK STUDIOS 
Detailed technical assistance + acoustical 
consulation, from our engineering division 
to our clients - either here or via phone & 
included FREE. 

Tascam Warranty Service Station + Sales 
Sonic Engineering Lab, IPA Old York 
Road, Willow Grove, PA 19090, Phone 
(215) 659 -9251. 

The Only One 

HIGH INTENSITY turned sound rein- 
forcement + disco + 4 -24 track stu- 
dios, including narrow band (5 Hz!) 
feedback and ring mode suppres- 
sion, detailed regenerative response 
environmental equalization ± I dB 
at your ears, room design /measure- 
ment /treatment, 15 %. articulation loss 
of consonants, our 18 dB computer 
designed crossovers and enclosures. 
1000's of customized and expan- 
dable professional products including: 
splayed fiberglass horns, consoles, 
comp /rms /peak limiters, continuously 
variable electronic crossovers, digital/ 
acoustic /analog delays, omnipressors, 
flangers, reverb, echo, doubling, trip- 
ling, p.a. noise reduction, piczo trans- 
ducers, frequency shifters, notch fil- 
ters, etc. All shipped prepaid + in- 
sured. Sonic Engineering Labs, 11 
1/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, 

Pa. 19090, (21 5) 659-9251. 
+Anechoic Chamber+ 
Inventors /Engineers 

MCI .... Now the best selling multi -track 
recorder! 

MCI .. only from AUDIOTECHNIQUES, 
Inc. in the great northeast! 

Tape recorders from one to 24 tracks - 
Recording consoles up to 40 inputs - 

MCI sales - service, 
factory trained technicians. 

Studio Design and 
construction service. 

AUDIOTECHNIQUES, INC. 
142 Hamilton Avenue 
Stamford, CT 06902 

(203) 359-2312 

3M SERIES M-23 , 8 -TRACK 
tape recorder. Six years old, replaced 
heads (minimal wear), very good con- 
dition. Specifications and pictures 
available upon request. 

CALL Wm. RAMSEY, (515) 478 -9294 
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EQUIPMENT 

MINT... 
AG- 440 -8C, in console ... latest 

configuration. Servo control. 
FIRST CERTIFIED CHECK FOR 

$7,500 CLOSES THE DEAL! 
(f.o.b. Hollywood) 

CALL (213) 851 -4111 
( ..and ask for the special deal department!) 

FOR SALE: 
3M 4- track, 15 -30 ips., $3,900.00 

Phase Shifter, $190.00 
V.S.O., $400.00 

2- Studer A -80 Electronics, $800.00 each 
AKG BX20E Reverb, $2,500.00 

JBL 4350 Speakers, $1,050.00 
(213) 461 -3717, ASK FOR BRIAN 

AMPEX MM -1100 16 -TRACK 
Mint condition. Less than 75 hours 

on heads! ... $13,500 
(404) 873 -6425 - Ask for Joe. 

FOR SALE: Neumann Computer Control- 
led Disc Mastering System including many 
accessories. Currently operating in Ruston, 
Louisiana. Replacement cost in excess of 
$120,000. ASCO selling price - $50,000. 
Write or call for details: RON NEWDOLL - 

ACCURATE SOUND CORP., 114 - 5th Ave., 
Redwood City, CA 94063 (415) 365 -2843 

EMPLOYMENT 

VIDEO ENGINEER: Western Pennsylvania 
college seeks qualified individual to main- 
tain and supervise newly -installed ETV one - 
inch color studio. Responsibilities include 
technical production of ETV programming 
for campus and associated cable channel, all 
equipment repair and maintenance, facility 
scheduling and liaison with department 
media producers. B.S. and prior color exper- 
ience required. First Class License and 
knowledge of digital electronics desirable. 
Available immediately. 

Dept. LLB 
c/o R -e /p, Box 2449 

Hollywood, CA 90028 

CHIEF RECORDING ENGINEER for new 
studio in major North American city to be 
opened Fall 1977. 

Please send experience and complete list 
of artists recorded. All replies in strictest 
confidence. You will be contacted within 90 
days. 

Dept. RB, do R -e /p 
Box 2449, Hollywood, CA 90028 

EMPLOYMENT 

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER 
Manufacturer of high quality stereo 

equipment is seeking a young, aggressive 

individual to plan, implement and manage 

its sales program. 
Applicants must have proven record of 

Sales and Management abilities in the con- 
sumer electronics field. 

Submit resumes in confidence to: 
Box RU, c/o R -e /p 

P.O. Box 2449 
Hollywood, Ca 90028 

Our New Math: 

J30 = 532 2 
Model 532 is a single channel version of 
UREI's 530 Dual Graphic Equalizer, offering 
real economy for recording, sound reinforce- 
ment, radio and TV, and monaural music 
systems. The nine equalizers are centered at 
each octave from 50 Hz to 12.5 kHz. Input 
may be operated balanced or unbalanced 
and the transformer -coupled output amplifier 
is capable of delivering +20 dBm into a 600 
ohm load. Signal -to -noise ratio at maximum 
output is 110 dB, distortion is below 0.5 %. 

Half rack size. Available from your UREI 
dealer. 

model 532 

11922 Valerio Street, No. Hollywood, Calif. 91605 
(213) 764 -1500 

Exclusive export agent: 
Gotham Export Corporation, New York 

Need an Extra Pair of Hands? 
For those everyday situations where you do, the Symetrix Signal Gate is 

now available. 
Gate out tape hiss, effects pedal noise, hum, excessive reverb, etc. 
Tighten up snare, bass drum, and other instruments by eliminating leakage. 
Use the external control input to create unique envelope effects. 
Our signal gate features variable and fully independent attack, release, 

range, and threshold controls; external control input; LED threshold indica- 
tors; internal power supply; and a space saving 13/4" x 19" rack mount package. 
Our price: $289. 

loop S.0 60 mb 5 sec 
ATTACK RELEASE - symetrix 

-CO 0 d - RANGE - -40dbm100bm 
THRESHOLD 

109 Bell St., Seattle, Wa. 98121 (206) 682 -3076 
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gRai 
01181)01b0 aD23 
reel to reel 
audio recording 
TAPE 

EMPTY 
REELS 

AMPEX and Scotch 
all professional grades 
on reels or on hubs 
all sizes, widths 
and hub types 

BOXES for all reels, in various colors 

LEADER-,TIMING-& SPLICING TAPES 

Top Quality Competitive Pricing 
Immediate Shipment 

Call or Write for Details /Prices 

Recording Supply Co. 
DIVISION OF POLYLINE CORP. 

1233 RAND RD. DES PLAINES, IL 60016 
312/297 -0955' 

LATE NEWS .. . 

(continued from page 14) 

KLEFFMAN NAMED AUDIO /VIDEO 
V.P. BY AMPEX 

As announced by Arthur H. Hausman, 
Ampex president and chief executive of- 
ficer, Donald V. Kleffman has been pro- 
moted to vice president and general man- 
ager of the audio -video systems division 
of Ampex Corporation. 

Kleffman had been named general ma- 
ager of the audio -video systems division 
in May of 1976 after four years as mar- 
keting manager. He joined Ampex in1959 
as an applications engineer. Kleffmen has 
held both product and marketing man- 
ager positions since 1964. 

In 1975, Ampex introduced 16 new 
audio -video products for the professional 
audio -video industry. 

FREEMAN NEW BGW NATIONAL 
SALES MANAGER 

In an announcement by BGW Systems 
president Brian Wachner, Wayne Freeman 
has been appointed to the position of Nat- 
ional Sales Manager of the precision elec- 
tronic power equipment manufacturer. 

Freeman had formerly been sales man- 
ager of Telesco International Corporation, 
and will handle the sales management for 
BGW's professional and consumer lines. 

box from 
Forsythe excels its entrenched 

competition in several important re- 
spects you should consider before you specify your next sound reinforcement 
system or augment the one you're already using: 

efficiency of our true exponential SR -215 design gives 113 dB SPL at four feet 
at only one watt input, superior to the radius or quasi -exponential flares used 
by others 
frequency response from below 40 Hz to above 1200 Hz gives you plenty of 
deep bass and lets you cross over at the most favorable frequency for 
your drivers 
rugged construction with 18 -ply- per -inch hardwood eliminates resonances, 
improves strength -to- weight ratio and lasts longer on the road thon cheap 
fir plywood or particle board (and the SR -215 will go through a 30 -inch door- 
way without skinning your knuckles) 

For complete information on the SR -215 better bass boxes, 
contact: Forsythe Audio Systems, 28 Acton Street, 

Watertown, Massachusetts 02172 
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AUDIO SYSTEMS 

For additional information circle No. 77 

STAN FORCE NEW HARRISON V.P., 
ENGINEERING 

Stan L. Force has been appointed 
Vice President of Engineering according 
to an announcement by company pres- 
ident Dave Harrison of the Nashville based 
pro -audio equipment developer and man- 
ufacturer. 

Force received a BSEE from the Univ- 
ersity of Kentucky in 1973. 

"Stan is a professional musician, and 
has worked as a recording studio mixing 
engineer, as well as a cutting engineer in 
several Nashville studios, and is very well 
versed in all the requirements of the rec- 
ording industry from both a hands -on and 
a technical point of view, which we feel is 
an absolutely necessary experience for a 
person with the responsibility of develop- 
ing and manufacturing the most advanced 
forms of studio equipment." said Har- 
rison in making the appointment. 

Force joined Harrison at it's inception 
in 1974, and has been actively involved 
in the design and development of all 
Harrison products. 

MARCH 19 & 20 DATES FOR FIRST 
PRO AUDIO SWAP MEET 

The Express Sound Company, Inc., 
of Costa Mesa, California, and Internat- 
ional Automated Media, of Irvine, both 
Orange County based companies, have 
announced their co- sponsorship of the 
first annual Southern California Profess- 
ional Audio Equipment Mini Exposition 
and Swamp Meet. The event will take 
place at I.A.M.'s new state -of- the -art 24- 
track facility on March 19th and 20th. 

Spokesman from both companies ex- 
pressed hopes that this kind of program 
will offer pro recording enthusiasts an 
opportunity to exchange information and 
ideas with others in the field as well as 
the chance to offer their old or un- needed 
equipment for sale or swap. 

Additional information may be ob- 
tained by contacting Express Sound Co., 
1822 Newport Boulevard, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92627. Phone (714) 645 -9143. 

STUDER -REVOX OPENS NEW 
REGENSDORF, SWITZERLAND 
WORLD HEADQUARTERS 

Called Plant III, the newly constructed 
ten story (2 underground levels) building 
combines under one roof all headquarters 
functions, centralized research and devel- 
opment departments, data processing, as 
well as the addition of some of the comp- 
any's most modern mechanical and elect- 
rical production facilities. 

It is expected that 500 of the comp- 
any's 1,450 employees will be housed in 
the new facility when the near Zurich 
building is fully occupied. 

According to company spokesmen, the 
expansion is in line with the Studer - 
Revox dedictation to a philosophy of 
farsighted development of the finest in 
Audio Products. 
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NOW 
Affordable Automation 

From HARRISON 
2824 

Automation ready means different things to different people. At 
Harrison Systems, it means that our consoles can be connected to an existing 

and available automation programmer with a simple multi pin connector. 
Every Harrison console ever produced has this capability. Some are now 

being used for automated mixing. 
Some manufacturers of recording consoles claim to be automation ready. 

Interface with existing programmers, 
however, requires additional 
circuitry not included in the 
console, or the programmer. 

SIATUS 

Harrison Systems not only has all circuitry 
for automation interface included in all its 
consoles, but beginning January 1977, all consoles 
_hipped will have been interfaced and tested with 

an automation programmer during final test. This 
insures plug -in compatability should you 

automate in the future. 

True Automation Readiness... 
part of the NO COMPROMISE philosophy at 

(MOT ROL 

Harrison Systems 
P.O. Box 22964 

Nashville. Tenn. 37202 
Tel. (615) 834 -1184 Telex 555133 

MONITOR 

For additional information circle No. 78 
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Panel full of miracle/. 

Manufacturers 

Shure mixers, audio level controllers, and feedback controllers are all 
designed to deliver more audio control, more features, and more perform- 
ance dollar for dollar than any other components with similar audio features. 
Their compact size and modular "stackable" design mean they can be easily 
combined in various configurations in even the smallest spaces. And they're 
versatile -their input- output flexibility equips them for an extremely wide 
range of audio applications, giving you control you never thought possible 
without bulky, expensive installations. You can easily put together a system 
that's exactly right for your precise needs without putting extra dollars into 
built -in features you really don't need. For the details on our entire line of 
miracle workers, write: 
Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204 
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited H 

of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry. 
For additional information circle No. 79 
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